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                           -  THE

  "You carry for life the laurels of victory in Ortona
as you remember with pride and lasting affection those
comrades of your youth who didn't come home.

  Your indoinitabi e brave willingness to risk your life
for victory is most worthy of remembering. When you pin
up your Italy Star with those other gongs on your chest
-you might, for a moment, remember the Liri Valley and
the Hitler Line - and thank God for bringing you home.

  On June 6th '44, I had the honour of joining you on a
move to the north. We stopped for the night and sent a
small patrol in a Bren carrier across country to hold a
position astride another road parallel to ours to in-
tercept. any enemy convoy retreat-ing during the night.
My memory of it, which I cherish, is that before that
patrol rejoined us in the early morning they had shot
up a German horse column, pushed, the wagons over the
edge after having first released the horses,, which they
sold to Italian farmers before leaving.

  My vision of the 'Eddies'.... and I'll stick to it.
  Monteciccardo, then the Arno, Ponteveccio, Florence -

where our casualties were particularly sad because th'at
non-operation didn't deserve those lives.

  Monte Luro., peak of the Gothic Line, was an important
victory  though  thankfully a relatively cheap one. The
Tank C 0 and I, sitting on his tank on top of a hill
had a good view of Monte Luro from bottom to top, Ger-
man guns in concrete pits. The Loyal Edmontons spread
out, "A" Company leading, tanks behind. In addition to
the 12th Royal Tanks we had three Field Regiments of
guns and I believe a cab rank of Typhoon rocket air-
craft, - though I don't remember seeing them. Our sup-
porting arms always worked wel'l because our 2 I/C saw
to it. But, in spite of that great firepower, on both
sides, I don't remember any great  noise  or  smoke  of
battle - except the one H.E. shell that hit the com-
mand tank we were sitting on.

  Fortunato Ridge was at times dangerous but in the end
a good battle. The final score was vastly in our favor.
Some quite vivid memories of mine of Kestrel and the
Fortunato Ridge - are too often at odds with the his-
tory and John Dougan's lectures - so I'll not inflict
them on you,



@              GENTLEMEN  -  THE

   To quote "A City Goes To War",
   - San Fortunato therefore must stand beside Ortona as

     the proudest emblazon on The Loyal Edmonton colours.
   After some equestrian and other pleasant, diversions -

 some sardine fishing with a sack of Teller mines, I fi-
 nally  had  the  very  great pleasure of cutting off my
 pips and pinning them below the crowns on the shoulders
 of your real Colonel, James Riley Stone DSO MC. Though
 my posting was totally unnecessary and a bitter blow to
 Jim Stone; and all ranks, I was never, throughout my
 four months with you allowed  to  feel  inadequate. Nor
 was I denied the respect due to the C.O. of a first
 class Regiment. As I had got to know you I had become
 convinced that those big men from Northern Alberta (es-
 pecially the NCOs) were a group to be very proud - or
 very scared of.

   Before going on to Kapyong to earn his reputation as
 one of the finest Battalion commanders in Canada's mil-
 itary history, Jim Stone had., through a stupid posting,
 gone into the book as a very rare bird ~ the best fighfr
 ing Second-in-Command - ever! And over and under it all
 Jim was. and always will be, a Gentleman.

   Thank you Jim, thank you alt - for having me - then -
 and now.

Gentlemen - "THE REGIMENT'
H. P. Bell-Irving

                                     Toast To The Regirrent
One of the ceremonial highlights of the B.C. Branch annual dinners has always been "The Toast
To The Regiment", This year we invited Brigadier "Budge" BeTi-Irving to propose the Toast. He
is well remembered by all "spaghetti-leaguers" as the gentta-nan who led us, very capably,
through the Gothic Line. Following this fine performance, he turned over conrnand of the Bat-
talion to Jim Stone. Although first and last a Seaforth Highlander, Brigadier "Budge" has al-
ways been a staunch supporter of our Association and has attended many of our functions. Even
when he was Lieutenant Governor of B.C., he somehow found time to join us at our picnics and
dinners. Unquestionably; his time as a 49er with us is a period in his career which he treas-
ures. The text of his toast is as above and indeed reflects the esteem in which he holds The
Loyal Edmonton Regiirent.                                                   ^ Remple
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PRESIDENTS'MESSAGE

                         Edmonton Association
 Here it. is 50 years after the battle for Ortona and many of us have

memories of that time. These memories will be refreshed in December
as we set about a 50 year celebration to mark the victory and par-
ticipation  of  our  Regiment  in that victory. The City of Edmonton
has entered into the planning with the celebration committee and it
is hoped for support both from Federal and Provincial sources.

 With the regrettable demise of the downtown location of the Mont-
gomery Legion, Branch #24, we shall have to seek another locale for
our January annual meeting and banquet. Our  sympathy  goes  out  to
Bill Shaw, a member of our Executive and President of the Montgom-
ery Branch, in the agonizing decisions he and his team have had to
make. The crushing burden of the ongoing plant costs made balancing
the budget impossible. We wish them well in their new location in
what was formerly the Edmonton Fire Fighters Credit Union and Social
Club Building.

 My second term as President of your Edmonton Association wilt be
finished in January. It is time to give careful consideration to the
succession and my view is that we now must move on to the next gen-
eration.

                                              Fraternal1y,
                                                          Edgar Boyd

                           B. C. Association
 The B.C.Branch of the Association continues for the sole purpose of-

providing an opportunity for west coast 49ers to meet and maintain
the tie that binds us. To that end, it has been our practice in re-^
cent years to hold our Annual General Meeting and dinner in Vancou-
ver and our summer gathering for members and families in Victoria.

 Our  1993  functions  were  well attended and as always the members
gave every indication that they wish the custom to continue. At the
summer gathering special mention was made of this being the 50th An-
niversary of the invasion of Sicily and also the battle of Ortona.
Members who had participated in these two historic events were asked
to stand and be recognized; they were given an enthusiastic round of
applause. It was a special treat to have with us several  49ers  who
had  not  previously  attended. It  is our hope that they derived as
much pleasure from once again "belonging" as we did from having them
with us.

 For 1994 the B.C.Branch plans to have the Annual General Meeting in
Vancouver on Saturday, February 5th and the Victoria gathering on
Sunday, August 14th. Mark your calendar  now  for  these  events  and
challenge yourself to find and bring with you a 49er who may not be
aware of the Association activities or who for various reasons may
have  missed  attending  in  recent years. You wi11 be doing a great
service to them and to us all.

 As always, on behalf of the Executive  and  Members  of  the  "wet"
coast Branch, I extend to 49ers everywhere hearty Christmas greet-
ings and best wishes for the year that follows.

                                              Fraternal1y,
                                                          W. Rernple
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                         THE

                              LCot W.J.G Bewick  CD
     LCol Bewick is a native of- Buckingham,, Quebec, where he was born, and he

 attended school in Banff and Calgary. He was a member of the Calgary High-
 landers during his time in Calgary and attained the rank of Sergeant there.

     He joined the Canadian Army as a nor. commissioned member of the PPCLI in
 April, 1943, and then was selected for Officer training in August, 1963,
 then successfully completed Infantry Officer training at the Royal Canadian
 School, of Infantry in July, 1964. He was posted to the PPCLI(2L Edmonton,
 in July, 1964,, Platoon Cmdr in the Airborne Company, then was posted to 1
 PPCLI, Germany, in August, 1965, returning to Canada in 1968.

     LCot Bewick then served for 2 years as duty Operations Officer in Na-
 tional Defence HQ. In 1970 he was posted to 1 PPCLI, Calgary; where he re-
 mained until 1975. This tour of duty included 7 months with the Canadians
 in Cyprus in 1971. He then atended Cdn Forces Staff School, 1972, Combat
 Team Commanders course in 1973, Army Staff College, Kingston, 1974 & 75 and
 after promotion to the rank of Major attended Cdn Forces Command/Staff Col-
 lege in Toronto, 1975/76. After staff college he was assigned as Commanding
 Officer, PPCLI Battle School, Wainwright, Alberta, serving until 1979.

     In the summer of 1979, having completed an advanced specialist course
 in Borden, Ontario,, he was assigned to HQ Cdn Forces Europe, Lahr, Germany.
 After- a year as Staff Officer 2, Operations, and a year as Commander Cdn
 Forces there, LCol Bewick was in 1981 appointed CO of #2 Airborne Commando,
 Cdn Airborne Regt, then serving with the Cdn contingent in Cyprus. He wa's
 then promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and posted to National De-
 fence HQ in June, 1982, serving there until 1984.

     In 19841 LCo'l Bewick was posted to command the Cdn Airborne Centre, Ed-
 monton, then posted as Liaison Officer to US Material Command, Virginia, USA
 in July 1987. He returned to Edmonton in 1990 where he assumed duties as G3,
 Operations, at the newly created Land Force, Western Area HQ.

                    .  THE

                              LCol G. R. Jones  CD
     LCot Gten Jones was born in Edmonton, attended school in several north-

 ern Alberta communities and completing high school in St Albert, Alberta. He
 joined The Loyal Edmonton Regiment in October, 1963, white still in high
 school and continued with the Regiment white furthering his education at the
 Northern Alberta Institute of Technology.

     He progressed through the ranks to the rank of CWO, served as Regimental
 Sergeant Major from June, 1973, to June, 1976, then transferred to the Sup-
 plementary Reserve List until 1978. LCol Jones then transferred off the Sup-
 plementary List in Nov 1978, and was commissioned a Captain in the Regiment.

     During the period from 1978, he completed a number of courses, held a
 variety of appointments in the Regiment, Platoon Commander, 2 I/C and 0 C of
 HQ Company. Served as well as an Asst Staff Officer, District HQ, Course Of-
 ficer in the District Training Company. He was promoted to his present rank
 and assumed command of our Regiment on 4 March 1989.

     In civilian life he has been employed in the Public Works Department,
 City of Edmonton, a. Civil Engineering Design Technologist.



@                         THE LOYAL                              @@@@@-
                                     (4PPCLI)

      The year of 1992/93 saw the Regiment move further towards integration
 with the mainstream operation of the Canadian Forces. Restructuring of the
 CF has been in the planning stages for a number of years and the dramatic
 increase in requirements for "Peacekeepers" from the United Nations has ac-
 celerated the movement towards a total force structure. Many of the unit sol-
 diers have volunteered for duty with the UN Forces in Yugoslavia during the
 past year and are now quite familiar with the area now known as Croatia.

      Twenty local Eddy soldiers spent the winter of '92/'93 in the former
 Yugoslavia wearing the UN blue beret. They have now returned to Edmonton
 and ten other LER's have been on UN duty in the former Yugoslavia through
 the spring and summer of 1993. There are currently 23 volunteers for the
 third rotation to operation Harmony undergoing pre-UN duty training at
 Griesbach Barracks. Following their success on the screening program, they
 hope to spend the winter of '93/'94 between the front lines of Serbs and
 Croats in the Republic of Croatia.

      Within the Regiment itself the end of an era was observed during a par-
 ade at the south lawn of the Provincial Legislative grounds. LCol Glen R.
 Jones CD, marched into retirement after approximately 28 years of army ser-
 vice. LCot Jones joined the Regiment in 1963 and rose through the ranks to
 become Regimental Sergeant Major in 1974 and later Commanding Officer in
 1989. His successor is LCot Wit 1iam(Bi11) J. G. Bewick CD, who has served
 30 years in the Regular Force with the PPCLI. A biography of LCol Bewick and
 LCol Jones is provided elsewhere in this FORTYNINER issue.

      Our full time staff also went through a number of changes during the
 past year, and for the first time in memory the unit has become important
 enough to warrant the assignment of a regular force Major. Major Norm B.
 Greene joined our unit as DCO in Sept 92 and immediately became invaluable
 in the reduction of LCol Jones administrative work toad. Maj Greene also
 saw duty as Acting CO from 2 May to 7 Sept 93 when the incoming CO was still
 carrying out his duties at Land Force Western Area Headquarters.

                                                         R.N.Weizenbach
                                                          Captain S Adjutant

                 Key positions and incumbents of our unit as of
                              mid September, 1993:

                     CO                LCol Bit'! J.G.Bewick
                     DCO               Major N.B.Greene
                     Adjutant          Capt R.N.Weizenbach
                     RSM               CWO F.B.T.Read
                     OC "HQ" Coy       Major J.C.Matthews
                     OC "A" Coy        Capt J.F.D. St-Croix
                     OPSO              Capt Chris Atkin
                     Chief Clerk       Sgt L. Grinham
                     Paymaster         Capt D.. Leung

                                ###########M#####
  Medals belonging to Charlie Rattray W were recently presented by the Rat-

       -tray family to the Vegrevitte Branch of the Royal Canadian Legion.



@@@@@@                I           -  JULY,                   @@@@@@@@-

                                  Ralph Craven

     50 years ago ! Three quarters of an average lifetime.
     I'm  going  to start these few words with remembering our embarkation on

 the Durban Castle and our delayed trip to Sicily. Remember the big storm that
 swept through the Mediterranean on the night of July 9th, 1943. It calmed
 down a little when it was time to transfer to the assault craft, but even
 then we had a lot of fun(?) climbing down the rope nets and jumping off at
 the right moment to try and hit the deck of the assault craft without break-
 ing your neck. Then off to the beach with your mind full of questions as to
 what was going to happen within the next few minutes.

     Meanwhile, the dozens of navy ships behind us were putting up a terrific
 barrage, and. it was absolutely awe inspiring to watch those big guns sending
 their messages to shore and attempting to  dear  a  passage  for  the  foot
 troops that had landed on shore. As far as our own assault craft was con-
 cerned it, without warning, came to an abrupt halt as we had grounded on an
 unknown  sandbar. It  must  have  been  some hundred or so yards from shore.
 Orders came to debark immediately and everybody hit the water which here was
 about three feet deep. It deepened to about six feet half way to the shore.
 We were alt wearing inflated life preservers but I had put mine on too tow
 down on my body, it was under my back pack and rny gas mask, and as a result
 as soon as I lost my footing in the deeper water I turned upside down. Some-
 one, and I have no idea who, saw my feet sticking up in the air and out of
 the water, also probably noted it was not a duck, grabbed my back pack and
 turned me right side up. You know - at that moment I didn't give a darn' how
 many Tedeschis were waiting for us - I just wanted to get on solid ground.
 When I got on the sandy beach I lay down behind a two foot high grape vine
 about six inches wide, attempting to get my breath back and trying to hide
 from the enemy that wasn't there.

      Eventually we, "A" Company, headed off in a northerly direction through
  Ispica, Modica, Ragusa, and on to Leonforte and Agira where we had enemy
 action in both those places.

     Agira  wi11  always  stick  in  my mind. #7 Platoon, "A" Coy, was dug in
 overlooking a valley on the approach to the town. We were under fairly heavy
 shelling and mortar fire from German positions behind Agira, One of the boys
 lying in a slit trench behind me was a heck of a good soldier by the name of
 Makokis. He was a fii11 blooded Indian from the Driftpite area in the Peace
 River country. Makokis stuck his head up and yelled, "Hey Sarg, I gotta get
 out of here." To which I replied in a kind voice, "Keep your damn head down!"
 This tittle conversation took place two or three times during the next min-
 ute or two so I finally broke down and said, "OK, get to hell over to the
  slitty over there.", or something tike that. Makokis literally flew out of
  his slit trench and landed in the new spot when a mortar shell hit right in-
 to his vacated trench,and blowing it apart. Makokis stuck his head up once
  again but this time with a great big smite stretching from ear to ear and
 then saying "See, I knew it was going to happen, and thanks Sarg." lhank
  God I changed my mind and "let him move.

      A few days later we had arrived right on the main street of Agira. Bul-
  lets were flying a11 over the place and "A" Company took what protection we
  could get under the circumstances. Lieut. Bob Kettaway and I found ourselves
  together in the recessed doorway of a barber shop so we went inside. The It-



                                   I Remember                      @@@@@@@

alian barber was there in his white coat together with at least a dozen civ-
ilians, a11 scared to death and waiting to see what was going to happen. At
this point in time none of us in the unit had had an opportunity to dean up
and shave for a couple of days. Rough beards were the order of the day -
everybody had one. Bob Kettaway looked the situation over and said to me,
"May as well get this guy to work, let's have a shave." So, Bob sat in the
barber's  chair, we lined a11 the civvies up along the far wall and I sat in
another chair facing them with my .38 revolver in my hand trying to look as
mean as all heck. Bob had his shave and then it was my turn so we changed
places.

    The barber put a doth around my neck and got all set for the operation
by standing over me with a straight razor in his hand! You know, the poor
guy was a lot more scared than I was, he was shaking tike he had double pal-
sy, and this with a straight razor working all around my neck. I looked at
Bob and he grinned so I thought to myself, well, he made it OK so go to it.

    No, I- wont forget Agira and the nervous shave and how I had wondered
whether I would be walking the bloody tower like Anne Boteyn, 'with me 'ead
tucked underneaf me arm".

    Anyway, we got out in fine shape and were the only two dean shaven
people in "A" Company. I now shave with an electric shaver and am not nerv-
ous at a11 .

                                       by
                                   Ernie White

    The battle in Sicily came to an end and our Regiment went into a rest
area near Militetto.

    Our  platoon, #5, the  Pioneers, had  picked  up a gun carriage that had
been wrecked probably just a short time previous. So in our rest period we
went to work and made ourselves a trailer that we could use to haul around
with our platoon transport, a 60 cwt truck that went back to "B" Echelon
whenever we were in action. We used the truck ordinarily to haul around our
mine sweepers, mines and explosives.

    Now that we had this added hauling space we thought we might expand a
bit. Les McRorie was our Platoon Sergeant at the time so he went out and a-
round and scrounged a bunch of cooking utensils including a gas stove that
Darmy Smith, Company QM, was able to find for us. Now we would be able to
draw our own rations and cook our own meals instead of depending on the com-
pany kitchen.

    Our next objective was to locate someone to do the cooking and this Wal-
1y Cook volunteered to do. He hated doing guard duty, training, etc. so no
doubt thought cooking would be one way of getting out of these duties. But
Watty was a Cook by name only, a cook he was not. Being English he was not
familiar with something as simple as spaghetti; he thought it should be done
up in the same way as navy beans and needed an overnight soaking. Which he
proceeded to do. Come morning we had a mess of spaghetti dough.

    It didn't take us long to find a new cook.



                                      by
                                   .Jim Stone

    It is now fifty years since we landed in Sicily, the first Allied strike
at what Winston Churchill, British Prime Minister, called the soft under-
belly of Europe. Our assault was weakly resisted and, until we encountered
German troops, was not particularly "bloody". I remember stopping to pick
ripe  tomatoes  as  we  attacked our objective. Sicily was a land of extreme
discomfort in the summer- of 1943, fearfully hot during the day and realty
cold at night.

    I was in command of the anti-tank platoon and, being truck-towed, were
road-bound. Sicily, being almost devoid of roads, made our role difficult to
identify and when the Commanding Officer, Jim Jefferson, said he would tike
our support in the Satso Valley operation, we were anxious to try to show
our stuff.

    There was no road to the Salso Valley except through Regalbutto which
was still in enemy hands. The trail which the Battalion was to use, as we
later discovered, passable only to  pack  animals, human  or  quadruped. Its
limitations were not known to us and, after much conference we decided to
"liberate" four mutes from the populace, use the whiffte-trees and harness
from the local Governor's carriage and give Jim Jefferson the support he
needed should the enemy counter-attack with tanks.

    Sergeant Pete Linteris, who could speak Italian, accompanied me to the
town square where the natives came on their mutes to carry home their water
supply. Liberating the mutes from their owners was an exercise involving
threats  and  diplomacy but eventually the Sergeant  and I came back to camp
with four fat but recalcitrant animals. The beautiful patent leather harness
was cut and wired together to fit the mules and the whiffle-trees attached to
the gun-trails. The mule drivers gathered the reins and loudly issued com-
mands to the mules to proceed. There was not  a  move. The  mutes  backsides
were slapped, first with feather and then with dubs but, except for a few
movements denoting discomfort, nothing happened. Then it suddenly dawned on
us that the mules were pack animals who had never pulled a pound in their
1ives.

    The mules were returned to their owners but the thought "the guns must
get through" was foremost in our minds. Our next move was to commandeer two
large white oxen. They had two speeds, "slow" and "dead slow". While we were
experimenting with the oxen a message came to me that I was to take command
of a rifle company in the Salso Valley operation and I gladly left the gun
movement problem to Ed Boyd who took over my anti-tank platoon command.

    I conclude the story by stating that I did not see any anti-tank guns in
the  Salso  Valley  nor  for that matter any German tanks. The battle was an
exhausting and uncomfortable affair in which John Dougan was awarded the
first of h^is Military Crosses and Archie Donald his Distinguished Service
Order. The battalion did a good job, captured all its  objectives  and  then
retired to a weft earned rest in the area of Miiite'ito. Ed Boyd arrived with
his anti-tank guns towed by fifteen hundredweight trucks with mutes and oxen
left far behind.

    1943 is a long time back but it is pleasant to be able to recall tittle
incidents which alt helped to gain for our Regiment its very high reputation
in the Canadian Army. I am proud to be included in the company.





@@@@@@@                  *** oi^R  BRADLEY                 @@@@@@.@@

                                     Ed Boyd

     I can still see Omar Bradley in my mind's eye. He was sitting in the pas-

 senger seat. of a jeep beside his driver and with a GI perched high on the

 back of the jeep and armed with a tommy gun. When he got out to talk to me I

 noticed he wore a pistol belt..

     1st Canadian Division had set up a strong patrol consisting of a squad-
 ron of tanks, a company of infantry, Edmonton Regiment infantry(we weren't

 Loyal yet) and a section of the Regiment's anti-tank guns. Our task was to

 make contact with the Americans who had landed on the west and were pushing

 north east. Communication equipment was not as sophisticated nor as reliable

 then as it is now 50 years later.

     This was Sicily. It was hot and. dry and dusty; nor were we yet quite

 sure of the Sicilian reaction to us as invaders. My motorcycle had conked

 out and there was I, all atone in the middle of south Sicily, with a defunct

 motor bike, a .38 pistol and 6 rounds of ammunition.

     True enough, I had been exposed to driver maintenance training. True e-

 nough, theoretically, I knew what to do. But I had never done it. Always be-

 fore  there  had  been someone in the platoon who said, "Here, let me do it,

 Sir". So up on its stand went the bike and out came the toot kit. I knew you

 had to test for spark. There was spark galore. Then gas; there was no gas

 getting through. Apart came the carburetor, placed carefully in sequence on

 the saddle with a wish and a prayer that it would go back together in the

 right order and in the right place. I assumed  that  dust  had  dogged  the

 thing so I blew through every conceivable aperture, as I had seen others'do,

 and set about putting it alt back together.

     Alt the white my mind was distressed by my at oneness in what we still

 considered the land of the enemy. Then up drove this jeep and out stepped

 this American officer with three stars on his epaulets and a pistol at his

 side. To  me  he  was  a  Captain for I had never as yet been exposed to any

 American officers, let alone Lieutenant Generals. He introduced himself as

 Omar Bradley; I as Ed Boyd. After all I had 2 stars on my epaulets. Event-

 ually it dawned, on my thick head that he was a 3 star general and commanded

 one of the American Corps. It turned out he was on his way to make contact.

 with his opposite number in the 8th Army and, obviously, his appreciation of

 the threat from civilian Sicilians, an  appreciation  which  I  trusted, was

 that. there was no threat. I totd him as best I could, with many yes Sirs!

 and no Sirs!, where the headquarters he sought was apt to be and off he went

 in a cloud of dust.
     Meanwhile, less distressed of mind, I slowly put my carburetor back to-

 gether, gingerly trod on the starting pedat and discovered that my driver

 @maintenance training was not a11 wasted. Off I sped to rejoin the column.

                   ^.._4._4-_-}._+-+-+-+-+-+-+

    A HANDY THING OM WHICH TO SIT

    THE CHAIR IS QUITE A BENEFIT.

  TO THOSE WITH CONTEMPLATIVE MINDS

WHO WANT TO REST THEIR TIRED BEH!NDS.



@@@@@@                    LEONFORTE, SICILY                  @@@@@@

                                  BY ROSS MUNRO

                      EDMONTON SOLDIERS TAKE SICILIAN TOWN

                    AFTER BITTER FIGHT AND RESCUE FROM TRAP

      A WILD NIGHT IN THE JUMBLED STREETS OF LEONFORTE AND ITS SURROUNDING

 HILLS AND THE ACTION LEADING TO THE CAPTURE OF PIAZZA ARMERINA ARE HIGH-

 LIGHTS OF THE BATTLE OF A CANADIAN REGIMENT. INCLUDING MEN FROM EDMONTON, IN

 ITS EXHAUSTING FOOT-SLOGGING WAY THROUGH SICILY.

      FIVE GERMAN TANKS ROARED THROUGH THE STREETS TO TRY TO STOP THE ATTACK

 OF THE EDMONTON MEN. THE CANADIANS SCATTERED IN SMALL GROUPS AND THERE WAS

 CONFUSED FIGHTING THROUGHOUT THE TOWN.
      THE COMMANDING OFFICER.. LCOL JEFFERSON, WITH MAJOR BILL CROMB, MAJOR

 BILL BURY AND CAPTAIN ED PRITCHARD, ALL OF EDMONTON, AND THE ELEMENTS OF TWO

 COMPANIES STRUCK TOGETHER IN THE MIDDLE OF LEONFORTE AND WERE SURROUNDED BY

 WHAT THEY ESTIMATED TO BE TWO COMPANIES OF GERMAN INFANTRY AND THOSE MENAC-

 ING TANKS.

      WIRELESS  COMMUNICATION  WAS DISRUPTED AND THEY COULD NOT SEND MESSAGES
 TO BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS ALTHOUGH THEY COULD HEAR THE BRIGADE TRYING TO REACH

 THEM BY WIRELESS. FOR A WHILE THE BRIGADIER THOUGHT THEY MIGHT HAVE BEEN AN-

 NIHILATED BUT ACTUALLY THEY WERE PUTTING UP A  SUPERB  SHOW  WITHOUT  SEVERE

 CASUALTIES.
      THE NAZI TANK CREWS KNEW APPROXIMATELY WHERE THE CANADIANS WERE HOLD-

 ING OUT IN THE BUILDINGS AND PLASTERED THEM WITH CANNON AND MACHINEGUN FIRE.
 AT ONE STAGE THEY FIRED MORTAR BOMBS STRAIGHT DOWN THE STREETS LIKE A FIELD

 GUN.
      THEY ALSO FIRED 88 MILLIMETRE SHELLS DOWN THE DARK STREETS. IT WAS MAD

 STREET FIGHTING FOR HOURS.
      THE CANADIANS STUCK IT OUT UNTIL RELIEF CAME INTO THE TOWN BEHIND TANKS

 ABOUT 11:00 AM, THURSDAY, JULY 22(1945).
      JUST BEFORE THIS, HOWEVER, GERMAN INFANTRY BEGAN A SYSTEMATIC HOUSE TO

 HOUSE CLEARING ON THE STREET WHERE THE GROUP WAS LOCATED. THEY WERE ABOUT 10

 HOUSES AWAY WHEN SUDDENLY THEY TURNED AND RAN. SOMEBODY IN THE BELEAGUERED

 PARTY LET OUT A WHOOP, CANADIAN TANKS AND INFANTRY WERE COMING UP THE OTHER

 END OF THE STREET AND THE BESIEGED GROUP HELPED THEM CLEAN OUT THE TOWN.
      ONE COMPANY LED BY CAPTAIN PAT TIGHE, EDMONTON, MADE A NIGHT ASSAULT

 OVER THE HILLS TO THE RIGHT OF THE TOWN AFTER FIGHTING THROUGH PART OF LEON-

 FORTE.
      THEY CUT UP TOWARD A.SSORO WHERE OTHER TROOPS WERE SCALING A CLIFFTOP.

 (THESE OTHER TROOPS; FROM AN EASTERN ONTARIO REGIMENT; REACHED THE CLIFFTOP

 TO OUTFLANK THE GERMANS IN ASSORO AND PLAYED A MAJOR PART IN OUSTING THEM

 FROM THAT TOWN; WHICH WAS CLINGING TO A MOUNTAINSIDE.)

      THE COMPANY CLEANED OUT SEVERAL MACHINEGUN POSTS AND INFILTRATED INTO

 THE ENEMY LINES TO A CONSIDERABLE DEPTH. THEY STAYED IN THE HILLS OVERNIGHT

 AND WHEN THE REST OF THE BATTALION DIDN'T JOIN THEM, THEY WENT RIGHT BACK

 AGAIN THROUGH THE ENEMY LINES TO JOIN THE MAIN PART OF THE REGIMENT TO ORG-

 ANIZE FOR FURTHER ASSAULTS AFTER THE CONF1JS!ON OF THE NIGHT.
      SECOND IN COmAND IN THIS ACTION AND AT PIAZZA ARMERINA SEVERAL DAYS

 EARLIER WAS MAJOR TED DAY AND THE COMPANY COMMANDERS WERE MAJOR BURY, MAJOR

 CROMB, CAPT ALEX GILCHRIST, MAJOR ARCHIE DONALD AND CAPTAIN WILF BACKMAN.

 ONE HEADQUARTERS OFFICER WAS LlEUT BILL LONGHURST. ALL OF THEM WERE PEPPED
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UP AT THE WAY THE REGIMENT FOUGHT IN TWO BIG ACTIONS.

     AS WITH OTHERS FIGHTING AT LEONFORTE, THE DOCTORS, THE STRETCHER BEAR-

ERS AND THE REST OF THE MEDICAL SECTION WERE LAUDED FOR THE WAY THEY TENDED

THE WOUNDED. CAPTAIN I. LAZARUK, WINNIPEG, THE MEDICAL OFFICER, DROVE AMID

BURSTING MORTAR BOMBS COLLECTING CASUALTIES.
     AT PIAZZA ARMERINA 20 MILES SOUTH OF HERE ON THE ROAD TO ENNA, THE

REGIMENT HAD ITS FIRST BIG ACTION, CLASHING WITH THE GERMANS FOR THE FIRST

TIME. "A" COMPANY, COMMANDED BY CROMB, LED THE ADVANCE AND INFANTRY RODE

FROM CALTAGIRONE TOWARD PIAZZA ARMERINA ON THE TOP OF TANKS.

     A FEW MILES SOUTH OF THAT ROAD CENTRE GERMAN MACHINE GUNNERS ON COM-

MANDING HILLS FIRED ON THE CANADIANS. THEY SCRAMBLED OFF THE TANKS AND DE-

PLOYED TO THE HILLS AND SEARCHED OUT THE GERMANS.

     CROMB SAID THE CANADIANS WERE SO WEARY FROM LONG MARCHES THAT THEY WERE

GRABBING 40 WINKS OF "SHUTEYE" WHILE LYING ON THEIR STOMACHS TO AVOID NAZI

SHELLING. THE ATTACK BEGAN AT NOON AND BY DUSK THE TROOPS HAD CAPTURED PI-

AZZA ARMERINA WITH THE GERMANS RETREATING TO THE NORTH. CANADIAN TANKS SUP-

PORTED THE INFANTRY ATTACK IN THIS SECTION.
     I  DROVE  ALL  OVER LEONFORTE AS THE CANADIANS PUSHED ON PAST THE TOWN,

AND ON THE MAIN STREET AND DOWN SINISTER ALLEYS THERE WAS EVIDENCE OF THE

NO-QUARTER STRUGGLE.
     PILES OF DEAD GERMANS AT STREET CORNERS WERE AWAITING BURIAL, AND GER-

MAN SOLDIERS LAY DEAD BY THEIR MACHINEGUNS ON THE HILLY OUTSKIRTS. HUNDREDS

OF THEM MUST HAVE BEEN KILLED AROUND HERE AS THEY RESISTED UNTIL THE CAN-

ADIANS SWARMED OVER THEM.
     THE FIRST COMPANY INTO TOWN WAS COMMANDED BY CAPT ROWAND COLEMAN OF'

MONTREAL.
     CAPTAIN COLEMAN AND HIS MEN MOVED INTO ATTACK STANDING, SITTING AND

CROUCHING ON ANTI-TANK GUNS AND THE TRUCKS  WHICH  WERE  HAULING  THEM. SOME

WERE HANGING ON THE BARRELS OF GUNS BEING RUSHED UP TO GIVE THE INFANTRY AND

TANKS IMMEDIATE SUPPORT.
     GERMANS SNIPED AND MACHINEGUNNED THE CANADIANS ALL THE WAY ALONG THE

MILE STRETCH OF THE DEATHLY ROAD TO LEONFORTE.

     THE CANADIAN TANKS THUNDERED INTO THE TOWN IN A CLOUD OF DUST AND THE

INFANTRY RODE INTO THE OUTSKIRTS ON ANTI-TANK GUNS AND OTHER VEHICLES, THEN

JUMPED OFF AND SCATTERED THROUGH THE STREETS.
     RIFLEMEN STALKED GERMANS FROM DOOR TO DOOR, CREEPING ALONG DITCHES AND

WALLS OF HOUSES. SNIPERS WERE IN UPSTAIRS WINDOWS, BEHIND SHUTTERS AND BACKS

OF IRON RAILINGS OF THE TINY BALCONIES; WHICH JUT OUT OF THE SECOND STOREY
OF PRACTICALLY EVERY SICILIAN HOUSE.

     THE COMMANDING OFFICER; WHO WAS A SCHOOL TEACHER AT MEDICINE HAT, DES-

CRIBED THE ACTION. HE SAID;
      "THE STREET FIGHTING WAS A REAL GRIM SCRAP. COLEMAN AND HIS COMPANY

DID A MAGNIFICENT JOB."'

     THE CANADIAN TANKS PULLED OFF INTO THE REEKING CHASM OF A SIDE ALLEY
RUNNING FROM THE MAIN STREET. DOWN THE MAIN STREET CAME THREE GERMAN TANKS

GOING ALONG TO ATTACK THE INFANTRY WITH RAPID-FIRE MACHINEGUNS AND CANNON.
THE NAZI PANZERMEN DROVE RIGHT INTO AMBUSH. ONE CANADIAN TANK CREW HELD ITS

FIRE UNTIL THE LEADING GERMAN TANK WAS 20 YARDS AWAY AND THEN BLASTED ITS

TURRET OFF WITH GUNFIRE.
      THE OTHER GERMAN TANK BEAT A SPEEDY RETREAT AND CANADIAN INFANTRY CON-

TINUED THEIR HOUSE-CLEARING STREET FIGHTING.
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     GERMANS SHELLED THE TOWN AT FREQUENT INTERVALS. LEONFORTE WAS AN INFER-

NO OF GUNFIRE AND CLOSE-IN FIGHTING. IN THE CENTRE OF THE TOWN INFANTRY CAME

TO THE RELIEF OF THE TWO COMPANIES WITH THE COMMANDING OFFICER MAJOR CROMB
AND MAJOR BURY, WHO HAD BEEN CUT OFF IN LEONFORTE AND FOUGHT THE GERMANS ALL

AROUND THEM THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT.
     THEY WERE BEING HUNTED DOWN BY GERMAN TANKS AND INFANTRY AND WERE MAK-

ING THEIR LAST STAND IN THREE HOUSES WHEN THE INFANTRY PUSHED UP THE STREETS

TO RAISE THE SIEGE.
     COLEMAN SAID THE UNIT PILED OUT OF THE WRECKED HOUSES, PATTING INFANT-

TRYMEN ON THE BACK AND SHOUTING THEIR THANKS. "BURY EVEN PUSHED A BOTTLE OF

VINO INTO MY FACE," SAID COLEMAN.

     A  LONE  COMPANY  OF INFANTRY PRESSED UP THE STREETS AND FOUGHT ITS WAY

TO THE STATION ON THE OTHER SIDE OF TOWN. ONE GROUP BATTLED OVER THE HILLS

ON THE NORTHERN FRINGE OF THE TOWN AND GOT TO THE STATION.
     CANADIAN TANKS WERE BLOCKED BY ENEMY MINES NORTH OF THE TOWN AND COLE-

MAN'S COMPANY HUNG ON TILL THE REST CAME UP. A PLATOON COMMANDED BY LlEUT

REC CAREY OF VICTORIA ATTACKED AND OVERRAN THREE MACHINEGUN POSTS AND AN

ANTI-TANK GUN.
     ON THE RIDGES OVERLOOKING THE TOWN THERE WERE SCORES OF GERMAN DEAD.

     THE LEADING PLATOON, COMMANDED BY LlEUT W. L. SMITH, TORONTO, GOT DOWN

ON THE FORWARD SLOPE IN A VINEYARD WHEN IT WAS ATTACKED AT POINT-BLANK RANGE
BY TWO GERMAN TANKS FIRING INCENDIARY SHELLS AND USING RAPID-FIRE MACHINE-

GUNS. SMITH AND HIS PLATOON HAD TO FIGHT  LIKE  INSPIRED  MEN  TO  HOLD  THE

POSITION.
     FINALLY  MAJOR  PAQUET OF QUEBEC CITY BROUGHT HIS COMPANY INTO THE TOWN

TO MOP UP. THEY CLEARED THE LAST OF THE SNIPERS OUT OF THE HOUSES AND ENDED
THE CONFUSION. THE ADJUTANT OF THE BATTALION IN THIS ACTION WAS CAPT WILLIAM

WATSON OF EDMONTON.

     A TRIUMPH A FEW MILES TO THE RIGHT OF LEONFORTE COMPLETED  THE  SUCCESS

IN THIS SECTOR AFTER FOUR DAYS OF FIGHTING. NOW THE CIVILIANS ARE CROWDING

BACK INTO LEONFORTE AFTER FLEEING TO CAVES AND LEAVING THE TOWN DESERTED EX-

CEPT FOR THE GERMANS WHEN THE BATTLE RAGED.

                                 DECORATIONS
     AFTER THE FIGHTING IN SICILY DURING WHICH TIME MANY MEMBERS OF THE IST

CANADIAN DIVISION DISTINGUISHED THEMSELVES, A NUMBER WERE DECORATED BY GEN-

ERAL MONTGOMERY FOR OUTSTANDING GALLANTRY IN THE FIELD. CAPTAIN PAT TIGHE OF

THE EDMONTONS RECEIVED THE MILITARY CROSS FOR TAKING HIS COMPANY ALONG THE

CLIFFS NEAR THE TOWN AND FOR SHOWING GREAT PERSONAL BRAVERY. MAJOR ROWAND

COLEMAN (LATER OC THE EDMONTONS) WON THE MC FOR LEADING HIS PATS INTO THE

TOWN OF LEONFORTE IN THE FINAL THRUST THAT LED TO ITS CAPTURE.

     THERE WERE OTHERS FROM VARIOUS UNITS WHO RECEIVED DECORATIONS FOR THEIR
ACTIONS  AT  LEONFORTE. MAJOR  WELSH  AND TWO LIEUTENANTS FROM THE ANTI-TANK

BATTERY WERE DECORATED FOR "SHOWING AMAZING DASH". LlEUT CARSON, PATS, RE-

CEIVED AN MC FOR  LEADING  HIS  PLATOON  THROUGH  GERMAN  POSITIONS  LIKE  A

"PRAIRIE CYCLONE". CAPTAIN KEN MACDONALD, SEAFORTH MO, WON AN MC FOR "MAG-

NIFICENT WORK UNDER FIRE TENDING THE WOUNDED AT LEONFORTE". HE WAS LATER

KILLED IN ACTION IN ITALY.
                                                   - FROM THE EDMONTON JOURNAL
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     On February 6, 1993, the British Columbia Branch of The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment gathered at. the Sandman Hotel, Vancouver, for its Annual Meeting.
Although those who assembled were considered to be small in numbers, they
more than made up for that deficiency by their eagerness, their assembly
commenced a good hour and a half before the scheduled time.

     As  we  have  mentioned  above  the numbers were very few this year. A
total of twenty four members were present, it is presumed that we can con-
sider ourselves lucky to have such a representation in the present day. We
know of many members unable to attend this year, we would be delighted to
have them aft present the next time.

     President Bi1t Remple having catted us to be seated for our dinner, he-
catted for a moment of silence in memory of our departed comrades.

     Our meat was soon completed and our President, proceeded on to the bus-
iness aspects of our annual meeting. He catted on Percy Darlington for the
Toast to the Queen, most capably done.

     A former Commanding Officer, Brigadier "Budge" Belt-Irvi rig was then
catted on to present the Toast to the Regiment. You witt find a copy of his
words elsewhere in this magazine.

     Then I, as Secretary and Treasurer gave my report and it dealt mainly
with correspondence received from members unable to attend and that we are
still able to pay att our bills. The Annual Report having been presented,
its presentation was recommended, seconded with no dissenters.

      Les Taptin, in charge of entertainment, then gave his report, it was
passed with the approval of those present.

      It had been noted by many members that Dave Petrie had for many, many
years been a great supporter of our Regiment and of the BC Association. It
was therefore recommended that he now be made an Honourary Life Member of
our Association. The presentation of the unusual honour was made in a most
fitting manner by Jim Stone and was most heartily agreed on by att members.
 In return Dave favored us with a very enjoyable address.

      president Rempte then presented the nominations for the Executive for
the coming term and they were unaminousty elected:

     President  -  Bill Rempte       Secty Treasurer  -  Ken McKenzie
     Directors  -  Art Bird         Ed Bradish         John Dougan

               Aton -Johnson           Doug Rogers        Les Taptin

      Fottowing the election of officers the business section of the meeting
was concluded and a motion to adjourn was made and passed. Att members then
 adjourned to the bar for further swapping  of  ties, half-truths  and  even
 some true stories.

      Those in attendance other than the ones mentioned previously:
 Paul Charles; Sid Fry; Don Jacques!; Met Likes; Gord Mdntosh; Ed Bradish;
W.Ho'lmes; ,1.A.McConnet1; Charlie Swan; Jack Chitds; Les Duncan; Ralph Hay-
 ter; D.J.LaRivtere; Jack McBr-ide; and Jack Rosser who as he has done in the
 many times at our- annual meeting, tended the bar with his excellent service
 and his efforts to keep all glasses fitted, at att times and being most suc-

 cessful .

                                                            Ken McKenzie
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Comments re some of our illustrious attenders:
     DOUG ROGERS - One of the harder workers at our Annual Meetings, Doug
     collects dues that are offered, sells dinner tickets and looks after
     any donations. He makes sure we have music to get us. to our tables,
     makes sure that the Last Post gets played as wett as Bonnie Dundee.

     JACK McBRIDE - had a bit of corrective surgery done some three weeks
     ago and now finds himself well enough to attend our gathering.

     CHARLIE SWAN - the only one from the prairies to attend this year and
     it's a real pleasure to have him with us.

     JACK CHILDS & SID FRY - were engaged in swapping TRUE stories.

     MEL LIKES - tells us he is at the present time reassembling a "Steam-
     er" and expects to have it operating before long. He brings word from
     SAM HATELY that he is not in the best of health. We wish Sam wett.

     A story that came about, apparently, following the banquet was to the
     effect that a member upon retiring decided on washing his dentures but
     in  the process of doing that his hearing aid also fell into the water
     not improving the operation of the artificial ear.. Could it be that
     dirty tales were totd at the "afters" and the aid needed cleaning?

     One interesting story that came to tight had to do with PERCY DARLING-
     TON and RALPH HAYTER(since deceased). They were both previous to WW II
     members of the 19th Alberta Dragoons, Percy as an officer and Ralph as
     Squadron Sgt Major. When war began Percy was catted out and went about
     Alberta checking on guards at various bridges, etc. Ralph had answered
     the call for volunteers from LCot Stittman and thus joined the Edmon-
     tons, unknown to Percy. When Percy learned of the Colonels request he
     resigned his commission and joined the Eddys as wett. And overseas
     they both went. To their surprise they met on embarkation in England.

And comments from some unable to attend:
     ERNIE BLACK - reports that att is wett with his health, maybe he can
     be here next year.

     JACK DELORME - lets us know that he wilt be unable to attend any of
     our future gatherings, expresses delight in receiving the FORTYNINER.

     BILL DUNBAR - was off and away on a 44 day cruise to the far East and
     thus would not be available. "See you in the fatt," he says.

     STEVE HENKE - sent his Australian address, listed in the back of the
     magazine. Sends also God's blessings. Wilt welcome att visitors.

     OWEN HUGHSON - wintering in Arizona and is unable to attend. Is having
     himself a few health problems.

     JACK BODDINGTON - "Unable to attend, best wishes to att, thanks, Jack"
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Unable to attend, cont'd:
     JOHN GNOT - a new member, sends greetings to att, especially "B" Coy,

     DUKE LENGLET " has moved to the mainland, is gtad to get the magazine
     and is pleased that the Association is able to carry on.

     FRANK McDOUGALL - writes from Moose Jaw sending his regards to att and
     sorry he can't make it.

     J. H. QUARTON - witt be in Mexico, in the resort area, for a couple of
     months so wilt not be attending.

     DAVE MUNDY - advises that with the assistance of some of the Victoria
     stores he has been able to restore his W II battle dress blouse to
      'its pristine 1945 qtory.'

     L.D. Lou SMITH - sends us word that he is grounded and for the time
     being is unable to walk. Hopefully he will be able to get around be-
     fore long. Lou sends his regards to att.

     HAROLD SMYTHE - expects to be a hospital patient at the time of the
     meeting so wont be there.

     NICK SYKES - hopes to be in Patm Springs, Cat if, for his daughter's
     wedding but sends every good wish to a1t 49ers.

     JACK WASHBURN - sends his dues along plus a donation, will not be able
     to attend because of health conditions.

     JACK WRATE - wilt be spending the winter down south, sends regards to
     att members and hopes to see us before long.
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     There were thirty members present at our Annual General Meeting held on
 Saturday  afternoon, January  16, 1993, and  once it was catted to order it
 did not take long to cover att our year's business.

     President Ed Boyd catted the meeting to order on the dot at 1500 hours
 and began the order of business with a catt for two minutes silence to hon-
 our our fatten and absent comrades.

     Minutes from the 1992 General Meeting were catted for and it was moved
 by Paul Cote and seconded by Ted McLean that they be accepted as reported.

     Reports for the various committees were then catted for:
     Financial - the report presented by the Treasurer, Barney Otson, again
     showed a smalt profit for the past year and it was suggested that alt
     membership fees, etc., be left the same for the coming year, no changes.
     The report was moved for acceptance by the Treasurer, seconded by Vince
     Westacott and carried unanimously.

     Membership - Association membership remains at a good level with not
     much change from the previous year. We show an increase in members from
     the Militia, a slight decrease of the veterans. The report was moved by
     Barney Otson, seconded by Lee Ahtstrom and carried.

     Magazine - Some 450 magazines were distributed in November, '92, a sim-
     ilar amount to that of the previous year. A good and sufficient quan-
     tity of material was received for the issue. Mention was made of some
     difficulty in procuring regimental history, etc. that might be of use
     in the Last Post column when a former member of our Regiment or the As-
     sociation is deceased. Members are urged to send in any material they
     may have on such occasions. The report was moved by the Editor, Barney
     Otson, seconded by Lee Ahtstrom, carried,

     Hospital/Last Post - Bob Hidson reported that 30 former members of our
     Regiment had passed away during the year that we are aware of. Of these
     approximately 15 had been members of our Association. At the time of
     the report there were six members residing at Mewburn Vets' Home. The
     report was seconded by Vince Westacott and carried.

     Museum - presented by Lee Ahtstrom and also Keith Wakefietd. Stow but
     steady progress is being made in getting our Museum space in the Prince
     of Wales Armouries ready. The "Ortona Mural" which has been positioned
     for many years at the west end of the Armoury has now been restored by
     the City of Edmonton (at a considerable expense) and has now been moved
     to the east watt where our Museum space is located. The mural is at
     present the property of the City, after fifteen years wilt become the
     property of the Museum. Chris Atkin was commended for the great amount
     of work and time he has spent in getting the Museum "on it's way".

     Regiment - report given by LCot Gten Jones, Officer Commanding.The Mit-
     itia Unit during the past year had spent nine weekends on exercises.
     They had also been at Wainwright Camp training with the Regular Force
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 Regiment - during the month of August. Some members of the Regiment had
 been attached to units overseas. Twenty one Airborne members were in
 Yugoslavia at this time and twelve others were training in Winnipeg for
 duty in Yugoslavia shortly.
 Car license plates (front) bearing the Regimental Crest are now avail-
 able at the Kit Shop.
 Fort McMurray is interested and ready to form a military company of the
 LERs in their city.
 It was also mentioned that it was quite possible that soon the pre uni-
 fication shoulder flashes would again be worn.

 Watty Ross suggested that the Association should be involved in sending
 material, etc., to our L Edmn R members in Yugoslavia. It was mentioned
 by Bill Shaw that the Montgomery Legion was busy sending tetters to the
 members there. President Ed and Bitt Shaw were to get a list of Regi-
 ment members overseas and perhaps send items such as local newspapers a-
 tong to them.

 New  Business  - It was moved by Vince Westacott that the Annual Picnic
 be held this year in Edmonton, rather  than  in  Grande  Prairie, whose
 turn it is to hold it, and it would be held here July 10 and 11 in or-
 der to hold some bit of a ceremony celebrating the 50th anniversary of
 the landing of our Regiment in Sicily. The motion was seconded by Lee
 Ahtstrom and carried.

 An anniversary celebration in relation to the battle for Ortona would
 be held later this fait. Any information concerning battles, etc., to
 be forwarded to Keith Wakefietd and he in turn would supply the various
 newspapers, etc. with the material.

 As the last order of business, Gordon Armstrong moved that the process
 of electing a new Executive for the next term be done away with this
 time and that the present Executive be re-etected for 1993. The motion
 was seconded by Bill Shaw, carried unanimously.

          Members of the Association Executive for 1993:

        President  -  Ed Boyd     Vice President  -  Chris Atkin
         Secretary  ~  Lem Mundorf    Treasurer  -  Barney Otson

       Executive Members  -  Watty Ross,  Bill Shaw,  L.E.Stewart,
             Roll ie Castagner,  Paul Cote,  Vince Westacott

                      Past President  -  Bob Hidson
                    Militia Unit  -  LCot Gten Jones

                     Honorary Colonel  -  R. Chapman
                     Honorary L/Cot  -  R. Matheson

 There being no further business to attend to the meeting was adjourned
 at 1630 hours on a motion put forward by L. E. Stewart and the motion

 carried.

                                                      B. Otson
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     This year we were again rewarded with a good turnout to our Annual Ban-
 quet. Fine  weather for this time of the year played a part as wettas a good
 representation from the Militia Unit. Alt totd some 165 members and their
 guests turned out.

     With the General Meeting not being concluded until shortly after 4 PM
 we did not have long to wait for the banquet to begin. Cocktails were being
 served just before six o'clock and from then until seven. When it was  time
 for the banquet to begin, members gathered in a steady stream and it was
 soon determined that we had underestimated on the attendance and more ta-
 bles would have to be provided.

     By 7:00 PM the head table had been seated: President Ed Boyd and Peggie
 Boyd; Bill and Ann Shaw, representing Montgomery Legion; LCot Gten and Di-
 anne Jones, Mitiia Unit; Gene and Lorraine Bince, Department of Veteran Af-
 fairs; Alderman Ron Hayter, City of Edmonton; HCot Bob and Dorothy Chapman
 and Hon LCot Bob and Jerrie Matheson, from the Regiment.

     When everyone had settled down the official part of the evening began.
 Our Regimental Colours were marched on by a guard from the Regiment, a cere-
 mony which is carried out very smartly and much appreciated by alt in attend-
 ance. Paul Cote and Jim Foote did us the honor of marching on the Griesbach
 Sword, a member from the Edmonton City Police Pipe Band playing Bonnie Dun-
 dee for the occasion.Then followed a two minutes silence. The buffet was
 then put in place and the eating part of the evening began.

     Once the meat was completed there were several Toasts, To The Regiment,
 the City of Edmonton. There were several messages read out from some of our
 members who for one reason or another were unable to attend the evening.
 President Ed asked att those from out of town to rise and be recognized.
 Then there was the search for the oldest member in attendance. This time it
 was Ralph Craven, at 85, and he was presented with the coveted prize.

     We were entertained by the Edmonton City Police Band for a short white,
 and the program was much enjoyed. They were attending a Bobbie Burns even-
 ing downstairs from where we were, so they volunteered their time to come
 upstairs and entertain us with their Scottish music for a bit.

     Following this bit of a program the Colours were marched off, then the
 Sword was marched off, the tables were cleared away from the dance floor
 and a space was made available for dancing. For the remainder of the even-
 ing it was dancing and recalling old memories.

     Listing many of our members who were present:
     From out of town: Mike Antonio, Hythe - Sam Atkinson, Goodfare - Ken

 Couptand, Spruce Grove - Bill Dewitz, Barrhead - Ivan Fetdberg, Evansburg -
 Sid Fry, Vernon BC - Dave Gautter, Thorsby - Bob Jardine, Ardrossan - Sam
 Lenko, Sangudo - Steve Lotoski, Alberta Beach - Bill Lukaniuk, Tomahawk -
 J.B.McDonatd, Mayerthorpe - Don Mundorf, Clyde - Owen Moses, Fort MacLeod -
 Otto Peters, 108 Mite House BC - Bob Prowd, Assinboia SK - Art Robinson, St
 Albert - Charlie Swan, Innisfait - Joe Turions, High Prairie - Barney Weir,
 Two Hi Its.

     From Sherwood Park: John Bowen, Lee Ahtstrom, Ed McLean.
     From Edmonton: Chris Atkin - Gordon Armstrong - Marshall Baydata - Jack

 Birmingham - Jim Botsford - Dan Beauregas-d - Peggy Botinski - Dave Bittman
 Ed Boyd - Ralph Craven - Chris Chodan - Paul Cote - Angus Campbett - Rot tie
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 From Edmonton : Castagner - Joe Decoine - Ted Dombroski - R.Duquette - Hen-
 ry  Funk  -  Jim  Foote (from Arizona) ~ Ron Game - Pat Grier - Don Gower -
 Buck Getschet - Bob Hidson - Sid Jones - Steve Kmiech -  Ron  LeBas  -  Don
 Matsen - Lem Mundorf - J.Matheson ~ Art McCormack - Dave McAra - Hugh McKay
 Barney Otson - Wutff Preuss - Bill Parry - Watly Ross - Betty Rhodes - Bern-
 ie Robitaitte - Alan Starrier - Bill Shaw - Pete St Pierre - Jim Sharkey -
 Keith  Wakefietd  -  Cart  Watford  -  Bob Witson - Vince Westacott - Geoff
 Wright.

     Listing as many as possible from the Militia Unit:
     A. Antoniuk - Gten Batombin - Vernon Bastabte - Paul Bury - Mark Denney

 Ctayton Derouin - Glenn Fedoruk - Michael Futter -  Matthew  Going  -  Troy
 Hennig - Richard Houte - Peter Ibrahirn - Luisto Jepas @ Richard Kott - Ken.
 neth Metvitte - David Mika - Keith Mundorf - Nason Parker - Nathan Pickard
 David Scott - Jean Ste-Croix - Ronald Storrier - J. Symons ~ Douglas Thort-
 akson - David Turnbutt - Troy Vanbosteten - Richard Weizenbach - Wynard
 Wharton - Brendan Yuitt - Bruce Zawatsky - J.Hodson - Edward Federation -
 David Leung - John Matthews " Brian Read - Angela Witkinson.

     Special guests from the L Edmn R Cadets: Capt Frank Kozar, WO D.Jones
 and WO A.Gaetz.

     Many of the above mentioned were accompanied by their guests.
     There were no members present from the Mewburn Veterans Centre

B. Otson
++++++++++

                             Unit Mar Diary W II

Saturday July 10, 1943
    At approximately 0430 hrs the bn embarked, in LCIs(Landing Craft Infan-

    try) ready to land at whichever beach Bde had ordered. After remaining

    afloat for two hours the Regiment was catted in and landed on beach 57,

    "Sugar Green". No organized opposition had. been encountered by the as-

    saulting bns and except for some difficulty with deep water our landing

    was without incident. Moving according to plan the bn took up a defen-

    sive position in area ELK sq 9191 map ref sheet 27711 PACHINO where it

    spent the remainder of the day collecting transport and generally re-

    organizing. "B" Coy had a minor engagement in the afternoon. Movement

    was noticed in a nearby winery and an investigating patrol was fired on

    Our Bren guns replied whereupon 35 Italian soldiers with kits aready

    packed marched out and surrendered. Our boys sampled some of the "Vino"

    in the winery with disastrous results.

    In the evening the bn moved on foot to the Bde Fortress area on the

    high ground in sq 8694 and 8693.

                              +++++-S-+++-S-

50th Wedding Anniversaries we have come across:

          Pat and Bill (W.D.) Smith - May 1993

          Jean and Ed. Cox - July 1993

          Atec and Mrs Burrows-We'tt be celebrating this summer in the

       Oxted area with my wife, a former Limpsfietd teacher.



                              OF BITS AND PIECES                  @@@@@@@@
                        -Experience The Great Teacher-

                                       by

                                 Edgar L. Boyd

   Telling is never enough for most of us; it seems we must experience to
team. There were many episodes during WW II that demonstrated this age old
principt e.

   What was catted the Stow Assault convoy for Sicily consisted of a targe
number of freighters. Liberty ships mainly, with destroyer escorts. Aboard
were vehicles and guns, ammunition and supplies, and the men to drive the
vehicles and the crews to man the guns. Thus the S S Ft. Stager, the Liberty
ship on which I found myself as 2 I/C troops. Major Ted Day being the 0/C
troops, had about 200 troops aboard, drivers and gunners, etc. for the ve-
hicles and guns aboard.

   We were a long time at sea. To keep us in some sort of shape, I found my-
self daily conducting physical training, never my favourite pastime. We
learned  our destination when wett out to sea. Thereafter we pored over maps
and mock-ups of our landing sites until they were engraved upon our minds. I
can remember the great joy when we found we were joining the 8th Army, then
at the height of its popularity with the folks at home, in England, and, of
course, with the troops in the field.

   Picture the beautiful Mediterranean, the hot sun, and the joy of tying on
one of the boat hatches, sun-tanning. Think of the nuisance of wearing a Mae
West fife jacket. Despite the directives and the orders, sun-tanning contin-
ued on the hatches. Mae Wests remained unworn, except by the sailors, most
of whom had gone down at least once in torpedoed ships, and  recognized  the
hazards. Not our troops, they knew best. That is, they knew best until early
one morning a German recce plane flew over, high in the air. At 1000 hours,
Poof! the  ship  in  front of us was tost in smoke and soon we could see men
and debris in the water, the ship listing and  burning. At  1500  hours  the
ship behind us. Poof!. At 1000 hours the next morning the ship alongside,
Poof!  There was the sound of ammunition exploding far into the night and
burning vessels behind us with destroyers running hither and yon dropping
their depth charges. Alt the boats had been torpedoed by enemy submarines.

   Nobody but nobody was seen thereafter on a wooden hatch. They had learned
that explosives take the path of least resistance and burst up through the
wood. They also teamed that a day has 24 hours, an hour has sixty minutes,
a minute has sixty seconds and that in any one of those seconds the ship you
are on can go Poof!  Everybody now wore a Mae West.

   Later on, having now landed in Sicily, rear Battalion Headquarters was at
Agira, white  the  Rifle  Companies  pushed on towards the Satso Valley. Jim
Stone was in command of us, and as we were in shelling range, att of us had
appropriate slit trenches, deep and safe. A batch of reinforcements arrived
that day and it was suggested to them that they should dig in. The ground
was hard and rocky. They were tired. They didn't dig in. Alt at once the en-
emy shells started fatting around us. Amusing now, as then, is the memory of
shovels digging through the night. However, it turned out be love's labour
tost for there was no more shelling that night.

   Experience is always the best teacher!



@@@@@@@@              "THE VICTORIA CROSS"  II               @@@@@@@@;

                                       by

                                   Ernie White

    In the last issue of our FORTYNINER, #92, there appeared a short story
 written by Ed Boyd, and titled "The Victoria Cross".

    What I happened to see, and take part in, that night was quite different
 to the story that appeared in the magazine.

    Our Pioneer Platoon had received a request for two members to go out that
 night, one member with each of two patrols that would be out looking for the
 enemy. The purpose of the two patrols was to contact the enemy, one way or
 another, if possible find out their strength, etc. and then report back.

    Charlie Whetan had just come back to our Regiment from the Holding Unit,
 he had just.arrived there having been discharged from hospital. He had been
 wounded white taking part in the Hitter Line. Charlie volunteered to go out
 on one of the patrols so I sent him along with "A" Company. Unfortunately he
 got wounded again and went off to hospital.

    What to do? I decided then that knowing who the Platoon Commander that I
 would be working with was,perhaps I should be the one to volunteer to go out
 with the patrol. My part on the patrol would be to keep an eye out for enemy

 mines, booby traps, etc.
    The patrol took off for the river, the Arno, with me following along.

 After moving along the river bank and upstream for a distance, the Platoon
 Commander catted us into a huddle and made us a proposition. He would go
 down to the river and get himself wet since he would be the one reporting
 back to the Adjutant on our return, if we returned, and this way there would
 be evidence that we had tried to cross the river. But he would need the sup-
 port from us for the report and we would therefore be 'scot free'.

     This patrol was made up mostly of young reinforcements, and since they
 realty had no idea what it was att about they remained silent. Finally I
  said, "I'm sorry, I can't go along with that plan, the Regiment is no doubt
  depending on the information we get. If we report that there are no "Ted-
  eschi" on the opposite bank, which was the reason for the patrol in the
  first place, it could mean a disaster for somebody."

     The Platoon Commander replied, "You go ahead and get kitted if you want,
  I'm staying on this side of the river."

     The only other NCO with our patrol, a young Corporal, and I never did get
  his name, agreed to lead the patrol across the river. The rest of the pat-
  rot seemed to think the Cpt was OK so we set off again looking for a spot
  that would be suitable for a crossing. We came to a spot where it looked
  tike we would be able to wade across easily. The water was real shallow and
  with the bright moonlight at the time the whole area looked real nice.

     We posted our two Bren guns in the bushes and out of sight on the bank of
  the river, the two guns were to be our covering fire in case there was any
  enemy fire. We crossed the river where we had chosen without any problems
  but as soon as we got about half way up the river bank att hett seemed to
  break loose. Our two Brens opened up to give us some cover and we thus man-
  aged to find an old shell crater for our protection. After that there was a

  complete silence.
     The Corporal and myself proceeded to move up the bank again but as soon

  as we started out "Tedeschi" spotted us and opened up on us. Our own guns
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  for some reason remained silent. Without covering fire and especially with
  the bright moonlight it was impossible for us to reach the top of the bank
  so we retreated back to the shell crater where the rest of our patrol was.
  We couldn't figure why we weren't being covered by our Brens unless they
  had been silenced by enemy fire.

     The bunch of us then held a tittle "0" group and our decision was for me
  to make a dash for the river in an attempt to get back to the other side. We
  needed covering fire from our own guns and it would be up to me to get back   j
  across, get to our guns and see what the problem was and hopefully rectify j
  it. Once I got back then it would be up to the Corporal to lead the rest of  |

  the patrol back, with tuck under covering fire.                              |
     By the time I hit the water buffets were flying everywhere and the water

  was almost churning from the number of them faffing around. Where I entered  |
  the river it was quite swift so I got washed downstream a bit and into deep- jj
  er water. A good swimmer I was not and what with army boots, etc., it wasn't
  easy for me. Somehow I made it across, back up the river bank and into the
  darkness of the covering trees that were there. I located our Brens and j
  after much cursing and yelling at the gunners for not covering us their      I
  reply was that the Platoon Commander had told them to stop firing, they were

  drawing enemy fire.                                                          g
     On my orders they started gun fire across the river at the "Tedeschi" |

  positions and our patrol then was able to make a dash for it. By some mira-
  cle they all made it back without so much as a scratch. So ended the patrol, j

     One thing I regretted was not getting the Corporafs name and keeping in   j
  touch with him. We seemed to work very wett together.

     To complete the night's work, when I was walking back to my Pioneer Plat-
  oon I heard a long range artillery shell coming my way. There was no missing j
  the sound and it seemed to be coming for the back of my neck. I hit a nearby |
  ditch in a hurry and waited. The shell landed some ten feet or so away from  j
  me and then there was only silence. After a couple of minutes I got out of   |
  the ditch and had a took, you could see the smoke and steam coming out of a  |
  hole where the shell had tit. It att looked quite eerie in the bright moon-  |
  tight. But the shelf didn't explode and I guess that it was a dud. Anyway, I j
  made it back to camp with no more problems.                                  '
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@@@@@@@@                         LOOKING    BACK                       @@@@@@@@
                                       by

                                    Ray Lewis

     September 14, 1939, I enlisted in The Edmonton Regiment at the Prince of
 Wales Armoury and I was then assigned to be a member of "B" Company. Then    I

 after a couple of months of trying to get used to army fife and also to the
 WW I uniforms that we were required to wear, we climbed on a train at the
 CN station for overseas duty. This was December 15, 1939.

     When we got to Halifax we boarded the Batory, then stilt a Polish luxury
 liner. We were treated to white sheets and good Polish food on our journey
 across the ocean. It was a rough crossing but without danger and we finaffy
 landed at Glasgow and took the trip south to the Atdershot area and our home
 for several months in Morvat Barracks. Here we became familiar with English
 habits and stricter Army routine. Route marches and one scheme after another
 either made soldiers out of us or sent us on a trip to the Holding Unit. The
 year 1940 was for me rather tough. I spent a short time in hospital and
 after convalescence I found myself in one of the Holding Units.

     White at the Holding Unit the military decided they needed guard units
 to protect some of the British Air Force bases. They volunteered our serv-
 ices as weft as soldiers from other units of 1st Div. A good assignment but
 as soon as things quietened down a bit the guard duties were turned over to
 the RAF and we were returned to our Regiments.

     In 1942 there were many changes being made in the Army and with Support
 Company being there I transferred to the Anti-Tank Platoon from "B" Coy.

     It wasn't long, and many schemes later, that rumors began to go around
 that 1st Div woutd soon be on the move to an active front. One scheme took
 us to the Hamilton, Scotland, area and we made our headquarters at the local
 race track there. The race barns became our steeping quarters. It didn't
 take us long to find the better fife in Glasgow, just a short bus ride from
 where we were staying.

     But aff good things come to an end and we prepared to embark for places
 then unknown to us. We found ourselves on the Durban Castte and we learned
 that our destination would be the island of Sicity where we would become a
 part of the British Eighth Army.

     Our landing took place on July 10, 1943, 50 years ago this year and
 .^hite we did not meet with much opposition at that time we soon found many
 other things to be concerned about. It seemed as though everything that
 roved on the ground bit or stung and malaria and yettow jaundice sent many
 of our fettow soldiers to hospital. We also teamed in a hurry how to barter
 n'ith the locals for vino and eggs, etc. We teamed how to put up with the
 "eat, the dust, but we left behind many good buddies, unfortunately, at such
 daces as Hitt 736, Agira, Leonforte, etc. Many fine reinforcements came to
 ^s to fill the gaps left by those who had left us and we had to become ac-
  :uainted att over again.

      I went on through Sicily, Ortona, the Hitter Line, but eventually it att
  caught up to me when in the vicinity of Frosinone, Italy, malaria hit me and
  : went to hospital. As it turned out I didn't return to the Regiment. White
  : was in hospital one of the officers advised me that because of the length
  " time I had been in the army there would be no more front tine duty for
 as. In the middle of March, 1945, I returned to Canada and then in August
  ^ the same year I got my discharge. I am proud to say that I served att
  :.^at time wearing the patches of our Loyat Eddies.



@@@@@@@~~"                  A  VISIT  TO  ITALY                 @@@@@@@@

                                  Met A. McPhee

    Our November, 1992, issue of the FORTYNINER was of special interest to
 me. Regrettably in a sad way, for I read where Dr William L. Witford had
 passed away on January 22, 1991, in Wattaceburg,, Ontario. I met Dr. Wilford
 in September of 1985 at the Moro River Canadian War Cemetery at Ortona. This
 happened when my wife and I decided on a European trip. She to see something
 of  the continent for the first time and me to retrace some of my stops when
 I was with the Canadian Army Overseas? Some of which was spent with the 49th
 in Italy.

    On this trip the two of us landed at Amsterdam's airport where we picked
 up a Fiat "Rittmo", about the size of a King Oscar Sardine can. We then
 headed out on Holland's A9 Freeway toward Utrecht - about the same time as a
 million other Dutchmen with the same idea. We drove as far as Breda where I
 unloosed my death grip on the steering wheel, to spend the night, then the
 following morning to carry on to Antwerp.

    It was the first stop of consequence on my agenda's step back in time.
 I'd been categorized out of front tine duty and wound up with an Army Ser-
 vice Corps unit, eventually finding myself stationed in Antwerp. I recalled
 being billeted somewhere near the city's prison and quite often I had heard
 the firing squads seeking retribution among the Belgian collaborators that
 were brought there. I found the prison but not the house I had been billeted
 in. I suspect the McDonatds structure I kept returning to in my search had
 obliterated the house, and several others as weft. Giving up on that venture
 we headed to a more central location which proved interesting in that many
 of the pedestrians encountered wore long black coats, a black bowler type
 hat, sported beards and had a particularly long curt of hair down each side
 of their face. We later learned they were "Hassidic" Jews and were deeply
 involved in Antwerp's diamond trade.

    By now feeling a tittle more secure in our "sardine can", we edged south-
 ward with stops at Heidelberg for a couple of picturesque days, an overnight
 stay in Lucerne, Switzerland, and on to a beautiful, beautiful Lugano on the
 Italian side of the Alps. This gem in a mountainous setting touched us with
 its charm and beauty and it took three days for us to tear ourselves away
 from the place and continue our trek south.

    The next objective was Perugia where I had spent some time in the 14th
 Canadian General Hospital, then located in an old tobacco factory. My recol-
 lection of Perugia was that it. was a smalt community, but then you don't see
 too much when you arrive in the back of an army truck and later on leave the
 same way. Todays Perugia proved to be a city of over 130,000, and boasting
 two universities. Like many of the Italian communities, the older section is
 perched on top of the highest point of land as a defensive  measure  against
 enemies in days of yore and so we found ourselves spiralling our way up a
 mountain only to be shunted on a "oneway" back down to the bottom. Finally,
 in desparation, I parked in a "No Pancheggio" area and went in search of a
 hotel. Eventually I located the "Posta" which just happened to have one room
 left for only half of my last pension cheque. With a belt boy I hustled back
 to where I'd left my wife in charge of our "King Oscar" and waiting to find
 a parking spot. I found my wife in a very animated discussion with a local
 "Potizia". Well, it was more arm waving than discussion but the belt boy
 took over and in his best rapid fire Perugian lingo appeared to straighten
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 things out and took us and "King Oscar" to a garage - his brother happened
 to own the garage - for safekeeping, you understand. Left on the street it
 would have been stripped before you could down a Vino Bianca.

    Next day we set about trying to locate the old tobacco factory and event-
 ually  we  did, down  from  our hitttop roost. I recognized nothing from the
 outside but once we entered I remembered the round pillars on the floor I
 was on. In my best Italian, rescued somewhere from the back of my mind and
 from dose to forty years previous, I made known my purpose in being there
 and white the receptionist did not seem to understand her own language, the
 word "Canadesi" eventually penetrated and she summoned help in the person of
 a foreman. His name was Gino Catani and he had a smattering of English which
 was a Godsend because I could rescue only so much of what I had committed to
 memory. He immediately took us on a whirlwind tour of  the  structure  which
 was once again to me a tobacco factory and when I informed him that I had
 once had a bed there he appeared amazed. I found that hard to believe but
 then I could hardly believe I was once again here in person with memories of
 over forty years struggling to emerge. Where was my bed? And what floor was
 I on? Some that came to the surface were the two fettows who used to mop the
 floor. One would start to hum a tune and the other would join in singing and
 soon such beautiful harmony would ensue that everyone on the ward would be
 listening intently. At noon att the Italian workers would be fed in a huge
 tent across the road and after their tunch they would break into a community
 sing-along and for most of us it was realty entertaining. I recalled a tit-
 tle Italian girt, Angelina Rossi, who worked on the ward and tried to teach
 sne some Italian which I was now trying to bring to mind. I casualty asked our
 host if she was employed there. He said immediately, "Si, si, she finisha
 tasta  year, she  1iva  ina Ponta Fitcino". I was flabbergasted. Needless to
 say, we didn't took her up. Some memories are better left at that-memories.

    Leaving Perugia, we continued southward toward "Belt a Roma" using a sec-
 ondary highway for a time but eventually we had to enter the Autostrada, at
 a cost, don't you know, Italy's A 1 highway. Incidentty, by the time we fin-
 ished our trip and left Italy it had cost us over $150 to travel their free-
 ways(tottways).

    About twenty mites north of the Rome metropolis we stopped at an inform-
 ation centre and booked hotel accomodation at the Monte Carlo, about three
 blocks from Central Station in the heart of the city. My dear wife and com-
 jaanion, may the Lord bless her, guided me to within one block of said dom-
  icile and would have lead me to the front door of the hotel had not other
 vehicles been double parked there already. I'm sure there were no more than
  twenty irate Italian drivers looking for "King Oscar" during our progression
 on zooming in on Hotel Monte Carlo. The hotel, by the way, did not five up
 to the glossy brochure shown to us at the tourist bureau.

    After we had registered, had "Oscar" safety ensconced in a nearby garage,
  again the bellboy's brother owned it, and feeling the need to refresh our-
  selves, a shower was decidety in order. That proved to be an experience.
  Everything in the room got wet, the bed, the suitcases, shoes, and I'm sure
  someone on a tower floor. It was "cat-washes" for us after that.

     We took in the usual sights of Rome with a more appreciative eye than I
  nad 40 years previously but a modicum of danger was stilt present in the
  @"orm of wild eyed Roman drivers.

     One trip we took to Naples by bus and over to the Iste of Capri  by boat.
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 On the way we passed by Monte Cassino where forty years ago you could hardly
 take a step without fatting into a smalt shett crater. Now, looking out the
 bus window, the monastery appeared back to normal. Newly ploughed fields,
 farm houses with fined Lombardy poplars and hedgerows were in evidence with
 no hint of yesteryears pockmarks and scars. The passage of years dims ones
 memory, but the sounds and sights of over 800 Allied Artillery guns just be-
 fore dawn on May 23rd, 1944, wiff be forever etched in my mind.

    Arriving at Naples, we took a very overcrowded ferry boat to the Isle of
 Capri, where our first visit was to the "Blue Grotto", a cavern which you are
 rowed into in a smaller boat and refracted fight colors everthing with a
 blue tinge. Your otherwise mute boatman informs you "You puta you hand ina
 water, you hand fooka blue." Later a perilous climb around hairpin turns at
 impossible speeds by an island taxi and you are at Capri's summit, with beau-
 tiful views of the harbour, mainland, the sweep of the blue Mediterranean,
 luxury liners and tour boats at anchor. Very impressive! From there we were
 boated to Sorrento and, of course, their gift shops. Then it's another bus
 ride towards Rome. A stop for supper at Monte Cassino, by now onfy two hours
 behind time. And by then it was dark which made me gfad I'd taken pictures
 of the Monastery and area on our way down.

    Afmnost straight east from Monte Cassino is Campobasso which I'd intend-
 ed on visiting, but we decided to forego because I was also anxious to get
 to the Adriatic and Ortona. This we did the following day.

    We were on the outskirts of Ortona about 3:00 PM after crossing through
 the Appenines and I do mean through. There are so many tunnels, one of which
 is  the  longest  in  Italy. Stopping  our car on the outskirts of Ortona, I
 tried to orient myself, but nothing familiar was before my eyes. New build-
 ings were in the area where we had first come under fire when we were ad-
 vancing through an orchard toward the town. Still, mental pictures were re-
 turning to my mind in a sort of kafeidoscope of image and color, much of it
 out of sequence to what had occurred so long ago.

    We drove toward Ortona's  central  section, parked  and  wandered  around
 looking for familiar landmarks. Onfy the San Tomasso church twigged my mem-
 ory. There were quite a few new structures in evidence and in between were
 buildings  showing  the  pockmarks left by buffet, mortar and shelf. The San
 Tomasso church had been resurrected and a plaque before it noted the de-
 struction it had undergone in 1943, afong with the rest of the community.
 The streets and squares were busy and gave the appearance of some prosperity
 although I'm unsure of the source. Certainty fishing was one basis of their
 economy and of course grape orchards and otive groves another.

    Searching out a hotel, we got accommodation at the D'Annunzio, a compar-
 atively new structure, and then we set out to appease the growl in our stom-
 achs. On absolute recommendation from the hotel desk  we  found  the  nearby
 eatery where the "catch of the day" was a must - which we ordered. I think
 the "catch of the day" turned out to be us. Not only was it expensive but
 along about midnight I barely made it to the W.C. and there I camped for the
 rest of the night.

    On inquiry, we learned that the Canadian Cemetery was located about U
 mites south of town and although "Mussolini's Revenge" was stiff taking its
 tott on us we ventured out to the last resting place for so many Canadian
 boys. Situated on land overlooking the Adriatic, the cemetery had vineyards
 and olive groves to the west and south. The entrance is a brick and marble
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 waff about four feet high, approximately forty feet long. At each end there
 is a ten foot tapered column, then it's fronted by two other similar columns
 Inscribed  on  the  top  marbfe piece of the waff are the words, "Moro River
 Canadian War Cemetery".

    Although the day was hot, a soft coot ing breeze coming off the Adriatic
 seemed in keeping with the cemetery's weft manicured fawns, the fforaf dec-
 orations. Whispy columns of colorful foliage were situated amongst the sym-
 metrical spaced white markers. White I had vowed to keep my composure, it
 was not long before my wife and I were crying. Not only for the familiar
 names I was seeing on the markers, but also for such a waste of fife, most
 of them were in the ffower of their youth. There was Chuck Grice, age 24;
 Gordon Landon, age 21, and from my hometowfi of Drumhetfer and onfy a short
 time with our Regiment; Sid Mearon, 21; Buck Holder, 34; Lieut Cottingham,
 age 23; Bobbie Goodfeffow, 23, with the Seaforths and at so from my hometown.
 Words are meaningless on these occasions but I felt that  my  comrades  were
 being well looked after in their final resting place in that faraway land.

    I met the two Italian caretakers who do such a great job of grounds main-
 tenance, Frank Lucifora and Rocco Budani. I teamed from them that a busload
 of Canadian veterans were expected that afternoon on a visit and I made sure
 I  was  back  to  meet with them when they arrived along with their wives. I
 found the leader of the group was a Dr. Bitt Witford of Watfaceburg, Ontario
 He informed me he had been with the "Eddies", a member of "C" Company. I'd
 also been with "C" Company but try as I might I coufd not recall him. But
 then there's an awful tot about those days I cannot now recall. Obviously
 Biff became a doctor fotfowing the war. Dr. Wifford told me the Mayor of Or-
 tona was having a dinner for the group that night and graciously invited my
 wife and me to join with them. We had to beg off since we were both stiff in
 the dutches of "Mussolini's Revenge" and food or even the thought of it
 would have us searching out the nearest W.C.

    That is my story pretty weft of our trip to Itafy, aft brought back when
 I read of the passing of Bill Witford in our FORTYNINER and my chance en-
 counter with him in an area so far from home. Perhaps we had met in the vi-
 cinity forty some years previously and under much different circumstances.

    I am sorry to read of his passing. I guess anything over the age of 60
 can these days be considered a bonus. There are 1,372 Canadians resting un-
 der the Italian sun in the Moro Cemetery, they never had a chance to grow
 old as we have and we are aft sorry for that.

    Before feaving the cemetery I sought out the two caretakers who do such a
 wonderful job maintainingg the grounds and I felt the least I could do would
 be to see that they and their wives would have the best dinner Ortona  could
 provide  them. Hopefully, however, not  at  the  same restaurant that did my
 wife and me in.

    We stayed in Ortona several days longer and found it to be quite a thriv-
 ing, busy seafront community with fishing the predominant industry, grape
 and ofive growing production prominent and tourism growing each year. A num-
 ber of buildings were stiff standing that showed traces of Canadian and Ger-
 man presence some forty years previously with buffet and shrapnel marks and
 the odd hole now fitted with rubble from other buildings that presumably had
 been demolished. It was my understanding that citizens of the area could
 make reclamation claims for war damage to the Italian government up until
 about the time we were there in 1985.
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     ^Being on the move, as we were, requires some moments when a stop to do
 a bit of laundry is required. So we found ourselves in the premises of "Mar
 io's Laundry and Dry Cleaning" establishment in Ortona. Mario proved to be
 a most friendly chap who spoke English very wett having spent some time in
 Canada working in both Edmonton and Calgary. We had an interesting hour
 with him and were invited to join him in his home that evening for a cup of
 what I catt fortified espresso. He insisted when we left his home that we
 leave with two bottles of tocafty brewed wine to bring back home to Canada,
 to be coupled with two bottles of Crown Royal I already had in my luggage
 for consumption with English relatives.

     By the time I had toted our baggage in and out of Hotels, Motets, in
 the northern part of Italy, Austria, Germany, Denmark, Hdtand, Birmingham,
 Bournemouth, London and then home, I had arms on me tike an ape. I did have
 the satisfaction of sharing one wine bottle with an old 49er, Dave Boyer,
 when we got home.

     The other wine bottle sits behind my bar, aging, aging, aging.

                      Dn.e.amA an.e, the. ditiftwood. of the, A.QXL,
                       Kan.e.d of all hank and /loatina //te-e-,

                         @      i              it        >                         I OAAe.d upon. an e.tne./ie.al A.tn.ajnd,
                     Bonne, on the. wi-ni^A. of the, A.OU.L of man.

                             EMBARASSING MOMENTS
                         - Somewhere In England - 1940 -

     Lieut Biff Cromb atways seemed to find some humor in any situation. On
 this morning our Regiment was engaged in a regimental exercise. Lieut Cromb
 Commanding #7 Platoon, "A" Company, was leading and the Company was on the
 left ffank. PSM (Platoon Sgt Major) Percy Darlington was leading #8 Platoon
 on the right. Both forward platoons arrived outside a large cemetery.

     Lieut Cromb decided we had crawled enough and he stood up and gave the
 signal to advance. We moved through the graveyard to the far side of same,
 feeling quite pleased with ourselves and Cromb's initiative.

     Then from behind a targe gravestone came a Major who wore an armband
 indicating he was an umpire. He said, "Lieutenant, your platoon and the one
 on your right are both wiped out, no survivors."

     Lieut Cromb drew himself up to his full height and said, "Sir, you can-
 not put us out of action, we are moving through dead ground!"

     The Major considered this for a moment and then said to Lieut Cromb,
 "If you think that I will be referring this matter to higher authority you
 are crazy, carry on with your exercise."

                                                     Percy Dart ington

                                      1994
    The 79th year of our Regiment

                    The 79th year of our FORTYNINER
                                      The 78th year of our Association
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 FRIDAY FEBRUARY 11, 1916  -  UP AT FIVE THIRTY. A COLD AND RAINY MORNING.

    OUT ON A WORKING PARTY AT EIGHT, WORKED TILL ELEVEN AND CAME HOME. GOT

    PAID AS SOON AS WE GOT HOME, THEN GOT READY TO GO IN THE TRENCHES.
    MARCHED AWAY FROM THE HUTS AT THREE O'CLOCK. WAS IN THE FRONT LINE AT

    FIVE. IT IS STILL RAINING WITH A RAW WIND BLOWING, BUT THE TRENCHES ARE

    IN FINE SHAPE. THE BEST WE HAVE BEEN IN YET.

    THE FIRST JOB I GOT WAS OUT ON THE LISTENING POST. HAD TO CLIMB THROUGH

    TWO ROWS OF BARBED WIRE OUT ON NO MANS LAND AND THEN LAY DOWN IN THE MUD
    FOR TWO HOURS AND WATCH THAT FRITZ DOES NOT PULL OFF SOME FUNNY STUNT.

    THEN WE WERE RELIEVED FOR FOUR HOURS AND THEN WE DID TWO HOURS MORE. IT

    NEVER STOPPED RAINING ALL NIGHT. THERE IS A BIG BOMBARDMENT GOING ON DOWN

    NEAR YPRES AND I HAVE JUST BEEN TOLD THAT FRITZ IS MAKING AN ATTACK.

 SATURDAY  FEBRUARY  12 - IT IS A NICE FINE MORNING. THE RAIN HAS STOPPED AND

    WE ARE IN HOPES THAT THE SUN WILL COME OUT. THE BOMBARDMENT OVER ON OUR

    LEFT HAS STOPPED THIS MORNING AND OUR OFFICER HAS TOLD US THAT  OUR  BOYS
    HAVE LOST SOME TRENCHES. IT WAS QUIET HERE TILL ABOUT TWO O'CLOCK IN THE

    AFTERNOON AND THEN OUR ARTILLERY OPENED UP ON FRITZ. IT KEPT UP UNTIL

    STAND-TO IN THE EVENING AND THEN IT STOPPED AS SUDDENLY AS IT STARTED.
    ABOUT MIDNIGHT WE GOT THE NEWS THAT OUR BOYS HAD MADE A SUCCESSFUL COUNT-
    ER ATTACK ON THE TRENCHES THAT HAD BEEN LOST. WITH THE HELP OF OUR ARTIL-

    LERY THEY TOOK THEM ALL BACK AND CAPTURED A BUNCH OF PRISONERS. WAS ON

    SENTRY ALL NIGHT, TWO ON AND FOUR OFF. STARTED TO RAIN AT MIDNIGHT AND

    KEPT UP TILL MORNING.

 SUNDAY FEBRUARY 13 - FINE THIS MORNING. THE RAIN HAS STOPPED AND WE ARE IN

    HOPES  OF GETTING SOME  OF  OUR CLOTHES DRY TODAY. ALSO TO GET SOME MUCH

    NEEDED SLEEP. FRITZ IS PRETTY GOOD HERE, HE HAS BEEN PRETTY QUIET. THERE

    WAS A BIG FLEET OF AEROPLANES THIS  EVENING, ABOUT  HALF  WERE  OURS  THE
    OTHER HALF WERE FRITZ'S.

    I WENT FOR RATIONS IN THE EVENING AFTER STAND-TO. I AM NOT ON GUARD TO-

    NIGHT SO I THINK I WILL HAVE ONE GOOD SLEEP.

 MONDAY FEBRUARY 1^ - NOTHING HAPPENED ALL NIGHT AND I HAD A GOOD SLEEP. IT

    IS A FINE MORNING AND LOOKS AS IF IT WILL BE FINE ALL DAY.
    OUR ARTILLERY STARTED UP ABOUT NOON TO SHELL FRITZ'S FRONT LINE AND ABOUT

    TEN SHELLS FELL SHORT RIGHT INTO OUR OWN FRONT LINE BUT WE WERE LUCKY NO-
    ONE WAS HURT. I HEAR ONE MAN WAS HIT TODAY IN D COY, SHOT IN SHOULDER. AT

    STAND-TO FRITZ MADE ANOTHER ATTACK ABOUT TWO MILES ON OUR LEFT AND WE
    HEAR HE GOT INTO OUR FRONT LINE AGAIN. THE ARTILLERY WAS GOING ON BOTH

    SIDES ALL NIGHT. I WAS ON SENTRY ^LL @ @1^'T, "-O'.IR ON AND TWO OFF. STARTED

    TO RAIN AGAIN ABOUT MIDNIGHT. THEN ABOUT THREE IT STARTED TO SNOW BIG AND

    HEAVY WET FLAKES OF SNOW. IT SNOWED ABOUT AS THICK AS I EVER SAW IT SNOW

    BEFORE. WE WERE COLD, WET, HUNGRY AND SLEEPY. IT WAS ABOUT THE MOST MIS-

    ERABLE THREE HOURS I EVER PUT IN IN MY LIFE.

 TUESDAY FEBRUARY 15 - STAND-TO CAME ABOUT FIVE THIRTY AND EVERYONE WAS OUT

    READY FOR BUSINESS IF NEED BE AND AT THE SAME TIME OUR ARTILLERY LET
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TUESDAY  FEBRUARY  15  -  LOOSE ALL AT ONCE, ALL THE BIG ONES. I NEVER HEARD

   SUCH A NOISE BEFORE AND IT WAS ALL ON THE TRENCH THAT FRITZ GOT INTO LAST

   EVENING. THE BATTERY THAT FRED IS  IN, I  COULD  SEE  THEM  FIRING. THEIR

   SHELLS WERE GOING RIGHT ABOVE OUR HEADS AND LANDING BEHIND FRITZ'S FRONT

   LINE A LITTLE TO OUR LEFT.
   THE SHELLING KEPT UP TILL SIX THIRTY AND THEN STOPPED AS SUDDEN AS IT HAD

   STARTED. WE HEARD LATER THAT WE GOT ALL THE TRENCHES BACK AND GOT SOME

   MORE PRISONERS. EVERYTHING WAS QUIET FOR THE REST OF THE DAY. WE WERE RE-

   LIEVED IN THE EVENING BY THE @@@, THEN ABOUT 7 MILES BACK TO OUR BIL-

   LETS, WITH FULL PACK ON. IT STARTED TO RAIN WHEN WE LEFT THE FRONT AND IT

   JUST POURED DOWN ALL THE WAY HOME. WE WENT INTO HUTS AT @@@- WET TO THE

   SKIN AND NO FIRE IN THE HUT, BUT THERE WAS A BIT OF HOT SUPPER READY FOR
   US. WE HAD THAT AND TUMBLED INTO BED IN OUR WET CLOTHES AND WENT TO SLEEP

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 16 - A FINE MORNING. HAD A PRETTY GOOD SLEEP CONSIDERING.

   WE  STOLE  SOME  COAL  IN THE MORNING AND MADE A FIRE AND GOT OUR CLOTHES

   DRY. WENT FOR A BATH IN THE AFTERNOON. WAS PUT ON GUARD IN THE BILLET  IN

   THE EVENING, DID TWO ON AND FOUR OFF ALL NIGHT. THERE WAS ABOUT A SEVEN-

   TY MILE AN HOUR WIND BLOWING ALL NIGHT. LlEUT GREGORY, QTH PLATOON OFFI-

   CER THAT HAD BEEN WOUNDED, CAME BACK TODAY.

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 17 " A NICE FINE DAY. NOTHING TO DO TILL EVENING. GOT A

   LETTER FROM RAY IN THE AFTERNOON. OM A WORKING PARTY AT FOUR IN THE AFT-

   TERNOON. WALKED ABOUT SEVEN MILES TO DO TWO HOURS WORK BUT WAS THROUGH

   WITH THE JOB ABOUT TEN O'CLOCK AND REACHED HOME ABOUT ONE IN THE MORNING.

   WE HAD A LOVELY NIGHT FOR IT. IT WAS A MOONLIT NIGHT ALMOST CLEAR AS DAY.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 18 - SLEPT TILL TEN O'CLOCK THIS MORNING. IT HAS BEEN RAIN-

   ING ALL THE FORENOON. WE HAVE NOTHING TO DO TODAY. IT RAINED ALL DAY.

   THERE WAS THREE GERMAN AEROPLANES FLEW OVER AND DROPPED ABOUT TEN OR

   TWELVE BOMBS. I HAVE NOT HEARD WHAT DAMAGE THEY DID. IT WAS STILL RAINING

   HARD  IN  THE  EVENING  SO I DID NOT GO OUT. STAYED IN THE HUT AND PLAYED

   CARDS UNTIL NINE O'CLOCK AND THEN WENT TO BED.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 19 - ANOTHER WET DAMP DAY. WE GO IN THE TRENCHES AGAIN TO-

   NIGHT SO NOW WE ARE PACKING UP READY TO START AT THREE O'CLOCK. ABOUT 7

   MILES TO GO. WE WILL BE IN RESERVE THIS TIME.

   IT STOPPED RAINING IN THE AFTERNOON AND TURNED OUT TO BE A LOVELY EVEN-

   ING. ARRIVED IN THE TRENCHES ALL SAFE. I AM IN A STRONG POINT THIS TIME.

   WILL BE ON GUARD DUTY DOING TWO HOURS ON  SENTRY  AND  TEN  OFF  ALL  THE

   TIME. WE ARE IN THE TRENCHES, OUR BED !S IN A DUGOUT SIX BY SIX FEET AND

   THREE FEET HIGH AND THERE ARE FOUR OF US IN IT.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 20 - A NICE FINE DAY. ON SENTRY FROM EIGHT TO TEN IN THE

   MORNING. NOTHING TO DO ALL DAY BUT COOK OUR MEALS AND SLEEP. FRITZ IS

   FAIRLY QUIET HERE ON THIS PART OF THE LINE. HE PUTS OVER A FEW SHELLS NOW

   AND  THEN. HE  PUT  A  FEW  OVER IN THE AFTERNOON A LITTLE TO OUR LEFT. I

   THINK HE WAS LOOKING FOR SOME OF OUR BATTERYS BUT HE IS OUT OF LUCK. A

   LOT OF THE SHELLS LIT OUT IN THE MIDDLE OF A FIELD AND TORE UP A BIT OF
   MUD. ONE HIT A TREE ABOUT TEN INCHES THROUGH AND CUT IT CLEAN OFF ABOUT

   EIGHT FEET FROM THE GROUND AND SOME OF THE OTHER SHELLS TORE UP HEDGES.
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  SUNDAY FEBRUARY 20 - WHEN THE SHELLING STOPPED WE GOT SOME SHOVELS AND THEN

J   WENT  OVER  WERE  THE SHELLS HAD DROPPED AND DUG UP SOME OF THE NOSE CAPS

 '  ' FOR SOUVENIRS. I WAS ON SENTRY AGAIN FROM EIGHT TO TEN IN THE EVENING AND

     THEN WENT TO BED. THE WIND HAS BEEN IN OUR FAVOR FOR SOMETIME BUT  IT  IS

    WORKING AROUND A LITTLE TOWARDS FRITZ THIS EVENING.

     FRITZ SENT ABOUT FIFTEEN AEROPLANES OVER IN THE MORNING. THEY STARTED OUT

     TO MAKE A RAID.

  MONDAY FEBRUARY 21, 1916 - THERE WAS A WHITE FROST LAST NIGHT BUT IT IS A

     GLORIOUS MORNING, JUST LIKE A FALL MORNING ON THE PRAIRIE. IT IS SUCH A

     CHANGE FROM THE DAMP CHILLY WEATHER WE HAVE HAD FOR THE LAST THREE MONTHS.
     WAS UP AT FIVE THIS MORNING TO GO ON SENTRY. I WAS ON TILL SEVEN. THE

     WIND HAS WORKED AROUND RIGHT TO WHERE FRITZ WANTS IT. EVERY TIME HE GETS

     THE WIND HE SENDS US SOME GAS ON SOME PART OF THE LINE SO WE ARE ALWAYS
     READY FOR HIM. WAS ON SENTRY AGAIN IN THE EVENING FROM EIGHT TO TEN, THEN

     WENT TO BED.

  TUESDAY FEBRUARY 22 - UP AT FIVE TO GO ON SENTRY. ON TILL EIGHT. IT IS AN-

     OTHER GLORIOUS MORNING. THERE WAS ANOTHER WHITE FROST AND IT FROZE HARD

     THIS MORNING. WE HEARD THAT FRITZ MADE A GAS ATTACK SOMEWHERE DOWN ON OUR

     LEFT, BUT THERE WAS NONE OF IT HERE. IT STARTED TO SNOW ABOUT NOON, WET,

     DAMP STUFF. THERE WAS ABOUT THREE OR FOUR INCHES FELL AND THEN IT TURNED

     COLD AND FROZE IT SO THIS EVENING EVERYTHING IS WHITE AND THE FIRST TIME
     THIS WINTER THAT THE SNOW HAS STAYED MORE THAN TWO HOURS. A BIG BOMBARD-

     MENT GOING ON SOMEWHERE ON OUR LEFT. THE EARTH IS ONE STEADY TREMBLE. WAS

     ON SENTRY FROM EIGHT TO TEN AND THEN WENT TO BED.
     RECEIVED A PARCEL FROM RAY, PAIR OF SOCKS, SOME FUDGE AND SOME COOKIES.

  WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 25 - UP AT SIX TO GO ON SENTRY TiLL EIGHT. ANOTHER FROSTY

     NIGHT, THE COLDEST YET BUT WE DONT MIND THAT AS IT IS DRY. THE SNOW IS

     STILL HERE AND THE WIND HAS COME BACK IN OUR FAVOR AGAIN. NOTHING TO DO

     ALL DAY BUT PICK UP AND GET READY TO GET OUT SOME TIME THIS EVENING. IT

     TURNED COLD AGAIN WHEN THE SUN WENT DOWN. THE SNOW THAT FELL ALL STAYED

     THIS TIME AND AN HOUR AFTER SUNDOWN THIS EVENING IT WOULD ALMOST MAKE YOU
     THINK YOU WERE IN ALASKA. THE GROUND IS WHITE WITH SNOW AND THE THERMOM-

     ETER IS DOWN ALMOST TO ZERO. I HAVE HEARD SOME PEOPLE SAY THERE WAS NO

     WINTER IN THIS COUNTRY BUT WE HAVE ALL THE WINTER HERE RIGHT NOW THAT I

     WOULD WANT.
     WE MARCHED OUT IN THE DARK AND THE ROAD WAS NOTHING BUT ICE. WE HAD SOME

     FUN BEFORE WE GOT HOME WITH THAT PACK ON OUR BACK BUT WE GOT THERE AT

     LAST TO FIND A HOT SUPPER WAITING FOR US WHICH WE WERE NOT LONG IN PUT-

     TING OUT OF SIGHT AND IN GETTING TO BED AND TO SLEEP WITH NOTHING TO

     WORRY OR DISTURB US TONIGHT.

  THURSDAY FEBRUARY 24 - A NICE FINE MORNING. WOKE UP ABOUT SEVEN O'CLOCK IN

     THE MORNING AND I THOUGHT I WAS BACK AGAIN IN NORTHERN ALBERTA. THE WIN-

     DOWS OF THE HUT WERE ALL FROSTED UP AND WHEN I WENT OUTSIDE I THOUGHT IT

     WAS ALMOST BELOW ZERO. EVERYTHING WAS WHITE WITH SNOW AND CREAKING WITH

     THE FROST AND I WENT OUT AND HAD A WASH IN THE CREEK. IT WAS ABOUT THE

     COLDEST BATH I EVER TOOK. I WENT TO THE DENTIST TO HAVE A TOOTH FILLED AT

     TEN. HAD TO WAIT TILL ABOUT THREE IN THE AFTERNOON BEFORE THEY COULD DO
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 THURSDAY FEBRUARY 24, 1916 - ANYTHING TO IT. THEN HE DRILLED IT OUT AND PUT
    SOMETHING IN TO KILL THE NERVE AND I AM TO COME BACK IN FOUR DAYS. I WENT

    IN  TO  SEE  FRED  (ARTILLERY) ON MY WAY HOME. HE IS LOOKING FINE. HE HAS

    BEEN TO ENGLAND ON LEAVE AND GOT BACK A FEW DAYS AGO. HAD A  LETTER  FROM |

    SOPHIE TODAY WITH A NOTE IN IT FROM RAY ALSO, AND TWO PICTURES. NOTHING

    TO DO TONIGHT BUT GO TO BED.

 FRIDAY FEBRUARY 25 - UP IN THE MORNING AT SIX TO GO ON A WORK PARTY. THE

    GROUND IS WHITE WITH SNOW AND I AM SURE IT IS DOWN TO ZERO. IT FEELS

    PRETTY COLD. WE ARE WORKING AT AN OLD COMMUNICATION TRENCH FIXING IT UP.
    WORKED  UNTIL  12  O'CLOCK. CAUGHT A PHEASANT ON THE WAY HOME AND HAD HIM

    FOR SUPPER. IT STARTED TO SNOW AGAIN JUST AFTER SUPPER AND WE HAD A REG-
    ULAR EASTERN CANADA SNOW STORM. RECEIVED TWO LETTERS FROM RAY ABOUT EIGHT

    O'CLOCK SO I ANSWERED THEM BEFORE I WENT TO BED. WE RECEIVED THE REPORT

    TONIGHT THAT FRITZ HAS MADE AN ATTACK ON THE FRENCH LINES AWAY DOWN ON

    OUR RIGHT AND THAT HE BROKE THE LINE BUT I HOPE IT IS NOT TRUE.

 SATURDAY FEBRUARY 26 - IT IS A FINE NICE MORNING BUT WE STILL  HAVE  SNOW. A

    WEEK AGO I THOUGHT WE WERE GOING TO GET THROUGH THE WINTER WITHOUT ANY

    SNOW BUT WE GOT ENOUGH THIS TIME TO MAKE UP FOR WHAT WE MISSED THE FIRST

    PART OF THE WINTER. WENT ON A WORK PARTY AGAIN THIS MORNING BUT IT IS A
    LOT WARMER. WAS ON THE SAME JOB WE WERE ON YESTERDAY. WORKED UNTIL NOON

    AND THEN CAME HOME. IT HAS STARTED TO THAW SO THE SNOW IS DISAPPEARING.
    C COMPANY COOKS GAVE US A SURPRISE FOR SUPPER. SOME OF THE BEST BEEFSTEAK

    AND MASHED ROTATES AND GRAVY THAT I HAVE SEEN THEM MAKE SINCE I HAVE BEEN

    IN THE 49TH BN AND IT SURE WAS GOOD.

 SUNDAY  FEBRUARY  27 - SNOWING AGAIN THIS MORNING..UP AT SIX TO GO ON A WORK

    PARTY. WAS ON THE SAME JOB AGAIN TODAY. FRITZ WAS THROWING SHELLS OVER US

    ALL THE TIME WE WERE WORKING AND WHEN WE WENT HOME HE WAS SHELLING THE
    ROAD THAT WE HAD TO GO ALONG AND I HAD ABOUT THE CLOSEST SHAVE I HAVE HAD

    YET, BUT WE ALL GOT AWAY SAFE. HE WAS SHELLING NEAR OUR BILLET AGAIN IN

    THE AFTERNOON. IT HAS TURNED WARM AGAIN AND TONIGHT IT IS THAWING.

 MONDAY FEBRUARY 28 - A NICE FINE MORNING WITH JUST ENOUGH FROST TO KEEP-THE

    GROUND HARD. WAS UP AT SIX, HAD BREAKFAST AT SIX THIRTY, THEN STARTED FOR
    THE DENTIST AT EIGHT. ABOUT THREE MILES TO WALK. HAD MY TOOTH FILLED AND

    WAS BACK HOME AT THE HUTS AT ELEVEN. THEN PACKED UP READY TO GO IN THE

    TRENCHES AGAIN. IT STARTED TO RAIN AGAIN ABOUT TWO SO WE ARRIVED IN THE
    TRENCHES NICE AND WET. IN THE FRONT LINE THIS TIME. WAS ON SENTRY ALL THE

    NIGHT, FOUR HOURS ON AND TWO OFF. IT RAINED NEARLY ALL NIGHT.

 TUESDAY FEBRUARY 29 - A NICE FINE MORNING. THE RAIN HAS STOPPED AND IT LOOKS
    LIKE A FINE DAY. NOTHING TO DO ALL DAY BUT COOK MY MEALS AND SLEEP. I

     SLEPT TILL FOUR THEN WENT ON SENTRY. DID FOUR ON AND TWO OFF TILL MORNING

     IT RAINED A LITTLE BETWEEN 12 AND 3. EVERYTHING ELSE GOOD ALL NIGHT.

                                @@**@*@@***
                                to    be    continued

  DUE TO SPACE LIMITATIONS ONLY A FEW PAGES OF DAVE BARPOUR'S VERY INTEREST-

                     ING WAR DIARY OF WW I HAVE BEEN PRIMTFH.
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                                    Gig Field
I:

i   In the course of my training as an infantryman, I was told, over and over

 again:
       "When in a forward area (i.e. within range of enemy fire) do not

        stand around. If not required to move, stay down, because that
        way you present a smaller target."

    This article is largely devoted to some personal experiences I had with
 these lessons. Even after the many years that have passed since these esca-
 lades, they remain vivid to me.

    I had been itf with a combination of jaundice and dysentry and had been
 convalescing through the fall and early winter of 1943. On Christmas morning
 riding up to rear Battalion Headquarters in the back of a fifteen hundred-
 weight truck, we were subjected to mortar fire. That was my first exposure
 to enemy fire.

    Rear Battation Headquarters (Rear Bn HQ) at that time was located just
 south of Ortona on a reverse slope. It was occasionally subjected to mortar
 hre but it was hidden from any enemy view. It was also hidden from the town

 of Ortona.
    The fighting in Ortona had been savage. The Rifle Company casualties were

 so severe that there was no platoon available to be assigned to me as an of-
 ficer. That was very fortunate for me and for anyone who would otherwise
 have been subjected to my inexperience.

    Boxing Day, 1943, was crisp, bright and sunny, very unusual on the Adria-
 tic Coast in mid-winter. I wanted to see as much of the town in daylight as
 was possible, then if I got pitched into the battle, especially if it was at
 night, I would have some idea of the physical layout. I got permission from
 the Adjutant to meet him at Tactical Headquarters (Battalion) and he would
 then show me around. Another reinforcement officer decided to come along.

    The most direct route, and the one feast exposed to view by the enemy,
 was across a shattered orchard and then into a section of town held by our
 battalion. This was the only route into town which was completely hidden
 from enemy observation, and various vehicles had used the rough trait across
 the orchard to reach a street at the edge of town. The orchard was very mud-
 dy and the vehicles had left quite deep ruts everywhere with some water in

 the tow spots.
    The two of us started off, picking our way through the ruts and complain-

 ing to each other about the rough and dirty tracks. Half way across the or-
 chard we heard aircraft. We turned to watch as two planes, flying very tow,
 approached us from behind our own tines. When they got nearer to us flashes
 began appearing from them. I suddenly realized - Hey! They are shooting at
 us and at once we dove into one of those tovety deep and muddy ruts. As the
 olanes went by us there was a heavy blast which shook the ground around us
 and we were splattered harmlessly with mud from a small bomb one of the

 planes had dropped.
    Lesson One - dive for cover when aircraft appear and are flying tow,

 don't wait to see if they are friendly.
                                         #######

     In January, 1944, the Battalion was moved into positions overlooking the
 Ariette River vattey. The vattey itself was "no mans' land and was crossed
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 and recrossed by patrols of att kinds by both enemy forces as well as our
 own. Sometimes buildings part way down one side or the other would be occu-
 pied by one patrol or another. A sort of cat and mouse game developed. Where
 were enemy outposts being occupied? What were their troops up to? In an end-
 less attempt to gain information (the value of which was doubtful) patrols
 were constantly being sent out at night. These were "recce patrols".

     I had been assigned to command #13 Platoon, Charlie Company. 13 Platoon
 was  made  up  of  Charlie Company veterans who had survived Ortona and they
 were very experienced and savvy soldiers. They taught this very green offi-
 cer the skills necessary to survive. A day or two after taking up our pos-
 itions on the near bank of the Ariette, our platoon was ordered to go on one
 of the night "recce" patrols. After I was briefed by the Intelligence offi-
 ce as to what information was sought, and had examined maps for suitable
 routes in and out, we started off, four of us, platoon commander, one corp-
 oral and two privates. Our objective was  to  ascertain  whether  a  certain
 group  of  buildings  at the crest of the hilt at the far side of the vattey
 were occupied by the enemy. We made good progress and were  quite  dose  to
 our objective when one of our guys stumbled rather noisily. I froze. "Down",
 hissed  the  corporal, and I promptly obeyed. There was instantly a burst of
 machine gun fire from the objective and I coutd hear the  butfets  tike  the
 sound of angry bees, whirring overhead. We had no difficutty reporting that

 the buildings were occupied!
      Once again, the lesson - Do not stand when you should be tying down.

                                      #####if#

      In late September, 1944, the Italian battlefield had moved north and the
  Canadians were engaged in the struggle to capture Fortunato Ridge. Fortunato
 was a very high ridge running directly across the tine of advance of the al-
  lied forces. It was the dominant feature in the area and beyond it stretched
  the open plains of the Po Valley north att the way to the Alps. Fierce
  fighting  had  gone  on  for  several days in the southern approaches to the
  ridge and the allied forces had gained a foothold on the ridge when the bat-
  talion was ordered to launch a night attack. At the time I was in command of
  the Carrier Platoon which had recently  been  equipped  with  Vickers  water
  coded medium machine guns. In World War II these were excellent infantry
  support weapons, but we were just beginning to understand how to use them.
  They were particularly tricky to use effectively in mobile attack situations
  because of their weight and the enormous amount of ammunition (mounted in
  hundred  round  belts)  necessary  for  their  effectiveness. The  C.O.(LCot
  "Budge" Beft-Irving) had ordered me to stay with him until he was able to
  establish an appropriate rote for the guns. My recollection is that the at-
  tack by "Dog" and "Charlie" Companies  went  in  about  mid-evening. In  the
  morning it was dear that "Dog" Company, after some fighting, had been suc-
  cessful, but "Charlie" Company by a combination of skitt and tuck had worked
  right through the German defence positions unscathed. It then took up def-
  ensive positions on a long spur protruding into the vattey on the far side
  of the ridge. BnHq was temporarily located at a point about half way up the
  south slope of the ridge. I was stilt waiting for orders as to where to de-
  ploy the machine guns when a very welcome hot meat arrived. I was standing,
  mess tin in hand, just starting to eat when there was an explosion nearby
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and my mess tin ftew out of my hand into the Italian dust. A piece of shrap-
nel had nicked my finger and hit the mess tin. If I had, as I should have,
been sitting down, I would have saved my tunch.

    In early afternoon the C.O. was in a position to attocate the medium
machine guns, and he directed that one section go immediately to "Charlie"
Company to bolster that company's position against counter-attack. The prob-
lem was, how do we get those heavy guns to "Charlie" Company? Once on top of
the ridge we would be in plain view and under direct fire from the vattey
beyond. The guns could not be manually taken down that tong quarter to half
mite forward slope in the face of direct fire. The topography was such that
a road cut through the top of the ridge and then it ran straight down the
far side and out onto the spur where "C" Company was located. As soon as any
vehicle (in this case, a carrier), broke cover where the road emerged from
the cutbank at the top of the ridge, the vehicle was under direct observa-
tion. To compound the problem, just at the point where the spur separated
from the main ridge, another road running parallel to the ridge crossed it.
That crossroad was an obvious ranging point and target for enemy artillery
and mortars.

    A short distance past the crossroads on the spur was a very sturdy Ital-
ian stone (casa) farm house.

    My decision, subsequently proved to be flawed, was that one carrier
should run the gauntlet with the guns and ammunition in a dash down the
road. The crew were to work their way down the exposed slope as unobtrusive-
ly as possible and rendezvous with the carrier in the shelter of the casa.
Off the carrier went, with Fessenden as the carrier driver and me as the
passenger. Just as soon as we emerged from the cutbank the shooting started.
I'je could see the dust and the smoke from the exploding shells hitting the
area at the crossroads in front of us. We had nowhere else to go, so at futt
speed we went through the barrage. The noise was appalling. We could also
hear the bits of shrapnel hitting the side of the carrier. Out of the dust
at the other side of the crossroads we putted into the protection of the ca-
sa and we jumped out of the carrier and scampered into the house. We were in
a targe room with at least two thick stone watts between us and the direc-
tion from which the fire was coming. The only thing in the room was a very
rickety table. Suddenly, after a bit of a letup in the shotting, it started-
again. When it stopped, we looked at each other and burst out laughing - we
were both flat on our bellies underneath that absolutely useless table. I
had finally teamed - duck. then think.

     I said my plan was flawed. Two of our gun crew were wounded in their
sneak down the hitt. We att agreed that in future, wherever the carrier went
the crew would go with it.

                                     M#####

     That evening a very odd incident occured. It had nothing to do with the
theme of this article, but it is worth recording.

     Darkness had settled over Fortunato Ridge. Occasionally in the distance
 could be heard the sound of some heavy vehicle moving, but other than that,
 absolute stiffness. None of us had had any steep for at feast thirty six
 hours and we had att had a very hectic day. Major Dougan had found the mas-
 ter bedroom in the targe elegant home on the point of the spur. In that bed-
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room was a very targe king size bed - big enough for three or four of us. We
had just relaxed and dozed off when there was an uproar and much yefting in
the courtyard of the home. "Counter attack", yetted Major Dougan leaping to
his feet and rushing outside, me and the others at his heels. In the court-
yard there was a scout car from an English "Recce" Unit. Crowded around the
scout car were some of the "Charlie" Company men and in the middle of the
group was an extremely agitated English Scout Officer. He had got tost in
the dark, realized that there were friendty forces holding the spur and put-
fed into the courtyard. He had jumped out of his car to seek directions and
landed on a ptank. The ptank broke. It was covering a water wett. The plank
had broken his fall just enough so that he was able to grab the sides of the
wett and then yett for help. His yells had aroused us and brought us out.
Someone tossed a brick into the weft just to see how far down it was to the
water. We waited - and waited - and waited. Finally there was a distant muf-
fled sptash. It was deep.

    By this time I had learned my basic lessons wett. Perhaps too weff. The
day after the Battalion successfully beat back the enemy counter-attack at
the Navigtio Canal, the C.O. (now LCot Jim- Stone) came into the area where
one section of the medium machine guns were deployed. He asked me to show
him around. The area was stilt being subjected to intermittent shelling and
mortar fire from an enemy less than 400 yards away. The C.O. strode from
point to point along the crown of the road. I followed along beside him -
but always in the ditch.

                                    #######

    In early November, 1945, back home in Edmonton, back in University and
living with my wife and two year old son, the war seemed very remote. On a
night in November it snowed. Our apartment was the upstairs of a grand dd
home with a separate half block entrance through some trees. The front of
the house face away from the street. I was just dozing off to steep when a
car came around a corner of the house. The sound of the tires on the snow as
the  car  came  closer  made  a swooshing noise. It sounded tike an incoming
shdt. I reacted. My astonished wife peered down at me from the bed and ask-
ed, "Gig, what on earth are you doing under the bed?"
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       An hour or so at THE TABLE in August, at the Grande Prairie Picnic,
                              with a tape recorder.

       Edited -a bit  Rated -^WFam  Sound effects -avaitabte(at a price!)

 Mike Antonio - "I'tt tett you what makes a nice drink. This Tony Kruk,Corp-
    oral Kruk, and I went on this 14 day feave when we were in Italy, to
    Rome, 14  days  and  we'd get a quart of Cognac and a quart of Vermouth,
    mix them together. You see Cognac is a fruit drink, you see, you should
    never mix a Rye drink with a fruit drink, tike Brandy. You shoufd never
    mix Rye and Brandy. One is a fruit drink and the other isn't.

      Tony and I, we drank 14 quarts of each, you know, and you know after
    14 days I had no voice left. My voice was gone."

 A Listener - "You guys must have been tatkin' plenty then, to lose your
    voice, or singin', maybe."

 Mike - "Tony Kruk, that morning, he and Howard were going to visit a First
    Aid Post to check on it. The Germans had their gun set up at the corner
    and had spotted the two and fired at them. Wett, you know. Tony got a
    chunk of metal, shrapnel, in the bottom of his teeth, in the gum, and
    the point was stickin' outside the gum. And it wouldn't come out."

      "I'm not going to the doctor", Tony said, "If I go there they wont
    give me my t eave."

      "He was scared to death they'd send him down the tine. So, away we go
    on our leave. Tony's gum was in pretty rough shape.

      Anyway, we got to our hotel in Rome and when we got there the first
    thing we did was buy some Vermouth and Cognac and mixed a drink. We used
    the wash basin for our mixin' bowt, you know, it just held a bottle of
    each. Vermouth and Cognac.

      So Tony poured himself a gfassfut of the mix, a watergtass futf."
       "Oh Mike," Tony was a Polish guy, you know, "Michael, Michael,  that's

    so hurtin' now," Tony said, "You're going to have to putt it out."
       "You could see the point of the metal stickin' out, but you know, alt

    you have to putt with are your fingernails to grip it and of course it
    was so small and pointed you couldn't get a good grip. When I tried to
    get a grip on his tip and stretch it out a bit so that I could try and
    get hold of the point, then my fingers would slip off his tip, and bang,
    his tip would hit the metal and hurt att the more.

      We kept doing that att that evening. I'd try and catch hold of it and
    miss and then we'd have another drink and I'd take another putt at it.

      Old Tony, the tears were rottin' down his cheeks."

 A Listener - "Did you get. it out?"

 Mike - "Yea, we finally got it out before the night was over. When  we  got
     it out it was shaped just tike a ice cream cone, only quite small, may-
    be a quarter inch or so long. And that's why it was so hard to putf at.
    But, you  know, it  was  hot  when it hit and kind of cooked it's way to
    make it harder to get out.

       When it came time to go back to camp we had to sell a few surplus
    things we had, tike cigarettes, to pay for our room. We had a few lira
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    Mike - left over so there was a liquor store right across the street from

        our hotel and we bought another bottle of Cognac and one of Vermouth to

        celebrate the end of our leave.

        "Now," Tony said, "I don't want to see anyone come through that door to-

        day except if it's the deanin' fady." And we had the day to ourselves.

          I don't know what happened to Tony after the war. Somebody said he got

       married in Smoky Lake but I never heard anything for sure."

    Wafty McVee - "I can always remember John Cyganiewich. I got the devil over

       that guy one time. Bitf(W.D.) Smith and I were on duty when we were in

        Eastbourne and we were on duty as signallers at the main switch board,

       you know. So Biff says, "I'm going to go and eat." So I said, "OK, go

       ahead."

          I was never any good on the Fuller phone, eh, and the Fuller phone was

       used for everything that came from Brigade HQ to us and it att came over

       the Fuller phone in Morse code. Anyway this day I started taking a mes-

       sage coming from Brigade over the phone and in this case it was a fist

       of names of transfers to other units. It was Private so and so, number

       so and so, and I'm getting everything down pretty good and I've already

       got two or three names. "Btackie" Dowdatf was one of them, I remember,

       transferred to the Ordnance Corps as a Blacksmith (He was a Cook in one
       of the companies). Then came Pte J. C-y-, that's as far as I got and I

       thought, gee, that's not right, nobody in our Regiment would have a name

       tike that, Cy. So I stopped and signalled back, "Send it again." So it

       comes in Morse, C-y-g-a-, that's as far as I got. No way! So I stopped

       again. By this time the phone on the switchboard came on and the Corp-

       oral at Brigade said, "Whose on the Fuller phone?", and I said, "I am."

       He said, "Geez, can't you read the Morse Code, this guy's name is Cygan-

       iewich, C-y-g-a-n-i-e-w-i-c-h. Now get it right!

         I never heard anymore about it after that.

    Mike Antonio - Now, I can remember when we were in Edmonton we hadn't been

       there very long, it was the fall of 1939, and what happened was Pat Mur-

       phy and Tommy Connors, they were two Irishmen in D Company, they found

       out that this John Cyganiewich had sold his homestead for five hundred

       dotfars, at Father, Alberta, in the Peace country, and five hundred alt

       in cash. So, the three of them they started out at the Selkirk Hotel, on

       Jasper  Avenue, and  they started visiting, pub crawling, at each of the

       hotels and they finally came down to the St. Regis(then at the corner of

       101 Street and 104 Avenue). It was the last one they were thrown out of.

       So Connors and Murphy decided it was time to go back to the Armoury but

       they decided that they weren't going to go through the tunnel, the rail-

       way overpass at 1st Street and between 4th and 5th  Avenues. It  was  on

       the way "home". "That's mined! Fifth columnists!, We're not going in

       there!" So they were going to go over the top which meant crossing over

       the main yard of the railway. When they got up on top on the way across

       the  tracks  the  railway  police were there waiting for them and picked

       them up for trespassing.

         So the railway police escorted them back to the Armoury and they got

       "thrown" into the got'darn dungeon. John totd me later there was a tit-

       tle jar of jam, a loaf of bread and a jug of water in the cetf - and then
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 Mike - it att began when Murphy and Connors got to arguing as to who was to
    blame that they were in jait. So Murphy picked up the "loaf of bread and
    threw it and hit Connors. So then Connors picked up the jug of water and
    threw it in Murphy's face and Cyganiewich was telling me it was a mess.
    There was only the one toaf of bread and they kept throwing the pieces
    at each other until there was nothing left but crumbs aft over the place.

      So, the next morning they go up on orders in front of Colonel St-iTIman
    The Orderly Sergeant read out the charges and old Murphy was up first.

      "What have you got to say for yourself?" says the Colonel.
      "Well, you know," says Murphy, "I should have known better, we should

    have known better."
      OK. So then Connors was next. He said pretty well the same things as

    Murphy had said, "I'm sorry. Sir, we shouldn't have done it."
      Then it was John's turn. So the Colonel repeated the charge. He got

    John's army number right, then when it came to his name it was, "Cig-
    Cig-Cig", he couldn't pronounce John's last name, "Son-of-a-bitch," he
    said.

      That's as true as I'm sitting here!
      So those other two guys broke out laughing, Connors and Murphy.
      "What have you got to say for yourself?" said the Cotonet.
      So John said, in broken English, "Oh, I be think us Irishmen got to

    stick  together."  He  couldn't tett the Colonel what had happened so he
    was agreeing with the others.

      The "us Irishmen got to stick together" became a standing joke in "D"
    Company.

      The Colonel dismissed the case, he dismissed the whole three of them,
    that's what Cyganiewich tdd me.

 Watty McVee - "Moon" and I got discharged at the same time in Calgary.

 Mike - "Who, "Moon" Connors?"

 Watty - Yea. They didn't know he was a former member of our Regiment when
    he got discharged and they had this idea when we got discharged that too
    many from one outfit shouldn't be discharged at the same time. We might
    att get together in the same pub and probably end up in trouble.

 Mike - Is that right.

 ^atty - Didn't he go to the Paratroopers or something at one time?

 Mike - Wdt, he and Srnokey Atkinson went into  the  Paratroopers  and  they
    were  supposed,  to  land in Sweden and then blow up some bridge that was
    between Sweden and Norway. They kept on getting bad weather at1 the time
    until it was finally cancel led. Smokey and Connors trained for about two
    months for the trip.

 A Listener - Whatever happened to Murphy, anybody know?

 Mike - You know, I don't think Pat Murphy was his right name. In the LEGION
    magazine, in one of the magazines in the early 50s, the Last Post, they
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Mike Antonio - had Pat Murphy's army number. He was the first guy to join
   up in Grande Prairie, his number was M 16001. And in the obituary column
   of the magazine, here was Pat Murphy's number. Walter Wilts and I both
   saw it, but it was an altogether different name. So I guess the guy we
   knew all the time as Pat Murphy, it wasn't his real name.

Mike - You remember in 1943 , we went into the stables at Hamilton, it was
   a race track, and just a short way from Glasgow, in Scotland. From there
   we moved right into a "wire compound".

Waffy McVee - That's when they sent some of us to Liverpool to do some wa-
   terproofing on a bunch of vehicles.

Mike - One night, believe it or not, one of our gate guards comes afong
   looking for me. "There's someone at the gate to see you," he said.
   Holy s---, here I am, you know, probably said something or did something
   I shouldn't have and someone was here to get me. I went to the gate and
   here was a guy in a Polish army uniform. I thought to myself, this is
   realty trouble.

     The guy shook hands with me, then said, "I'm a cousin of yours from
   Poland. I had a fetter from my brother in Edmonton saying that this was
   your army number and this was your Regiment."

     So I said to him, "How would you know how to find me in this place.
   Not even a mouse could get in or out of here."

      "Oh, that's alright," he said.
     So after a few words between us he went over to Battalion HQ, got a

   pass for me to go out of the compound for the whole day and he brought
   me back before midnight. I didn't know what was happening but here he
   was in this country's Secret Service. I found out later, after the war,
   that  after  he  left me he went on a plane and got dumped off in Italy,
   not Sicily, Italy, as part of his job. He was in the Polish Army but he
   worked for the British Secret Service.

     He's dead now and is buried in a cemetery in the service  men's  part,
   in the north part of Edmonton. His name was Mike Chemanski, "Served with
   the British Intettigence Service" is chiselled on his tombstone. I only
   teamed  that  when  my  brother  John and I went looking for his burial
   place. I had been at his funeral some years before.

     The old fettow, I signed aft his papers and everything etse so that
   after the war he was able to come to this country as an immigrant. He was
   a housebuitder by trade, buift my house in Hythe  and  after  att  these
   years there's not a crooked comer in it.

Mike Antonio - Confound it, you know, we called him "P E I", something to
   do with him coming from Prince Edward Island, and he was with our plat-
   oon, the carriers. On their way in on a small recce attack the guys in
   the  carrier  had  spotted  this  one tone pig at this farm house. So at
   night after they had come back and got hunkered down, you know, these
   two guys and "P E I", he was the Corporal, took a carrier and went back
   to see if they could pick up this pig.

     So "P E I", he's in the house with the 'Eyeties' trying to keep  their
   attention away from their pig, and at the time he was supposed to be



Mike - checking the house over for any enemy, etc., you see. And so the
   other two parked the carrier underneath a window in the pig shack and
   crawled in through the window where they thought the pig should be.

     So in the dark, you know, they found the pig, grabbed him by the ears
   and wonk, they stunned him, knocked him out sort of, so he wouldn't do
   any squealing. They shoved the pig out the window and the pig went nose
   first right down into the SOB of a carrier. So everything was just calm
   coot and coffected. The two boys went into the house to see how the Cpt
   was making out and tet him know that they were ready to go. The old
    'Eyetie' was so pleased that "P E I " hadn't found anything or anyone

   connected with the enemy, no prisoners, no Jerrys, so he putts out a
   couple of bricks from a hiding place and putts out this great big bottle
   of Vermouth wine. Now "P E I " was a bit of a drinker, you know, he
   couldn't believe that there was wine to be drunk so he was ready to stay
   until the bottle was empty.

     Wett, in the meantime, what had happened, the SOB of a pig "comes to"
   and started squealing, you know. Wett, that whole damn household jumped
   up when they heard the pig and when they jumped the guys tore out to the
   carrier and took off, pig 'n att.

     When they got back with the carrier and the pig to the camp, got the
   pig  "dressed", wett, it  wasn't  long  before  everyone was eating pork
   chops like you wouldn't believe at 5 o'clock in the morning.

     Then att of a sudden I get a CQ message coming in addressed "To att
   Companies". The message - the Brigade Mifitary Police  would  be  coming
   around our way to search the area for a missing pig.

A Listener - Hetto Jim, c'mon, sit down, have a taste of Ron Lebas' wine.
   It's realty good, just take a tittle, it's pretty strong.

Hike - So, what should we do. There was pig hair, bones, etc., att around
   the place. So Sam Hatefy and Sandy Btack, the two fastest guns around,
   decided we maybe better dig a new sump pit in a hurry and try and get
   rid of att the evidence that was around.

     So this we did. We dug a new pit right beside the old one, this way we
   could just throw the dirt from one hole into the other and we ended up
   with  a  new  pit  and  a mound of dirt where the other one was. Then we
   threw a couple of empty butty beef cans around to make it took good. The
   only evidence we couldn't get rid of was the heavy smelt of cooked pork
   in the air, you can't get it out of the air, you know, and there was no
   way we could bury it.

     Wett, the MPs came along with an officer from the Regiment and they
   searched and they searched. Looked over att our carriers, every nook and
   cranny. They couldn't find a thing. So they left after about an hour.
   Then it wasn't too long after that the officer from the Regiment came
   back, "You SOBs  are stilt frying pork chops around here. I want a cou-
   ple for myself."

     That's an honest true fact!

3i1f Shaw - When we were catching up to the carriers we had a steer hanging
   up in a tree. A "Red Cap" happened to come along, it was hanging just a-
   bove him. No one around knew anything about how it got there.
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Mike Antonio - Wett, you must have remembered that time with the pig, Bitf,
   you know. I never in att my fife dug so fast when we dug the new pit. We
   kept on throwin' that dirt over our shoulders and into the new pit as
   fast as we could go.

Mike Antonio - Remember the gas impregnated uniforms we were getting, you
   know. They were kind of greasy, they were hotter than heft, you know.

Barney Weir - They weren't lousy, I know that!

Mike - Then there was a powder they gave us, it looked like ground up brick
   powder. And you just sprinkled that on your uniform. After that the uni-
   form  would never have another touse on it. Even the flies wouldn't land
   on it. I don't know what the hetf it did to your system!

Mike - I stitt to this day, I don't know what I did right to make it to the
   end of the war. I just don't know. With a name tike Antonio and if THEY
   ever found out I was speaking Polish, "That's a spy for sure!  Bang, up
   against the watt.  We'll get rid of that trouble."

***********************

                              EMBARASSING MOMENTS

                          Somewhere in England - 1941

   Our Regiment was out on a Brigade Exercise, only one of many that we
took part in. The Edmonton Regiment Carrier Platoon was leading the Brigade
to an attack formation. A signal came down to us from the lead carrier to
dose up. The carrier commander of the remaining section put on top speed
and, unfortunately, they came to a quick stop. Aft the carriers were jammed
up together.

   I, then Lieut Percy Darlington, was attempting to get some order out of
the mess and also provide some  camouflage  along  the  hedgerow  when  who
should arrive on the scene but the Brigade Commander, General Pearkes. He
was livid. He said, "What is your name. Lieutenant, and are you in command
of this unit?"

   I said, "Sir, my name is Lieut Darlington, and I am the Carrier Platoon
Commander."

   As soon as I had said this he instructed me to return my platoon to our
quarters, "Drivers only to take their machines back, the remainder of the
crews, including yourself, witt march back!" The distance we had to return
was approximately 30 mites.

   This was the conclusion of the exercise as far as #4 Platoon was con-
cerned. There was much muttering and much bad language but since we were
att in very good condtion for marching we carried on as we had been order-
ed and marched att the way back.

                                                      Percy Dart ington
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                                  Geoff Harris

     In May of 1943 our Regiment was in Scotland on manoeuvres. Some of our
 time was spent in the vicinity of a Duke's estate, a fabulous castte, no
 less. We lived in Quonset huts white we were there, and we were at some dis-
 tance from the castle but dose to some of the Duke's many takes.

     It wasn't long before one of the platoons from 'C' Company found out
 that satmon were stunned by a #16 grenade when it was discharged in the wa-
 ter and the result was a meaf we coufd hardly refuse. As an officer I could
 not  condone  the  activity  so I dosed my eyes. But at the same period of
 time a sniper, or other, managed to shoot a deer and we were then in trou-
 ble. His lordship, the Duke, was not amused and our LCot was on the mat,
 sort of. Deer shooting was henceforth not to be, att 303 ammunition was
 turned in to the QM stores.

     Later on we continued with the exercise we had come for, we practised
 assault landings and if you have never walked off an assault landing craft
 in Loch Fyne, the water was COLD and it didn't warm up any as is dimbed up
 over your knees.

     When we made one of our fast practice assault landings it was early in
 the morning, tike about 3 AM. We walked ashore and I knew that I was tired,
 a couple of times I felt asleep white walking.

     Our last practise assault was made off the shores of Scotland, from the
 ship Berwick Castte. Here the water was warmer and we found ourselves near
 Troon and when the sun came up and we could took  around, we  were  on  the
 golf course there. These days it is sometimes used to ptay the British Open
 Golf Tournament and if you happen to watch it on TV you can see the railway
 and train station which we passed by after our landing. From Troon we moved
 to the Hamilton Race Track where we prepared ourselves for a trip to Sicily.

     Just previous to our "taking off" for the assautt landing practices at
 Loch Fyne (we were in Eastbourne then), I bought myself a realty nice pair
 of red pyjamas as a treat. I wore them everywhere, and when we were in Scot-
 land I decided that when we leave for somewhere, wherever, I'ft wear them.
 So the first night we were at sea and we knew we were off to a warmer di-
 mate, Sicily, summer drills were issued. I shared, a cabin with a couple of
 other officers, one of them a bit senior in rank to me.Going into the Med-
 itranean we had orders to steep in our battle dress. I thought that rath-
 er dumb since if our boat were torpedoed and we had to be fished out of the
 water, wett, it would be much easier in a pyjama outfit than in the heavier
 battle dress. My red pyjamas would be just fine, thank you. My Coy 2 I/C
 didn't appreciate my refusal to obey orders too much, there wasn't that
 much he could do about it. So I carried those foot red pyjamas with me un-
 til such a time as I got wounded, July 15, and was flown to a hospital in
 Tripoli, an 8th Army Hospital, July 18, 1943.

     Who knows, perhaps some good Sicilian ended up wearing my pyjamas for
 awhif e.

     By  the  way, I  enjoyed  reading  Charlie  Swan's story of his time in
 Sicily.

     Having been scraped on the head by an MG buffet with a resulting con-
 cussion, I spent some time in the hospital at Tripoli, I came back to the
 Regiment on August 28, 1943, and around September 10 went to 'B' Company.
 Then I went to 'A' Coy under Major Gibby Btair and lead a night march to
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Cofte d'Anchise, in Itaty. After that we were in a rest area in and around
the brickyard in Baranetfo.

    Weft do I remember our time at Ortona, I was then the Adjutant. On Xmas
day we 'had' the town and on Christmas Eve I toured the Company HQs to wish
them  atf  well. New Years Eve I was responsible for the celebrations and I
can stilt see Jim Stone leading the officers in song.

    Then in March the Eddys were asked to designate a Captain to return to
England to go on to the 3rd Div for their impending invasion. I was the one
chosen and when I reached Engtand, instead of what I hoped would be a glo-
rious leave on the south coast ended up by my being a patient  in  #10  Cdn
General Hospitat, jaundice and malaria both caught up to me. It took me six
weeks to get over that bit.

    Finally when I got over my hospital stay I received a call from Jim Jef-
ferson, by now Brigadier, to report to #10 Infantry Brigade.

                                  @@@@@@@@@@

                                 HISTORY
    Some 50 years ago a private's pay was $1.50 per day, and 'found'. From

a recent Edmonton Journal newspaper dipping we note:
    - Currently, the reserves have openings for 80 Edmontnians who would

      tike to become part-time soldiers three weekends a month. Those pos-
      itions are ideal for high school or university students.

        It  pays  $50.00  a  day. They  can go away for the summer and take
      courses. Since a private is paid seven days a week, that means they
      can earn $350 a week.
      The military is looking for even more people witting to be part-time
      soldiers. The immediate payoff is a part-time job. The long-term pay-
      off could be service in one of the many areas of the world where
      United Nations peacekeepers are stationed. -

                                  @@@@@@@@@@

                          JJEXT YEAR'_S FQRTYNINER_j97

    For this issue of our FORTYNINER we were able to get a good number of
    fine stories, they wift att be much appreciated by atf of you, I'm
    quite sure.
    So, now we need more for the next issue and we continue to send out a
    request for you to sit down and relate some of your Army experiences.
    Material for the next issue should be here before the end of August,
    1994, but the sooner the better.

    To atf those who mailed in the many stories which make up this issue
    of the FORTYNINER magazine, the thanks go to you from att members of
    the Association. Many fetters of appreciation are received, not the
    least from those who are now unable to be as mobile as in past years.
    Any material you have for submission can be sent to our Association
    address fisted elsewhere in this issue, or to my home address fisted
    in the address section.

                                                  Barney Of son.   Editor
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      My daughter, She'll ey Bouska, is a. school teacher in Edmonton. Recently
 she wrote to me and enclosed a yellowing newspaper article which one of her
 pupils had brought to school. This young tady had visited her father's farm
 near St. Michaels Alberta, and, exploring an abandoned house there, had
 found, among other things newspapers from the World War II era. She brought
 them to school to show her teacher and classmates. My daughter pulled one
 paper from the bundle and held it. up for the class to see. In her own words
 "When  I took one out to show the class the headline 'Men Of Edmonton Regi-
 ment Finish Training In England' leaped out at me. The thought crossed my
 mind that it would be too much of a coincidence if your picture was one of
 those featured but, there, unbelievably, in picture #3 was Sergeant In-
 structor Stone demonstrating an anti-tank rifle. I was stunned. My class
 was, of course, thrilled with this piece of living history. The date of the
 photos was Friday, April 19, 1940."

      I dimly remember a day in 1940 when a newspaper reporter visited the
 Regiment, and photographed the training activities but I never expected to
 see the pictures, especially at this fate date. There were six photos of
 members of the Regiment.

      The fast sentence of my daughter's account of the whole incident was,
 "It was an amazing experience, right out of the 'Twilight Zone'."

      I conclude with a remark about the anti-tank riffe I was demonstra-
 ting. Officially, the "Boyes Anti-Tank Rifle", .55 calibre, 36" barrel,
 weight on a route march one ton and a half, deadly accurate but with the
 kick. of a mute. Completely useless against modern tanks and, as far as I
 know, was never used by us in action.

                                                        Jim Stone

     (The newspaper photos mentioned are in the possession of your Editor
      and may be seen any time they are on display at one of our functions.

         It is not possible to reprint good pictures for the magazine)

                          **************************

Regimental Ascot Tie
Regimental Tie
Regimental Buckle & Belt
Regimental Colours - Prints
Blazer Crest - Gold
Regimental Car Grill Ornament
Reqtt Badge - Licence Plate
Regimental Plaque - Painted
Regimental T-Shirt

   Sm'l Med Lge XLge

         Mail your order to:

 K I T
$11.77

 12.84
  8.56
  5.35

 21.40
 32.08
 12.00
 32.10
 10.16

SHOP
 Regimental Coffee Mug        $ 8.56
 Sterling Silver Lapet Pin     21.50
 Regimental Decat                .80
 V-Neck Sweaters               23.54

   Green   Grey   Maroon
      Med   Lge   XLqe

 Gdf Shirt         '          19.26
      Smt Med Lge XLge

         - GST included in price-

The Lovat Edmonton Regiment (4PPCLI)
    KIT SHOP

Canadian Forces Base, Edmonton
Box 10500
EDMONTON, AB.          T5J 4J5



@@@@@@@@               GRANDE  PRAIRIE  PICNIC               @@@@@@@
                            July 30, 31, Aug 1, 1993

     Being in Grande Prairie for their picnic is always an informal weekend
 and an enjoyable one. This time the weather cooperated to the utmost, not a
 bit of rain for the whole weekend.

     Friday evening was spent at the Grande Prairie Legion were an excellent
 supper  was  served. The meal was followed by the odd drink, much talk, and
 by then it was getting fate.

     On Saturday, those who had brought their gotf dubs found a goff course
 in the area and did their eighteen holes, or less. From noon on it was out
 to the Legion picnic grounds for the afternoon. Lunch was served there with
 the food being supplied by the ladies of the local members with Betty Bef-
 ford being in charge. It was also story time for some present  and  some  of
 the stories may be found elsewhere in this issue.

     It's not hard to see how times and characters have changed over the
 years. In the vicinity of the picnic grounds there was quite a good sized
 Saskatoon berry patch and some of the members, with their tittle pails,
 spent  several  hours picking Saskatoon berries to take back home. It was a
 fine season in the area for berries and they were "easy pickings". When you
 read the names of some that were present you can see how times have changed.

     Later on in the afternoon it was back to the Legion where  before  long
 we had another supper served, another fine meat. Many pictures were taken
 and 'some of them appear in the photo section of this magazine. So several
 hours later, a number of putt tickets later for some, it was again time to
 catt it quits for another day.

     Sunday was much the same as Saturday except that. some, including the
 writer, left for home on Sunday morning with other obligations in mind. It
 was, though, a very good weekend and most of the thanks for att the arrange-
 ments, etc., must be directed to Betty Betford, who was our "hostess'^ and to
 atf the ladies who supptied much of the food, at the grounds, as wett as
 doing the work there.

     Listed are most of the members who attended, including Sam Lenko, who
 when we last left him was on his way north to check on his diamond claims.
 Now on his way home from his claims he decided to caff in on the picnic and
 report that aft is wett with his diamonds. You can't see the diamonds on
 the surface, but...

     Marcel Tettamente, Jim Sharkey (now deceased). Bob Hidson, Bitt Shaw,
 Mike Antonio, Sam Atkinson, Gord McVee, Jim Foote, Ted Dombroski, Ernie
 White, Ron LeBas, Roll ie Castagner, Angus Campbett, Steve Lotoski, Bob Jar-
 dine, and who was able to bring "Pete" St Pierre and Mrs St Pierre along in
 an   RV, Ralph   Craven, Peter  Thiesson, Bitt  Purves, Ken  Coupfand, Dave
 Gaufter, 'Buck'  Getschet, Vie  Lawrence, Joe  Turions, Barney   Weir, B.J.
 McDonatd, Ben Whitmore, and Atan Storrier, who now has a problem with see-
 ing and came along with Watty McVee.

                                                        Barney Otson

                               ++++++++++

 On the 5th floor. Staff & Patient Library, University Hospital, a copy of
 our "City Goes To War" and the inscription on the inside page-

    "Grandad - May this be a slight diversion from the cats and the
          dogs. A Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year."   Faith & Bryan



                                 Bitt Teteske

            (Condensed from a letter written to a friend in Canada)
    When we landed in Sicily, on the south coast, it. was hot, dry and desert

tike. Water was very scarce and I was wondering a11 the time how much of the '
dust and heat I was going to be able to take. But as the days went by I got
used to the conditions, somehow I managed.

    Fruit, vegetables were plentiful. There were fields of tomatoes, melons
and other fruits but we were told not to eat any of them. The most striking
thing of att was the vineyards of blue grapes, they seemed to stretch acre
after acre. But they weren't the eating kind, they were more of a sour type
that the natives used for making their wine, to become known to us as "vino"
Vino was the staple beverage of the citizens. Imagine having a glass of sour
wine with a plate of bacon and eggs.

    To me, in Sicily especially, the peasants were very primitive to say the
least. Most of them were dothed in what we would catt rags. There were very
few signs of anyone having shoes, those who did not go barefooted used pieces
of old tires tied on their feet with pieces of string.

    Once these Sicilians found out we meant them no harm they became regular
pests, hanging around our camp begging for food, "chocotaty, biscoty and fum-
ari(cigarettes)" of which they seemed to think we had an inexhaustible sup-
ply.. Many of them hadn't worn a new garment for such a long time that the
ones they wore had patches on the patches and you couldn't tell which was
the original garment. The citizens were undernourished and generally seemed
down and out and short of spirit.

    Their house consisted of a stone structure with holes where the windows
should be but very seldom was there any glass and many of the houses were
barred with iron gratings of various designs. A village would took more tike
a bunch of smalt jails to us instead of a place where people might be living.
Some of the houses had crude fireplaces in them but the majority of them had
none at aft and their cooking was done outside on a fireplace arrangement.

    The flies and the stench in some of these small villages was almost un-
bearable to us because of the tack of plumbing.

    Their food consisted mostly of homemade spaghetti and black bread, the
bread being made from home ground flour and, as mentioned before, eaten with
wine that tasted more like vinegar than wine. The wine was usually the juice
of the fruit fermented in huge wooden casks, nothing added.

    Floors in the homes were most often made of flat stones, and not too even.
The furniture usually consisted of a few crudely built chairs and a table of
much the same design. Their beds were straw fitted mattresses found in the
corner of the room during the day and spread out in the room come bedtime.

    The women spun their own doth and thus the doth was quite rough and
coarse but on occasion I saw some very nice tapestry work done by them.

    Lighting in the homes was usually from burning fat or otive oil in a con-
tainer. It gave off a yellowish tight, and more smelt than anything.

    As we moved, further along towards the north we came to towns that. had el-
ectricity and so did some of the houses but most of the rural parts of the
country were poor, poverty was everywhere.

     One thing that I found remarkable was the way the women were able to carry
heavy boxes, baskets or huge casks of water on their head. They put a pad of
doth on top of their head on which the toad seemed to sit and balance, items



@@@@@@@-                   As I Found Them                   @@@@@@@|

 that a strong man could hardly lift. I remember seeing a woman carrying some ||
 timbers that would take two men to lift. One guy said he saw a fady carrying ||
 a piano on her head but this I would have to see. Probably as a result of   ||
 this method of carrying items the women had a marvettous carriage.          |i

     Towns are built on hifftops, the roads leading up to them carved out of J

 the rocky hillsides and winding round and round the hiff until it reached   '
 the top. The streets are very narrow and many times impossible for our large
 trucks to get through between the buildings.

     In the smaller towns and villages the sanitation systems were terrible.
 The street gutters were usually the sewer system and if you had to walk a-
 tong them you had to be careful not to stip and fatt. It seemed noone had
 ever  heard  of  such a thing as a toilet. It was easy to tett when you were
 coming into a town, even in the dark, because of the terrible odors. I would
 have never believed that such conditions existed had I not seen them,

     As we proceeded further north and east in Sicily we came to orange and
 temon groves where the trees were heavy with fruit, it being  that  time  of
 the season. It was nice to see, even nicer to be able to eat the fruit since
 by now we had learned that att the produce of the countryside was not in the
 "do  not  eat"  class. Poisoned by the enemy some said, something to do with
 the type of fertilizer being used others said.

     Fields, depending on the size were dug by hand or with a primitive wood-
 en plough drawn by oxen or jackasses. Hand digging was by hoe, a two prong-  I
 ed variety used in a chopping manner and a stow process. It wasn't unusual
 to see some dozen men and women digging a small plot of ground, rocks and
 att. Grain was scattered by hand, reaped by hand. They  used  forked  sticks
 for picking up the grain, the sticks were fight but did the work. When it    I
 came time to do the threshing, it was done on a stone floor, the grain would
 be spread on it about a foot thick and then they would lead the jackasses a-
 round and around in a circle unfit it was trampled into small bits and then
 the final operation would be to separate the grain from the straw by tossing
 it into the air and letting the wind do the work. When the straw had been
 blown  away  the  grain was left to dry in the sun, after drying it was then
 made into flour by grinding it against the stone floor with a rock. Some-
 times there was a water mitt where old fashioned mitt stones were used.

     In many cases fruit trees and grape vines were grown on hillsides that
 were too steep to do much cultivating on. Many of these hills were terraced
 and the crops grown on these. None of the land  was  wasted  except  perhaps
 were it consisted of mostly stones.

     The people on a whole were quite friendly towards the troops and in some
 cases they lined the streets and cheered us as we passed by. Some of the
 natives who could speak a few words of English, probabty teamed some years
 back on a "earn money" trip to America, uttered such phrases as "gtad you
 have come" or "good guys" or "Mussolini crazy". We found it amusing but the
most often words we heard were asking for "cigarettes" or "chocotata". The
 locals would quite often come around the camp with eggs or fruit for trading
or for whatever they could get. We weren't supposed to be fraternizing with
them  but  when  it  came  to things tike eggs or chickens, many trades were
made. I do remember one time an unshaven and shabbily dressed Sicilian came
alongside our truck and he was carrying a basket of eggs. When I asked him
 in my best Italian how much he wanted for the eggs he surprised me by an-
 swering in perfect English that, "Sorry, I promised to trade them to another



@@@@@@@                     As 1 Found Them

one of your guys for cigarettes."
     When we left Sicily and as we came to the more open country of Italy

we noticed that the further north we went the more wealthy the people seem-

ed and we saw machines tike tractors and threshing machines and. a few cars
on the roads, once the field of battle had advanced, of course. It got so    '

 that  the civvy population was not the begging kind, they paid for anything

they could get. Anything they had for sate they were asking high prices and

 the more troops that came through the higher the prices got until the mil-

 itary government finatty had to step in and try and control the price.

      I visited a number of the Italian cities, liberated ones of course and

 this included Rome and the Vatican City. I was quite surprised, to find how

Bodern some of the buildings and conveniences were in Rome. The people were

wet 1 dressed and many of them did not seem too concerned, about the war go-

 ing on around, them but most of them were affected one way or another. When

 I was in Rome I spent half a day visiting the Vatican area, a11 the many

 buildings there with att their fine architecture, statues, etc. It was good

 that. the city of Rome had been designated a "no-bombing" area and thus att

 the many treasures were left in their original, state.
      Poor grade liquor was being sold to the troops, distilled wine with

 burnt sugar flavoring being sold as Vermouth and alcohol slightly colored

 being sold as Cognac. Black market meats were being sold from private homes

 at a price and it seemed as though these private homes could get more food

 than the cafes, any cafes that were open were crowded.
      I heard of one father with two daughters running a house of ill repute

 and who would take army goods in tieu of money. His house resembled a well-

 stocked QM stores in no time. There were boot blacks and barbers on every

 street corner.
      The black market and high prices were not as visible in Rome, it seem-

 ed to be under better control. You could get around, quite weft there, in

 horse drawn taxis, but they were quite expensive.

       I hope to see more Italian cities in the days to come, places I  used

 to read about, where the streets are water, the street cars are gondolas.

                               ++++-{@+++++
                            Attest! ion : D-Day Dodgers

      It is learned from the October issue of the LEGION magazine that D-Day

  exhibits and commemorations wilt begin early in 1994 and continue through-

  out the year, south England being the launching point for many of the acti-

  vities. The special events officer for Veterans Affairs Canada says Canada

 w1t1 be sending an "official delegation including representatives from each

  regiment, and corps that participated on D-Day, this is going to be a realty

  big show." The Prime Minister of Canada is expected to attend ceremonies in

  early June. There are any number of tours being organized.
  In the words of one Sicily veteran attending the Canadian Mar Museum parade

  held in Ottawa in July on the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of the Sic-

  ily landing, "Thank God, somebody remembered."
                                ^+-|..4.-}-T-++-j--t.

  Jim Foote - was presented with the Canada Medat by the Roya'l Canadian Legion

  Frank Leach, Edson - received his 50 year pin from the Edson Legion.



@@@@@@@@                  OUR MUSEUM DISPLAY                  @@@@@@@
                                  July 10, 1993

      At the January Annual Meeting of this year a motion was passed to the
 effect  that  the  Edmonton Association would honor the 50th Anniversary of
 the July 10, 1943, tanding of our Regiment in Sicily. To do this we should
 hold some kind of a dinner on Saturday, July 10th, with a picnic to be held
 at Camp Harris on Sunday, July llth.

     As the time for this celebration drew near and the  time  to  begin  to
 make a few arrangements came dose, it was realized that we could not raise
 enough enthusiasm among the active veteran members to organize such a two
 day affair.

     Since the Grande Prairie members were planning on holding a small re-
 union themselves sometime during the summer (actually this year was their
 turn to hold a picnic) arrangements were then made with them, Betty Betford
 in particular, to make their picnic an Association affair. A report of its
 success is printed elsewhere in this magazine.

     The decision here, in Edmonton, ended up then that there would be a
 display of items from our Museum presented on Saturday afternoon, July 10,
 at Edmonton City Halt, from noon to 1600 hours. The general public would be
 invited to attend, there would be coffee, etc., available, sponsored by the
 City  of  Edmonton. And  further, in the words of the Mayor of Edmonton, "I
 understand the City wiff also be preparing a proclamation to be presented
 at the appropriate time."

     Wett, the Museum display was put on by the Militia Unit under the dir-
 ection of Chris Atkin and it took a number of hours of work to get the ent-
 ire display set up. And a very good display it was, making the effort they
 put into it worthwhile.

     As to publicity for the afternoon's affair, there was none, none, none-
 No mention in the papers or other media was found regarding the special oc-
 casion - the 50th Anniversary, or the Museum display. There was no proc-
 lamation made by the City. Nothing was to be found about the general public
 being invited to visit the dispfay. Even Lestock, who had been fisted as at-
tending  did not show up.

     But, it was a good dispfay and some 50 veteran members turned out, most
of them displaying their medals, and there were quite a few personnel from
the Unit in uniform. They were att able to answer any questions from visit-
ors who arrived on the scene. Interested visitors were mostly peopfe who
were touring around and had decided on taking one of the  City  Haft  tours
that are part of the normal Saturday afternoon schedule in the building.
There were at so a number of family members on hand.

     No fist was kept of our members who came along but we might mention a
few who turned out that we do not usually have the pleasure of visiting with
us. Rev Edgar Bailey was able to be there, with the kind assistance of
Gordon Armstong. Jim Burndred showed up from Calgary; "Buster" Reay, who is
a long time member of the Regiment(Transport) as weft as the Association,
came from Red Deer - with a grandson doing the driving; John Smith, Athab-
asca, was there, first time. Charlie Swan came along, he wouldn't be avaif-
abfe to attend any of the other functions, B.C.included, during the year so
he came to this one. Sam Lenko was on his way to the far north to check on
his diamond claim and thought he ought to drop around.

    The only coffee avaitabte was found in one of the nearby staff rooms
and you had to attend to it yourself.

    So much for our July 10th celebration!              Barney Ofson



@@@@@@@@                  OUR SUMMER FUNCTION                 @@@@@@@@
                                B.C. Association

      In 1991 we held our fast summer picnic outside, at Saxe Point Park, in
Victoria. In 1992 we held a luncheon at the Princess Mary Restaurant, in
 Victoria, and we thought it had been wett received so another luncheon was
 held this August at the same site. It turned out to be an unquatified suc-
 cess as wett .

      On our arrival at the designated place on this Sunday, August 8, we
were greeted by a reception desk crew of Susan Evans and Tom Knabe. We were
 relieved quickly of a smatt portion of our worldly weafth, in cash, and we
 then proceeded on to the reception and luncheon area.

      There we soon found that a portion of our ill-gotten gains had been
 left with us. Immediately in front of us - the bar! Loyal Eddies knew the
 action  required  of them at this stage of the proceedings and soon parched
 throats were moistened.

      Conversation multiplied as more and more members and their company ar-
 rived and many of us obtained seats to save our energy. Soon, with the ar-
 rival of Jim Stone, it signified the beginning of our afternoon's celebra-

 tions.
      We were then called to order by President Bitt Rempte, the head table

 was seated, Jim Stone and Christine Straith, "Budge" Beft-Irving, Dave Pet-
 rie, John and Rie Dougan and Bitt and Phyt Rempte. Then John Dougan gave
 some introductory remarks and called upon our Padre, Ernie McQuarrie. The
 Padre read off names of members of the Regiment who had passed on since our
 last tuncheon, in 1992, then favored us with a short address. The length of
 the Last Post fist left us with a sobering few moments. The Last  Post  was
 then played, then the Highland Lament, and we observed two minutes of si-
 lence before the Reveille was sounded.

      It  had  been  our  practice in the past to hold a smalt parade of our
 "Old Guard", WW I members able to attend. This year only one was to be with
 us. Major Dave Petrie. He was permitted to hear the very favorable remarks
 passed on of his career from a comfortable sitting  position. Dave  did  at
 one time strike fear into the hearts of many recruits of the Regiment in
 1939. Eventually he became known and loved as he is today.

      This then brought us to the time for our lunch, with the usual good
 meal of salmon and aft the trimmings followed by a desert of raspberry pie.

      The funch having been completed, our Master of Ceremonies, John Dougan
 drew our attention to the importance of the year 1993, the 50th anniversary
 of the Sicilian landing and the battle for Ortona in which our Regiment
 served so magnificently. The targe majority of those members present at our
 luncheon  had  served  at  Ortona  and these remarks brought many a tump to
 their throats.

      Shortly after 3 PM we rose once again to hear Bonnie Dundee played
 most abty by Piper Kevin Mdntyre. The official party was over but it did
 not there. Many agreed that we would meet again, same place, next August.

      Other members in attendance and not previously mentioned:
      Tom Adamson, Ed Bradish, Art Bird, Paul Chartes, Percy Darlington,

 Earl Dick, Les Duncan, Sid Fry, George Geddes, Archie Greene, Jack Haytey,
 Keith MacGregor, Jack McBride, Jim Musgrove, Doug Rogers, Harold Smythe,
 Jack Rosser, Les Tapfin and Len Tuppen.,

                                                           Ken McKenzie



                              Our Summer Function                 .-.-.@. ...-..@_
                                B.C. Association

Comments from some who attended our B.C.Luncheon this year:
     Tom 'Scotty' Adamson - I was in Vancouver to attend a wedding so I
      thought I might as well come across the water for the reunion. It's
      the first time I've been here for some years.

      Percy  Darlington  -  Suffered through a rough winter medically and we
     are pleased to see him once again able to attend our functions.

      Paul Charles - coming to our luncheon from Summer!and, took the "Sea
     Link" over from Vancouver and met on board the Adamsons, the Duncans.

     Keith MacGregor - After an absence of some three years from our yearly
     functions finalty made it back here from Saskatoon.

     Les Taptin - In charge of our February next annual meeting warns those
     who travel by bus to the meeting that the Bus Depot has now moved, to
     the old CN Station. It's a short cab ride from there to the Sandman
     Hotel, where the annual get-together is held, or you can catch the Sky
     Train and get off at the Stadium Station  which  -is  just  across  the
     street from the hotel.

     Len Tuppen - Back again after a short absence and finding 1t shocking
     the length of our Last Post column.

     Jack Haytey - A new member and seems to have been in at1 the Infantry
     Regiments in 2nd Brigade.

     Jim Musgrove - Another new member and quickly joined with Keith Mac-
     Gregor swapping fates of the many years ago.

Notes received from members unable to attend this time:
     Witf Whittock - hiking in the Rockies with the Sk.ytiners.

     Gord Mclntosh - a regular attender, this time visiting in Saskatchewan.

     Norm Furnett - unable to come, no reasons given, but sent, in his next
     years dues plus regards to att.

     W. C. Smith - Writes that he started for the Klondike in 1940, and now
     some 53 years later I'm going in August.

     Tommy Huntington - can't attend since "I'It be on a cruise to Alaska."

     Ray Lewis, Jack Deforme, A1 Wachter - att wrote in to say that for rea-
     sons of health they would not be coming.

     Bitt Lowden - now 95 years of age, doesn't get around wett but enjoys
     any news he gets from the Regiment.

     Pip Muirhead - WW I, now 100 years of age and wishes everyone the best



@@@@.^^ WHERE IS MY WANDEK1NG BOY?     @@@@@
        ,!^^^^^   Jim Anderson - Eastbourne, Eng - always pleased to

      y^^^ttu^y    hear from you and especially to be able to get the
     ^^^^^^/^     FORTYNINER. I was sorry to hear of the passing of Ed

    ^^^^^^w       Tannous. We were old friends from years before WW II.
   Yf^B^^^^y        Myself, I have been fortunate, heatthwise. A few

 /^^^^^/?/        aches and pains that go along with my advancing age,
 t^g^By^^//         I was able to pass my car insurance medicals that go
  '^B^t^r]^         with the age with ftying colors.

       V(S5S^^5^   Barry Ferguson,Kefowna - dues endosed, many thanks
        ^ig-          for the magazine and att the work that is put into it.

 Dot Turner, Edmonton - I enjoy the FORTYNINER and reading aft the names
     that Pete and Albert spoke of so often. Enclosed my membership dues,
     best w1shes to att.

 Tom Hidson, Winnipeg - Dues for '93 enclosed. I wont make the annual meet-
     ing but witt try for the picnic - if it's at Camp Harris (It wasn't),

 R. C. DriscoTS, Southampton, Eng - Dues enclosed for '93 plus a bit for the
     postage for the magazine. Enjoy reading the stories since I find myself
     remembering that I was in on some of them. Wishing everyone the best.

 Dave Boyer, Calgary - Had a car accident fast September'92) so I haven't
     done much of anything but take therapy.

 Joseph Zak , Coteman - Hetto to att members and I hope the Museum wilt be
     compt eted soon..

 Jack Childs, Victoria - Charlie Swan's story of Sicily brought back a tot
     of memories since I was one of those who at so went into some six feet
     of ocean.

 Bill Moody, Edmonton - Due to illness I wasn't able to attend fast year's
     banquet and sorry I'm fate with my dues - better fate than never.

 Archie Murray, Regina - Won't be able to attend any more reunions since I
     am now in a wheel chair and I'm waiting to get a ramp built so that I
     can get out and about a bit. I haven't talked to Major McDougatt for a-
     white, the last time I did he was having an eye-probtem. Sorry to hear
     that Ralph Craven has catted it quits as Secretary, he did a good job.
     My best regards to att the boys.

 William Taytor, Hamilton ON - dues encfosed and extra for the magazine. The
     stories are great and bring the memories flooding back. I keep busy
     with the local Legion. The best to att, keep up the good work.

 Ray Lewis, Trait BC - my doctor keeps telling me that I shouldn't be doing
     any travelling for awhile yet so I listen to him and stay dose to home
     Enclosed is money to hopefulfy cover my share of your banquet dinner
     and dues. The best to everyone.



                             WANDERING    BOY                      @@@@@@@

D.Frank Eakin, Rexdate, ON - sending afong my dues. I'm hoping to make it
     out that way again before too fong.

Leslie Tywoniuk, Edmonton -I'm sending my membership for '93 plus some ex-
     tra for the magazine. I enjoy reading it.

Violet E. Kirby, Edmonton - Thank you for sending the magazine, I enjoy
     reading it very much. Enclosing a donation. Best wishes to alt members.

Cliff Gates, Edmonton - A bit for my membership and a bit more for whatever.
     I can't make the dinner, I'm getting older and slower.

Jean Madore, Barrie ON - have enjoyed reading the FORTYNINER. The fetter
     from Buckingham Palace shown in the last magazine, if I remember cor-
     rectly, Ray mentioned that it was given to the troops when they landed
     in Scotland off the Batory. Ray had his framed and on his desk. Atf
     good wishes to the Association.

Ethel Poulton, Edmonton - thank you for sending the magazine, I enjoy read-
     ing it very much.

Some Changes of Address:

     H.W.Brinton - Barrhead, AB, from a box number to a home address
     LCot Don Miller - a new address in Sherwood Park.
     Geoff Wright - now in St Albert, AB.
     'Pete' St Pierre - from his mobile home in Evergreen Park to an Edmon-

              ton apartment.

     Otto Peters - from 108 Mite House, BC to a home in Prince George, BC.
     Cart Watford " stift in Edmonton but at a new address.
     Bitt Craig - now a resident at the Mewburn Veterans Home.
     Gordon Edey - now fiving in Pitt Meadows, BC.
     Bob Prowd - back from Saskatchewan to Grande Prairie, AB.
     Biff Rhind - "tost" for awhile but lets us know that he is now located

       at 2969 Etegante Place, Victoria, BC  V9B 5T9 - a BC member.
     Harold Smythe - a new address in Victoria.
    The Hon Judge J.S.Woods - stilt in Calgary but a different address.

                                   S                 1'                  c                 i                  t                 y
    Commemorating the invasion of Sicily in 1943, the Canadian War Museum

was probably the only organization honoring this occasion across Canada. It
was held beginning July 8, 1993, a convoy of some 20 odd restored Second
World War vehicles paraded through the city of Ottawa and ended up in the
courtyard of the War Museum. The occasion officially opened the Sicily/
Italy exhibit in the Museum in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the
invasion by Canadian and Attied Forces.

    Probably then the onfy representative The Loyal Edmonton Regiment had
in an official parade on this occasion was Fred Reesor, of Ottawa, who was
welcomed and "fett in" with a smatt party of veterans representing the Car-
teton & York Regiment.



Arsderson, John @. - M104539, passed away November 26, 1992, at. age 75, at
   Oyen, AB.

Baker, "Berrne" F. - Long time member of the BC Association, passed away at
   Eckvitte, AB, April 7, 1993. No other information.

Barritt, Harold " passed away February 1, 1993, at the age of 71 years, a
   resident of Victoria, BC. No other information.

Birmingham, Peter - passed away December 12, 1992, white in Mesa, Arizona.
   Served in our Regiment overseas, a brother of Jack Birmingham.

Burc-het], Serald - M 16862, passed away June 24, 1993, at age 72, a resi-
   dent of the Prince George, BC area.

Eggleston, John D. - Lieutenant, passed away June 22, 1993, at age 75, a
   resident of Leduc, AB. A long time resident of BC and a member of the BC
   Association and a very witling volunteer for that Association. It is be-
   lieved he came to our Regiment shortly after the Hitter Line.

Dorays Joseph L. - CSM, M518207, served in W II as wett as in the Regular
   Force. Passed away September 29, 1992, age 85, Sylvan Lake, AB.

Erickson, "Andy"        -  M 15780, passed away February 17, 1993, at age
   80, white a resident of Camrose, AB. Andy served overseas with our Reg-
   iment, was a brother to Herman who passed away in 1991.

Game, Ronald - Lieutenant, passed away May 5, 1993, in Edmonton. Ron served
   with our Regiment in "C" Company, attended Officers' Training and upon
   graduation joined up with the Seaforths.

Gibson, Tommy - M 16849, passed away August. 3, 1993, a resident of Nanaimo,
   BC, at age 79. Tom served as President of our BC Association during the
   period 1953 through 1956. He also held high offices in the Legion in
   Kitimat and Nanairno, was Past Zone/Cmdr North/Central Vancouver Island.

Hayter, Ralph M. - Captain, passed away June 1, 1993, at the age of 80, a
   resident for some time in Ontario, then in Sherwood Park, AB, then in
   High River, AB. Ralph went overseas with our Regiment in 1939 as a Sgt,
   then as PSM, Pioneer Platoon, in Support Company. He served also for a
   short period, of time in the Regular Force after the War.

KeTly, Clarence y. - Corporal, M 65381, passed away September 13, 1992, at
   age 72, a resident of the Drayton Vattey, AB, area. No other particulars
   availab1e.



                                LAST    POST                            @@@@@@@

 Hempstock, William "Bill" - M 15946, passed away September 16, 1993, at age
    73, a resident of the Surrey, BC, area. Bill went overseas with our Reg-
    iment in 1939, was for a considerable time a member of the Signals Pla-
    toon as a Dispatch Rider. He was a member not heard from Since the end
    of WW II and who we often wondered, "Whatever became of Hempstock?" It
    is noted from his obituary that he was predeceased by his brother Dave,
    also a member of our Regiment at one time.

Jackson, Edward W. - K 30481, passed away January 27, 1993, at age 73, a
    resident of the Chemainus, BC, area. Served in our Regiment in WW II.

Jackson, Keith -  M 31240, passed away June 24, 1993, at age 74, a resident
    of the Calgary area.

Jacquest, Donald M. - Major, passed away July 28, 1993, at the age of 71, a
    resident of the Surrey District, BC. Don served in several companies of
    our Regiment as wett as being Captain and Quartermaster for a period of
   time in England.

James, Thomas "Teddy" - M 16592, passed away April 27, 1993, at age 73, a
   resident of Edmonton. Ted was a longtime member of our Association, en-
   tertained us many times with a good singing tenor voice. He was also one
   of the prime movers in beginning the South Side Legion Boxing Club fol-
    lowing WW II.

Knox, Robert "Bob" - M 16377,passed away March 16, 193, at age 84. Bob went
   overseas with the Regiment, was a member of "B" Company, then a member
   of our Regimental Police. He was wounded at Ortona in 1943, came back to
   Canada  and  was  discharged in 1944 at which time he became emptoyed by
   the City of Edmonton. Bob was very active in many of the amateur sports
    in Edmonton, was an active member of our Executive in the 1960s and 70s.

Laudrum, John J. - Lieutenant, passed away April 11, 1993, at age 76, a
   resident of the Vancouver area. John joined our Regiment and served with
   a Rifle Company later going to Support Company in Holland with the flame
   throwers.

Lazier, John - 100792, WW I, passed away in Saskatoon, September 26, 1992,
   at age 98. No other information available.

Maxwell, Keith - H 10388, passed away November 11, 1992, at age 71. Spent
   only a short time with our Regiment. Place of residence unknown.

Maxwell, Joseph P. - Major, passed away in Winnipeg, July 8, 1993. Captain
   and Paymaster of our Regiment, "Joe Pay",    joined our Regiment during
   our stay on the south coast of England, Eastbourne area, and continued
   on until the end of WW II. He spent some time in the Regular Force fol-
   lowing the war. Joe was 80 years of age at the time of his death.

Moroz, George - passed away June 11, 1993, a resident of Sheho, SK, and was
   a member of the BC Association. No other information.
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Moisey, Stephen - M 16603, passed away in Red Deer February 23, 1993, at
   age 79. Steve went overseas with the Regiment in 1939, was with th@ Reg-
   iment in Sicily and Italy. Following WW II he was employed by the Vet-
   erans Land Act from which he retired in 1976.

Mynro, Frank  L. -  M106594, passed  away  December  1, 1992. He was a Past
   President of the Salmon Arm, BC, Legion. No other information.

McCallajm, Atex - Captain,(M16416), passed away June 24, 1993, at the age of
   83, a resident of Edmonton. Atex went overseas as a member of the Sigs
   Platoon, later attended OCTIL

Nowell^ Mi111am A. - M 16756, passed away January 24, 1993, at age 78, a
   resident of Cranbrook, BC. Served with the Regiment in Sicily and Italy.
   An "A" Company member, there is a tetter printed elsewhere in this mag-
   azine from him.

Pavllns, Tony - M 7196, passed away at Warburg, AB, on December 8, 1992, at
   the age of 87. A long time member of "A" Company.

Peters, Fred C. - M 17399, passed away December 18, 1992, at age 75, a res-
    ident of the Edmonton area.

Peters, Harold "Cubby" - Corporal, M 16991, passed away in Calgary on May 16

    1993, at age 71.

Phitlips, Arthur Gair - M 16161, Sgt, passed away April 14, 1993, a resident.
    of Red Deer, AB. Art served with the Regiment from 1939 to 1945, "A" Coy,
    and following WW II served with the Kings Own Regiment and later was a
    Captain with the Cadet Services. He was a member of the Federal Civil
    Service with the Veterans Land Act and. also Custon and Excise, retiring
    in 1970. Following the funeral for Steve Moisey, which Art attended, he
    wrote to say that he had anticipated, a carload of 49ers to attend the
    service but then had decided that it was too far to come at that time of
    the year for a bunch of "otdies".

RobbipSs, Edward "Ted" - M 15718, another "A" Coy member, passed away July
    18, 1993, at age 77, a resident of Edmonton.

 Sampson, Vilburrse - M 16175, passed away -June 15, 1993, at age 73, a resident
    of Edmonton. He went overseas with the Regiment in 1939, "A." Coy member.

 Sharkey,       L. - M 15818, passed away suddenly on September 16, 1993, at
    aqe 73, a resident of the Edmonton area. Jim attended, the Grande Prairie
    picnic at the end of July.

            Charles ~ M 16179, and also WW I, passed away March 8, 1993, a
    resident of Ottawa, and at the age of 94. Charlie was RQMS of our Reg-
    iment for a considerable time leaving the Regiment fottowing the battle
    at Ortona. A longtime correspondent of the FORTYNINER  and a longtime
    member of our Association.
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Squarok, John - M 16980, LCpt, passed away January 28, 1993, at age 77, a
   resident of Edmonton. He was a Support Company veteran.

Swan, Thomas - M 4496, passed away June 28, 1993, at age 67, a resident of
   the St Paut , AB, area.

Tannous, Edmund - M 15521, passed away January 17, 1993, at the age of 75,
   a resident of the Edmonton area. A popular member of Support Company, Ed
   went overseas with the Regiment in 1939. He was severely wounded in the
   Ortona, Italy, area. A life member of our Association he was more than
   a generous contributor to our Association. In a note written the day be-
   fore his death, "I am unable to come to the reunion. My fondest regards
   to aff those who I served with in the Loyal Eddies."

Winship, Fred G. - 811680, WW I, passed away November 26, 1992, at age 91.
   A resident of the Burnaby, BC, area.

Thibault, Gilbert H. - M 8163, passed away October 11, 1992, at age 67< A
   resident of the Tofino, BC, area, he served with the Loyal Eddies, RCAF
   and the Regular Force.

Whelan, Charles - M 17183, passed away March 6, 1993, at age 75, a resident
   of Rycroft, AB.

Verreau, Albert j. - passed away in Edmonton, May 6, 1993, at age 83. Al-
   bert served with our 2nd(Reserve) Battalion from 1940 to 1945 and with
   our Militia Unit from 1946 to 1951.

These ladies have passed away during 1993, wives of present/former members:
   Louise Lawrence - wife of Vie Lawrence, Spirit River
   Jessie M. White - wife of Cofin White, Spirit River
   Betty McVee - wife of Watty McVee, Edmonton
   Jessie Craig - wife of Bitt Craig, Edmonton
   Gizetta Pavtin - wife of Tony Pavtin (deceased)
   Mrs. Edey - wife of Gordon Edey, Pitt Meadows, BC
   Helen Bowzaito - wife of Harry Bowzaito (deceased)
   Trudi Tuppen - wife of Len Tuppen, Sidney, BC.

Our thanks to Bob Hidson,Jack Birmingham, and those members who have
 been able to make it outto the many services to act as Honorary Patt-
 bearers or as a Guard ofHonor.

                                   Last Post
Munro, John - passed away the early part of October, 1993, in Edmonton.

    John was one of our Regimental buglers, a brother to Bill, who went
    overseas with us as a bugler.



[REMPLE, William 'Bill8 -- LCot,(M 16012), passed away suddenly, on October
     22, 1993, at  the  age  of 73, in Victoria, BC. Bitf went overseas with
     our Regiment in 1939 having enlisted from the Grande Prairie area. He
     left the Regiment after a time to attend an Officer Training Course
     which he successfully completed. Following WW II he was discharged but
     shortly thereafter joined the Regular Force as an Officer and spent
     some time with the United Nations overseas. He fast served as Chief of
     Staff, Pacific Militia Area, retiring with the rank of Lieutenant Col-
     onel- Bill served very ably as President, B.C. Association since 1984.

 BAILEY, Edgar J. - Rev Dr, H/Major, passed away in Edmonton,age 90, on Nov-
     ember 4, 1993. Rev Baitey joined the Chaplain Services of"the Canadian

     Army from the Winnipeg area in May, 1940. In 1943 he travelled on the
     same boat as The Edmonton Regiment, the Durban Castte, on the way to
     the Sicily landing. At the time he was attached to the 6th Field Ambul-
     ance, followed the infantry units on their way through Sicily. During
     our final days in Sicily he became permanently attached to our Regiment
     as the unit Padre, travelled up Italy with the unit and into Belgium,
     Holland, etc.
     Always a great organizer, tie promoted entertainment for the troops on
     the Durban Castte during the trip to Sicily. Organized our first Don-
     key Derby when we were on a rest period in Baranetio, Italy.
     He began discussions with groups in our Regiment on "What should we ex-
     pect from the Canadian Government in the way of rehab benefits at war's
     end", which had an impact on the post war rehab arrangements.
     Minister of 1st Baptist Church following the war. An excellent singer,
     a hobby which he engaged in for many years.
     Dr Baitey wrote many articles for the FORTYNINER during the period of
     the 1980s of his wartime experiences with our Regiment.

 ST. PIERRE, Jut ten 'Pete8 - M 17176, passed away November 5, 1993, in Ed-
     monton, at age 74. Pete was with the Regiment in Sicily and Italy as
     weft as eastern Europe. An anti-tank member as welt as a mechanic.

 HUGHSON,            - M 16439, passed away November 6, 1993, a resident of
     the Parksvitte, B.C. area. Owen went overseas with the Regiment, later
     transferred to the 4 PLDG. He was a member of the B.C. Association.

 DARLIN6TON, T.P.H.,'Perc1 - Major, (M 16486), passed away November 8, 1993,
     a resident of Victoria, B.C. Percy went overseas with our Regiment in
     1939, a member of "A" Company. He was one of those who joined from the
     l9th Alberta Dragoons and also one of the few who became Platoon Sgt
     Majors (PSM). In mid-war he returned to Canada to get his commission as
     an officer, returned to our Regt, then on to the Lanark/Renfrews.

                               ***"*******

 Military        - for WW I or WW II, write:
              Honors and Awards Section, Veterans Affairs Canada,

                          66 Slater St., Ottawa, ON.    K1A OP4
     For Korean War and peace time military medals:

              National Defence HQ, Maj Gen Pearkes Btdq,
                          Ottawa, ON.                  'K1A OK2



@@@@@~@                   TO  THE  EDITOR                  @@@@@@@@
                                                       Cranbrook  BC

 Hi Barney
     Just thought I'd drop a few tines to thank you for letting me know about

 Jim  Botsford. Sorry  to  hear  he  hasn't recovered from his iftness. I was
 going to have my medals card-pfated tike Jims but I decided not to bother as
 I am tike a tot of the boys getting along in age. I've been going on the
 Armistice day parades but not knowing too many Legion members here and no one
 from 2nd Brigade, only Jim and me were from the 1st Div and we had the pipe
 band ptaying Bonnie Dundee three or four times after we'd had a couple of
 beers. Sure had a lively time. I'll miss Jim. It doesn't took as if I'tt be
 able to get away to any of the gatherings, my wife has been having problems.
 There was some old memories by reading the fast Fortyniner, brought back the
 old times.

     I remember coming out of L 0 B once, I think it was around Campobasso,
 Italy. A truck came along and stopped and asked me if I coufd ride a horse.
 Being raised on a farm I answered with a yes so after arrangements with the
 Regiment I went along with the driver of the truck and a Corporal and we
 were taken to a bridge that had been blown up. There were a bunch of Amer-
 ican mutes there, aft shod and each of us were given, if I remember, five
 mutes each and we had to put on pack saddles and I guess the job was to pack
 supplies up into the mountains were it was not possible for the trucks to
 travel. The trucks used petrol, these mutes were hay burners and we were al-
 ways looking for haystacks since these mutes were a realty hungry bunch.

     So we followed the troops as they moved along and before long we found
 ourselves near our own 2nd Bde. This was at a crossroads were there were a
 number of old buildings and here we got some shelter. The crossroads was be-
 ing shelled heavily by the Germans. I remember that a British officer riding
 around on a white horse was kilted by the heavy bombardment. We tost quite a
 number of the mutes and the Sergeant that was in charge of the mute train
 loaded att us mute drivers on a truck and we went out and picked up att the
 packs, etc. that had been scattered around the area from the bombing. When
 we had finished picking up att the stuff the Sgt in charge of us told us we
 might as wett head back to our own units since we were now so dose to them,
 2nd Brigade was pretty wett att around us.

     There were two Seaforths and myself as the only Canadians on this part-
 icular pack train and we were attached to the British Army  1st Mute Coy.

     On the way back to the Regiment I passed by the 8th Field Artillery. Be-
 fore I had joined the Army in Edmonton I was working on a farm near Ft Sask-
 atchewan. In the 8th Field there were a couple of guys that I had got to
 know from the Fort area and so I stopped for a couple of hours to see them.

     I remember the creeping barrage attack before Ortona that came before we
 crossed the river over that bridge where we tost a few Engineers. White on
 the ridge before Ortona I was with Sgt Tommy McGee. When he was hit we were
 looking to see where the sniper fire was coming from as a few of our guys
 were hit. Tommy totd me to jump for cover and I never saw him after that. I
 often wondered how he made out. I was pinned down for quite awhile until we
 found that there was a sniper nest in a tree house and under the roots of
 some other trees behind us but by then the damage had been done. I was with
 Gordon Tough when he got hit as wett as a guy from Calgary. I marched in and
 out with Pinky Beaton and Peewee Belt several times. Att the best to att the
 "A" Company gang.                                     Bitt Nowett
 (Bill is listed in the Last Post, deceased. Information from LEGION mag.Ed.)
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4407 QUEEN ST

Box 5557
#116  9711 101 ST
11215 55 ST
R R #1
Box 179
7924 98 AVE
11056 10 AVE
8727 77 AVE
11605 122 ST

    EDMONTON
KENASTON BKS< WINNIPEG MB

    SHERWOOD PARK  AB
OR  HINTON AB

    EDHONTON
    EDMONTON
    FT SASKATCHEWAN
    SHERWOOD PARK  AB
    GRANDE PRAIRIE AB
    MORDEN MB
    EDMONTON
    DAWSON CREEK BC
    EDMONTON
    FORT MACLEOD  AB
    CLYDE AB
    EDMONTON
    REGINA  SK

    ATHABASCA  AB
    FT SASKATCHEWAN  AB
    EDMQNTON
    PRIDDIS  AB
    MAYERTHORPE  AB
    EDMONTON
    EDMONTON
    EDMONTON
    EDMONTON

T6E 2W9
R3N 1K5
T5Y 1R1

TOG 1EO
TOB 2LO
TOB OEO
T5N 2X7
T5E OJ2
T6E OY1
T6B 5T8
T8A 2P5
T9N 2H4
T7N 1E6
TOH 5GO
T7E 1B7
T6B OW1
TOE 2AO
VIR 2V1
T6A 0X9
TOE OAO
TOE 2HO
T8L 5L1

T6M 1X4
R5N 1V9
T8A 4G9
T7V 1X2
T5N 5T9
T6L 5B7
T8L 2Y4
T8A 5N1
T8V 1G1
R6M 1P2
T5M OR5
V1G 4H9
T5E 5Z9
TOL OZO
TOG OPO
T5E 5S9
S4S 5Y8

TOG OBO
T8L 1V5
T5W 5K8
TOL 1WO
TOE 1NO
T6A OB4
T6J 6N5
T6C OL6
T5M OB6



EDMONTON ASSOCIATION
ALEX McLAREN

ED MCLEAN

F SAM McLEOD

MEL MCPHEE

WALLY MCVEE

GORDON MCVEE

LORNE NAPIER

JAMES NEGREY

ALVIN NELSON

ALAN C NICHOLLS

BARNEY OLSON

OTTO PETERS

JESSE PITTMAN

BILL POLHILL

HOW POWELL

W PREUSS

BOB PROWD

BILL PURVES

ART QUINN

H REAY

FRED REESOR

ART ROBINSON

B ROBITAILLE

KEN ROOTES

W H Ross
I ROSSER

L RYAN

7504 76 ST             EDMONTON
14 ROSEWOOD PL         SHERWOOD PARK  AB
Box 785                GRENFELL SK
8705 52 ST             EDMONTON
#201  11250 ST ALBERT TRAIL  EDMONTON
11916 - 51 ST          EDMONTON

Box 225
511 WILDERNESS DR S E
Box 5594
9027 158 ST
11225 56 ST

4480 URQUART CRESC
55 OATWAY DRIVE
5505  109 ST
10727 48 ST
16509 112A ST
#7  9508 100 AVE
Box 25

7651 189 ST
R R #2
#1109  2400 VIRGINIA I
259 GRANDIN VILLAGE
5611 124A AVE
#702  10160 115 ST
9605 142 ST
Box 180
561 ISACK DR

   EDMONTON

   HIGH PRAIRIE AB
^  CALGARY

   SPRUCE GROVE  AB
   EDMONTON
   EDMONTON

   PRINCE GEORGE BC
   STONY PLAIN  AB
   EDMONTON
   EDMONTON
   EDMONTON
   GRANDE PRAIRIE AB
   HYTHE  AB

   EDMONTON
   RED DEER  AB

 DR  OTTAWA  ON
   ST ALBERT  AB
   EDMONTON
   EDMONTON
   EDMONTON
   ASHMONT  AB

   WINDSOR ON

T6C 2J6
T8A 2H5
SOG 2BO
T6B 1E8
T5M 5P2
T5W 5G4

TOG 1EO
T2J 2W6
T7X 5A7
T5R OE5
T5W 5S5

V2M 5H4
TOE 2GO
T6H 5A7
T6A 2B6
T5X 2B5
T8V OT1
TOH 2CO

T5T 5J1
T4N 5E2
K1H 8L5
T8N 2J5
T5W 5E9
T5K 1T6
T5N 2M8
TOA OCO
N8S 5V9

MAX SAVILLE
MATT SAWCHYN
G C SCHIILER
R W SCOTT

BILL SHAW
GEORGE SMART
JOHN G SMITH
WILLIAM H SMITH
W D "BILL" SMITH
E R SPRINGSTEEL
TONY STARK
FRANK STEFANIAK
DOUG STEWART
KEN STEWART
L E STEWART
ALAN STORRIER
CHAS F SWAN
J SYMONS

Box 164
Box 654
1144 MOUNTDALE AVE

Box 117

8725 95 AVE
1012 16 AVE
Box 454
Box 246
Box 552
Box 15  SITE 5  RR #1
Box 664
R R #1
7815 148 AVE
12115 129 ST
#402  10950 82 AVE
#505  8920 100 ST
5512 59 ST
9258 179 ST

ERICKSON BC
HIGH PRAIRIE  AB
THUNDER BAY  ON
ASHMONT  AB

EDMOMTON
COLD LAKE  AB
ATHABASCA  AB
HOUSTON BC
ALBERTA BEACH  AB
THORSBY  AB
ENDERBY BC
EVANSBURG  AB
EDMONTON
EDMONTON
EDMONTON
EDMONTON
1NNISFAIL
EDMONTON

AB

VOB 1KO
TOG 1EO
P7E 5A1
TOA OCO

T6C 1T7
TOA OV4
TOG OBO
VOJ 1ZO
TOE OAO
TOC 2PO
VOE 1VO
TOE OTO
T5C 2T8
T5L 1H5
T6G 2R9
T6E 4Y8
TOM 1AO
T5Z 2H9



EDMONTON ASSOCIATION
G Foss TACKABERRY
WILLIAM G TAYLOR
BILL TELESKE
MARCEL TETTAMENTE
LOUIE THADEI
P J THIESSON
DONALD THOMSON
W J THOMSON
P J TOBOLSKi
L TOSCZAK
JOE TURIONS

L J TYWONIUK

#704  10015 119 ST
64 RIFLE RANGE
9749 71 AVE

  11820 61 ST
Box 5058
Box 629
#1104  9649 94 AVE
Box 415
Box 58
SITE #51  1155 FINDLAY
Box 552
#102  9205 144 AVE

EDMONTON
HAMILTON ON
EDMONTON
EDMONTON
KETCHIKAN ALASKA USA
BEAVERLODGE AB
GRANDE PRAIRIE  AB
HYTHE  AB
BANFF AB
RD   KELOWNA  BC
HIGH PRAIRIE  AB
EDMONTON

S R WATTSSENIORS RES WW I
DON WADE2012 BONNEVILLE COURT

KEITH WAKEFIELD14424 86 AVE
FLOYD WALDREN9655 72 AVE
DELBERT G WALDRIFF #6 450 LAKESHORE DR
CARL WALFORD#211B 10751 29 AVE
BARNEY J WEIRR R #1
VINCE WESTACOTT12127 55 ST
COLIN F WHITEBox 144
ERNIE A WHITE12128 94A ST
MAURICE WHITE5208 109 AVE
BEN WHITMORE#108 3811 54 AVE
BOB WILSON8750 78 AVE
JUDGE J S WOODS164 M.ACEWEN RIOGF VILL

COLIN F WHITE

ERNIE A WHITE
MAURICE WHITE
BEN WHITMORE
BOB WILSON

JUDGE J S WOODS
GEOFF WRIGHT

  WW I     BARRHEAD  AB
LLE COURT  SHERWOOD PARK AB

            EDMONTON
            EDMONTON

KESHORE DR  NORTH BAY  ON

 29 AVE    EDMONTON
            I wo HILLS  AB
            EDMONTON
            SPIRIT RIVER  AB
            GRANDE PRAIRIE AB
            EDMONTON

 AVE      RED DEER  AB
            EDMONTON

RIOGF VILLAS  N W  CALGARY
#59 54 MISSION AVEST ALBERT AB

E YEZ
JOSEPH ZAK

IAN BURROWS
DAN HENRY
PETER MURRAY
MITCH TURIONS

ART COLBECK

JIM HODSON

ART McCORMACK

BILL PARRY

Box 559
Box 414

ALBERTA BEACH  AB
COLEMAN  AB

                 ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
#2512 CROSSWINDS  641 BATHGATE DR  OTTAWA  ON

    Box 1612               VERMILION  AB
    Box 1570               VERMILION  AB
    #6115  9640 PRAIRIE RD  GRANDE PRAIRIE AB

                 INCORRECT ADDRESS
                  -MAIL RETURNED-

                            CALGARY

                            EDMONTON

                            EDMONTON

T5K 1Y7
L8S 5B4
T6E OW5
T5W 4A7

  99901
TOH OCO
T8V 6H5
TOH 2CO
TOL OCO
V1X 5A9
TOG 1EO
T5E 2H7

TOG OEO
T8A OY6
T5R 4B5
T6E OY7
P1A 2E1
T6Y 5H6
TOB 4KO
T5W 5L8
TOH 5GO
T8V 5C5
T6A 1S1
T4N 4L8
T6C ON6
T5K 4G5
T8N 1H8

TOE OAO
TOK OMO

K1K 5Y5
TOB 4MO
TOB 4MO
T8V 5X1



 NAMES AND ADDRESSES

EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

GEORGINA ATKIN    15125  27 ST
MARGARETTE ATKINSON  Box 506
BETTY BELFORD
D. BIGELOW

DOREEN BLAKELY

PEGGY BOLINSKI

ESTHER BOWEN

MARY DACK

HAZEL DAVIES

CECILLE DUPUIS

VIOLET KIRBY

ISABEL MORGAN

BETTY MYERS

FLORENCE PARKS

DORIS PETLEY

MARY PITTMAN

MARGARET PAPIRNICK

ETHEL POULTON

BETTY RHODES

QUEENIE ROSS

PAT SWANSON       ;

DOT TURNER

JANE TODD

ANNIE WALKER

EDNA WISMER       ;

 9812  91 AVE
 #225  860 MIDRIDGE DR
 11719  125 ST
 9720  80 AVE
 #712 CRESCENT PLACE
 Box 152
 2912 UNIVERSTIY PLACE
 9542  154 ST
 #2505  11020 55 AVE
 Box 54
 #501  1206 112 AVE
 6104  106 AVE
 5212 LANCASTER WAY  SW
 79 OATWAY DR

<   #901  11505 100 AVE
 12009  58 ST
 12224  80 ST
 5740 KERRYDALE RD  S W
 2518 2 AVE N W
 8755 77 AVE
 10743  107 ST
 9915 109 ST

LADY MEMBERS (fl few more listed on last

          EDMONTON

          GIBBONS  AB

          GRANDE PRAIRIE  AB
 IDGE DR  SE  CALGARY

          EDMONTON
          EDMONTON

PLACE   3910 STONY PLAIN RD  EDMN
          ENDERBY BC

Y PLACE  N W   CALGARY
          EDMONTON

3 AVE    EDMONTON
          ROCHESTER AB

 AVE     EDMONTON
          EDMONTON

 WAY  SW  CALGARY
          STONY PLAIN AB

 100 AVE   EDMONTON
          EDMONTON
          EDMONTON

 RD  S W   CALGARY
'         CALGARY

          EDMONTON
          EDMONTON
          FT SASKATCHEWAN  AB

SW

RD S W

#27  1779 PARKVIEW MANOR   LACOMBE

A.P.ANTONIUK
G.D.BALOMBIN
V.P.BASTABLE
W. J. BEWICK
p.J.BURY
M.R.DENNEY
C.B.DEROUIN
E.R.FEDERATION
G.G.FEDORUK
M.J.FULLER
M.B.GOING
N.B.GREENE
T.R.HENNIG
R.C.HOULE
P.S.IBRAHIM
L.C.JEPAS
R.J.KOTT
D.LEUNG
J.C.MATTHEWS
K.W.MELVILLE
D.S.MIKA
K.MUNDORF

               MILITIA
9607 151 ST
1048 78 ST
55 WOLF CRESC
8625  152A AVE
#1600  10149 SASK DR
12 GARLAND PLACE
12520 92 ST
10508 166 AVE
5014  108 ST
9608  167 ST
6546  172 ST
#232  9714 150 AVE
R R #2
10507 20 AVE
4908  15 AVE
5905  56 AVE
75 WOLF CRESC
67 WALDEN PARK
45 STERLING RD
50 DALHOUSIE
15135 12 ST
9059  95 ST

UNIT
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 ST ALBERT
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 WINTERBURN
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON
 ST ALBERT
 EDMONTON
 ST ALBERT
 EDMONTON
 EDMONTON

AB

AB

  PTE
  WO
  2LT

LCOL & OC
  CAPT
  PTE
  PTE
  CAPT
  SGT
  PTE
  PTE
  MAJOR
  CPL
  PTE
  PTE
  PTE
  CPL
  CAPT
  MAJOR
  PTE
  PTE
  MWO

page)

  T5A 5YS
  TOA 1NO
  T8V OG2
  T2X 1K1
  T5M ON7
  T6E 1S7
  T5N 5R2
  VOE 1VO
  T2N 4H5
  T5R 1T7
  T6H OS4
  TOG 1ZO
  T5M 2S9
  T6A 1G5
  T5E 5W4
  TOE 2BO
  T5K 2K7
  T5W 2H7
  T5B 2P5
  T5E 4T2
  T2N OH2
  T6C OL6
  T5H 2Y9
  T8L 2K5
  TOC ISO

T5P 1S5
T5C 1G8
T5T 1E1
T5E 5V7
T6E 6B6
T8N 1A7
T5G 1B6
T5X 265
T6J 5S6
T5P 5V7
T5T 5R6
T5E 2P4
TOE 2NO
TOA 1NO
T6L 6T9
T6L 5M9
T5T 1E1
T8N 5V6
T5X 4C2
T8N 4Y9
T5L 1R4
T6C 5W7



EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

N.C.PARKER
N.L.PICKARD
F.B.READ
J.F.D. STE CROIX
D.J.SCOTT
T.D.STEWART
R.B.STORRIER
D.M.THORLAKSON
J. TOY
D.C.TURNBULL
T.H.VANBOSTELEN
R.N.WEIZEN'BACH
W.O.WHARTON
A.M.WILKINSON
B.O.BRUILL
B.D.ZAWALSKY

2847 124 ST
1805  49 ST
SITE 5  RR#2  Box 11
6107  58 AVE
#208  9825 105 ST
11486 159 AVE
8128  167 ST
149 CORNELL COURT
#21  10160 119 ST
5014  108 ST
25 LINCOLN CRESC
26 - 55510 RANGE RD 221

MILITIA UNIT
         EDMONTON
         EDMONTON

Box 11   SPRUCE GROVE
         EDMONTON

 ST      EDMONTON
         EDMONTON
         EDMONTON

URT      EDMONTON
 ST      EDMONTON

         EDMONTON
SC       ST ALBERT
GE RD 221  ARDROSSAN

#404 5504 147 AVEEDMONTON
9502 161 STEDMONTON
14746 48 AVEEDMONTON
5819 115 STEDMONTON

PTE
PTE
cwo
CAPT
CPLMCPL
SGT
MCPL
WO
MCPL
PTE
CAPT
CPL
CPL
CPL
SGT

T6J 4N2
T6L 2X5
T7X 2T5
T6L 5Z5
T6J 2G9
T5X 5L4
T5R 2T6
T5C 5C5
T5K 1Y9
T6J 5S6
T8N 5M9
TOB OEO
T5A 4J2
T5P 5G8
T6H 5N2
T6H 5P9

                               B. C. ASSOCIATION
T.N.ADAMSON       427 HANSEN ST          PENTICTON  BC
STEVE ANDRYNUK    #7  54 JOHNSON ST      BARRIE ON
R. W. BAILEY      4956 CHANCELLOR BLVD   VANCOUVER
HON. H.P.BELL-IRVING  #42  2256 FOLKSTONE WAY   W.VANCOUVER
CLIFF BILOU
ARTHUR S. BIRD
ERNIE BLACK
JACK BODDINGTON
ED BRADISH
J BRUNTON

8468  15 AVE
5957 LAUDER RD
#12  5605  27 AVE
RR# 1
#101  5577 CAPILANO RD
#105  6555 BONSOR AVE

HARVEY BUTTERWORTH  5914 RALSTON DR

R S CAMERON       GEN DEL
PAUL CHARLES      WHITE ST  RR# 2
E JACK CHILDS     2559 SHAKESPEARE ST

BURNABY  BC
VICTORIA BC
VERNON  BC
NARAMATA  BC

  N VANCOUVER BC
BURNABY  BC
NANAIMO  BC
YALE  BC
SUMMERLAND  BC
VICTORIA

JACK DELORME
FRED DELYEA
EARL C DICK
JOHN A DOUGAN
DEL C DREGER
WILLIAM DUNBAR

LESLIE DUNCAN

JAMES EASTERBROOK

PETE FERGUSON

T E FONTAINE

SID FRY

JACK FURNELL

NORM FURNELL

G GEDDES

JOHN C GNOT

8897  158 ST           SURREY  BC
RR #1  SITE 6  COMP 17  THUNDER BAY ON
#7  129 MERIDIAN WAY   PARKSVILLE  BC
6701 WELCH RD  RR #5   VICTORIA
2850 RICHMOND RD       VICTORIA
112 CHERYL PLACE       NANAIMO  BC
#104  157 WEST GREEN AVE  PENTICTON  BC
 #1  7768 EAST SAANICH RD   SAANICHTON BC

3472 FALCON DR
6709 GRIFFITHS AVE
2840 LARDEAU PLACE
5570 TAKAL RD  RR #1
428 HERITAGE CRESC
1850 CHANDLER AVE
#6  55 PRIDEAU MANOR

NANAIMO  BC
BURNABY  BC
VERNON  BC
LADYSMITH BC
OKOTOKS  AB
VICTORIA
NANAIMO  BC

V2A 5S5
L4M 6C4
V6T 1E1
V7S 2X7
V5N 2G9
V8N 4H5
V1T 1S5
VOH 1NO
V7R 4W7
V5H 5E9
V9T 5X2
VOK 2SO
VOH 1ZO
V8R 4G6

V4N 2Y7
P7C 4T9
V9P 1L5
V8X 5X1
V8R 4T7
V9V 1C5
V2A 5S9
VOS 1MO
V9T 468
V5E 2X4
V1T 7V7
VOR 2EO
TOL 1T5
V8S 1N8
V9R 2M6



C.

D I GRAHAHE
ARCHIE GREENE
REV VARREM HALL
DR J F HALEY
JOHN HARRIS
SAM HATELY
STEVE HENKE
W 6 HOLMES

TOM HUNTINGTON
ALON M JOHNSON
GEORGE KITCHING
ALEC KOHUCH

CHARLIE LAMBERTON
DAVE LARIVIERE
ELMER LENGLET
GORDON LEWIS
RAY LEWIS

MELVIN R LIKES
J T LIVINGSTOME
ARCHIE LOGAN
WILLIAM LOWDEN

MIKE MARKOWSKY

T K MARTIN
J G MILNES
WILF MOREAU
PIP M'JIRHEAD
DAVE MUNDY
J W i^USGROVE

E M K FlACGREGOR
PAT PicBRATNEY
JACK McERIDE
ARCHIE i^CCALLUM
J ALEX fcCONNELL
D D McClJLLOCH
FRANK MCDOUGALL
GORDON MdNTOSH
VERN MCKEAGE

K D F MCKENZIE
BERN IE MAHON
DR J A MCNALLY

V I NELSON
A.LB IN NORL.ANDER
RICHARD PALMER
RALPH PAULSEN

E C PAULSON
OTTO PETERS

#175  27111 ZERO AVE   ALDERGROVE  BC
1525 ROCKLAND AVE      VICTORIA
Box 901                GOLD RIVER  BC
337 KTNG GEORGE TERRACE  VICTORIA
335 HARWELL RD         NANAIEW  BC
Box 408                MADEIRA PARK  BC
13 COLO CLOSE  MOUNTAIN CREEK  4557   AUSTR,'
^705  4221 MAYBERRY ST BURNABY  BC

#306  710  16 AVE
#4  608 ST CHARLES
5434 BONAIR PL
#501  35 NEWCASTLE

NE  CALGARY
ST  VICTORIA

    VICTORIA
AVE NANAIMO  BC

420 STRAMG DR RR fl
975 E 41 AVE
284 DRYSDALE BLVD
#26 1160 SHELLBOURNE
#206 5560 HIGHWAY DR
Box 72

       140 ST
#208 11 COOPERAGE RD
725 INC.L@@ .".-@

 LADYSHITH  BC
 VANCOUVER
 KELOWNA  BC

BLVD  CAMPBELL RIVER B(
 TRAIL  BC
 MADEIRA PARK  BC
 NORTH SURREY BC
 VICTORIA  BC
 Y VANCOUVER       V V

4258 GRANVILLE STVANCOUVER
BEACON RD RR K C-5HOPE EC
R R ftlBo SWELL BC
3731 FIR STS BURNABY BC
#114 32075 SHERWOOD CRESC CLEARBROOK
Box 747GANGES BC
4039 ELISE PLACEVICTORIA

126 AVE  J SOUTH
699 BUCK RD
21065  56 AVE
#110  853 EAST FENDER
2730 CLAUDE RD
89 CREASE AVE
720 KEITH ST
W  15875  20 AVE
2624 BELMONT AVE
824 RICHMOND AVE
ffi.02  266 VEST HIRST
2833 PARKS IDE DR

1619 AUGUSTA AVE
Box 703
RR #4  S I-"  C 25
2513 GLENGARRY RD
#209  3187 SHELBOURNE
4480 URQUART CRESC

 SASKATOON  SK
 KELOWNA  BC
 LANGLEY  BC

ST  VANCOUVER
 VICTORIA
 VICTORIA
 MOOSE JAW  SK
 SURREY  BC
 VICTORIA
 VICTORIA
 PARKSVILLE  BC
 LETHBRIDGE  AB

 BURNABY  BC
 VALEMOUNT  BC
 WESTEANK  BC
 I'IISSISSAUGA  ON

ST    VICTORIA
 PRINCE GEORGE  BC

VOX 1AO
V8S 1V4
VOP 1GO
V8S 2J8
V9R 5K3
VON 2HO

V5H 4E8-

T2E 6V9
V8S 3N7
V8P 4V4
V9S 4H6

VOR 2EO
V5W 1P8
Vi v lp5
V9W 5G5
VIR 2V1
VON 2HO
V3T 4N5
V9A 7J9
V7T 1X5

V6H 3L5
VOX 1LO
VOB 1AO
V5G 2A4
V2T 1C1
VQS 1EO
V8X 4K1

m 2A1
V1W 1N6
V3A 3Z4
V6A 1V9
V9B 3T6
V8Z 1S6
S6H 5R2
V4A 2B1
V8R 4A6
V8S 321
V9P 1C3
TIJ m
V5A 2V6
VOE 2ZO
VOH 2AO
L5C 1Y1
V8T 3A5
m 5H4
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I

B. t.

ir

I:
II DAVID A PETRIE #m 2315 MILLS RDSIDNEY BCy y i V8L 2C3

i

t

I

J H QUARTON R R #2 SITE 80CSUMMERLAND BC VOH1ZO

si

I

DOUGLAS ROGERS#5 4300 STONEYWOOD LANEVICTORIA V8X5A5
S I' JACK ROSSER 474 EAGLECREST DRQUALICUM BEACH BC V9K1E8 '

Lou SMITH 1650 WESTMINSTER AVEPORT COQUITLAM BC V3B1E2
WM SMITH SITE 15  COMP 1  R R f5  PEMTICTON BC V2A7K8
HAROLD SMYTHÊ 408 540 RITHET STVICTORIA V8V1E2
DAN SPICER 2Q80 OKANAGAN AVESALMON ARM BC VIE 1H4
FRED STEPCHUK 4554 LATHOM RDPORT A.LBERNI V9Y5S9
JACOB STOCK I 8120 OSLER STVANCOUVER V6P 4E2
JAMES R STONE #425  SOMERSET HOUSE  540 DALLAS RD, VICTORIA V8V4X9
BOB SUMMERSGILL 2454 FATHERS AVEW VANCOUVER V7V2H8
NICK SYKES 18177 59 AVESURREY BC V3S 5R8

LES TAPLIN 11721 CASCADE DRDELTA BC V4E5C3
LEN TUPPEN 2030 HORMBY PLACESIDNEY BC V8L

m

A WACHTER ^100 375 NEWCASTLE AVENANAIMO BC V9S 4H9
JACK WASHEURN5516 OCEAN PLACEW VANCOUVER V7W1N8
R L VHEATLEY #120 SITE 222 RR #2COURTENAY BC V9N5M9
WILF WHITLOCK SITE 31A RR #1SUMMERLAND BC VOH1ZO
F J G M WRATE #10  999 BURNABY AVE   PENTICTON  BC V2A1G7

ALICE BARBOUR
LADY

#515  1575 BEGEIE ST @ VICTORIA V8R1L2
MARY BEATON #17 3968 CEDAR HILL RDVICTORIA V8N3B8
R BEAUDRY 3838 EPSOM DRVICTORIA V8T 3S5
S 0 BIGELOW #223  860  MIDRIDGE DR  S F  CALGARY AB T2X1K1
GARRY BROWNE 1920 ST ANN STREETVICTORIA V8R5W1
I S CLARK RR #4 SITE 97 COMP 13 SUIWRLAND BC VOH1ZO
ELSIE CRAIG 2239 AMHERST AVESIDNEY BC V8L 2G5

MARY DACK Box 132ENDERBY BC VOE1VO
KAREN DUDLEY GEN DEL  #800 PRIMROSE LANE  QUALICUM BEACH  BCVOR2TO
E GAIRDNER #5 TURNEY STKITTIMAT BC V8C2K9
BESSIE GIBSON #201  1840 ARGYLL AVE  NANAIMO  BC V9S3K7
ELAINE GLEW #403  2605 WINDSOR RD  VICTORIA V8S5H9
A L GRACIE #41B 2800 ALLWOODCLEARBROOK BC V2T 3R9
KATHERINE GUTHRIE 1563 STEVENS STWHITE ROCK BC V4B4Y4

DANICA HAYTER 705 HIGH COUNTRY DRHIGH RIVER AB T1V 1E3
E IRENE JACKSOM̂57 - - ~ - -NANAIMO BC V9R 6L3
M. JEFFERSON DOUGLAS MANOR  657 NIAGARA ST  VICTORIA V8VUl
ELLEN JONES 15823 ESSEX PLACEWHITE ROCK BC V4A5L2
?"!ARY JONES #430 3051 S'HELBOURNE STVICTORIA V8R6T2
JOAN KEYS #310  685 NIAGARA ST   VICTORIA V8V4X7
M LILLEY 11803 HARPER DRVERNON BC V1B 1B9
P-llCKEY MACDONALD 459 BALSAM STQUALICUM BEACH BC V9K1H9
JESSIE MIDDLETON 1869 DAHL CRESCABBOTSFORD BC V2S4B3



@@@@@@                   B.C. ASSOCIATION                   @@@@@@
                                  LADY MEMBERS

 IRIS MOROZ        Box 226                SHEHO  SK                  SOA 3TO
 PEGGY MCEWEN      #308  41 SUNSET BLVD   PERTH  ON                  K7H 3H8
 TINA OAKEY        #302  9138 83 AVE      EDMONTON                   T6C 1B7
 VERA PAUPST       #127  13725 72A AVE    SURREY  BC                 V5W OS4
 ELEANORE PURVES   #225  1111 GLENMORE TR  SW  CALGARY AB            T2V 4C9
 PHYLL REMPLE      518 WESSEX CLOSE       VICTORIA BC                V8P 5N2
 JEAN RENDALL      PIPER CREEK LODGE  4820 55 ST  RED DEER AB        T4N ON5
 DOROTHY ROWLATT   1711 TUDOR APTS  955 MARINE DR W  VANCOUVER       V7T 1A9
 GWEN RUSSELL      Box 55                 CHASE  BC                  VOE 1MO
 MARJORIE SHELDRAKE  #129  1680  POPLAR AVE  VICTORIA  BC            V8P 4K7

                              EDMONTON ASSOCIATION
                                  LADY MEMBERS

 FLORENCE GAME     6907 94 AVE            EDMONTON                   T6B OY3
 MARG. MAXWELL     #406  1285 PEMBINA HVY  WINNIPEG MB               R3V 1T7
 JOAN MOISEY       31 SPENCER ST          RED DEER  AB               T4N OB3
 DRUSIE SHOUBRIDGE #1204  2201 RIVERSIDE DR  OTTAWA  ON              K1H 8K9
 EDNA SQUAROK      186 CRESTON PLACE      EDMONTON                   T5A 1X4
 LOREEN WHELAN                            RYCROFT  AB                TOH 3AO

                         ******************************
                Excerpt - Article 3 - By-Laws - Associate Members

 Regular Members
     All ranks, past or present, who are serving or have served in units
     bearing the title or wearing the badge of the 49th Bn The Edmonton Reg-
     iment and The Loyal Edmonton Regiment or The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
     (4 PPCLI) shall be eligible to join the Association as full members.

 Associate Members
     The widows and children of officers and men serving or who have served
     in the Regiment
     Cadet Officers, Cadets and C I L Officers affiliated with The Loyal Ed-
     monton Regiment (4PPCLI)

     Annual Membership fees for Associate Members shall be the same as for
     Regular Members. They shall have full privileges, no voting powers.

                         ******************************
     Widows of deceased members are automatically placed on our membership
     roll as an Associate Member.
     If we have not had any communication from them for a couple of years,
     we must presume that they are no longer interested in belonging to our
     Association and the Associate Member will be taken off our Roll.

                         ******************************
  THANKS, and I believe that I can speak for a11 Association Members in this

 instance, to those many of you who have taken the time to contribute the
 many adventures that have been reprinted in this issue of the FORTYNINER.
 From the letters that are received, and especially from those who for many
 reasons are unable to attend our functions, the stories are certainly much
 appreciated. Many, many, thanks.

                                                         B. 01 son   Editor


